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1. Introduction 

Current predictions estimate the energy consumption in 2040 at 86500 PJ [1], thus a 

continuous growth of the world’s energy consumption is expected (Figure 1.1). In order to 

cope with this development, it will be inevitable to provide energy from sustainable sources 

while simultaneously minimizing environmental impact. 

 

Figure 1.1. Projection of the world energy consumption (reference case) [1] 

The major part of the energy demand is covered by conventional energy sources. Most 

conventional energy sources, except e.g. nuclear power, convert the chemical energy stored in 

fossil fuels into electrical power or heat. However, conventional energy sources can cause 

pollutant emissions which result in serious ecological damage. In addition, conventional 

energy sources that involve combustion processes lead to emission of greenhouse gases which 

are suspected to change the world’s climate. One way to cope with this problem is to provide 

a significant amount of the demanded energy from renewable energy sources, such as wind 

power, solar power and hydropower. Unfortunately, the potential of renewable energy sources 

to provide energy with the necessary efficiency and reliability is highly location-dependant. 

Additionally, adequate technologies are needed, which provide the possibility to store large 

amounts of energy, since wind and sun radiation are subject to high fluctuations. However, 

such technologies are not yet available and alternative strategies are necessary. 

Increasing the efficiency of conventional energy sources also holds the possibility to reduce 

their environmental impact. Today, combustion is the major process in the field of 

conventional/fossil power generation. Hence, the optimization of combustion processes in 

terms of efficiency and pollutant emissions provides a high potential for increasing the 

environmental compatibility of conventional power generation. Furthermore, modern gas 

turbines installed in gas-fired power plants are capable of compensating for power 

fluctuations from renewable energy sources, as they combine high efficiency with high 

flexibility regarding start-up time. 
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Combustion processes are highly complex and improvements in efficiency and emissions are 

not easily achieved. As an example, the reduction of thermal NOx-emissions can be 

accomplished by reducing the temperature in the combustion chamber. This is realised by 

operating combustors with lean (partially) premixed flames, which unfortunately are prone to 

flame instabilities. As a consequence, acoustic velocity and pressure perturbations can lead to 

flame and heat release fluctuations. Such flame-acoustics interactions, also known as 

“thermoacoustics”, can result in broadband combustion noise and/or combustion instabilities. 

In contrast to the generation of broadband combustion noise, where the flame mainly 

amplifies turbulence-induced noise, combustion instabilities are only generated when a strong 

coupling between the flame and the acoustic oscillations is present. Combustion instabilities 

lead to pressure oscillations with very high amplitudes and may result in damage to the 

combustor or complete engine failure. They are often associated with acoustic resonances in 

combustor components which induce periodic fluctuations of the air and/or fuel flow rate 

which result in oscillations of the heat release. 

1.1 Motivation 

The sensitivity of flames to acoustic excitations has been known for long time. In 1858 

Le Conte reported his observation of singing flames, which interacted with the music played 

during a concert [2]. This observation was of great interest in the science community and was 

also discussed by other scientists [3, 4]. While singing flames may represent a fascinating 

phenomenon, the interaction of flames with acoustic oscillations represents an ongoing 

challenge in the design and operation of combustion systems. Therefore solutions for the 

avoidance of instabilities in modern low-NOx combustors are necessary, since efficiency and 

low pollutant emissions become more and more important, as stated in the previous section. 

Rayleigh formulated a criterion [5] which describes under what conditions a flame adds 

energy to the acoustic field. It states, that combustion chamber pressure and heat release must 

oscillate in phase in order to generate unstable modes. However, the satisfaction of the 

Rayleigh-criterion does not necessarily imply that a combustor becomes unstable. 

Combustion instabilities with high pressure amplitudes are only excited, if the amount of 

energy transferred to the unstable mode exceeds the losses due to viscous effects and sound 

radiation [6, 7]. 

One way to cope with combustion instabilities is to apply active [8–12] or passive [13, 14] 

damping methods. However, applying these methods to different combustors usually requires 

specific adjustments. Alternatively, it is possible to only operate the combustor in its stable 

regime. However, this limits its operating range and flexibility, which are important features 

of modern combustors. As a consequence, the most favourable approach is to prevent the 

occurrence of combustion instabilities by an adequate combustor design. In order to evaluate 

the stable regime of a combustion system, it is common to measure and determine combustor 
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transfer matrices and Flame Transfer Functions (FTFs) [15–23] or to perform acoustic 

analysis [24–26]. 

Detailed stability analysis is mostly performed with single-burner flames. However, modern 

combustors often operate with multiple-burner arrangements, as the combustion chamber 

design is simpler in comparison to multiple single-burner combustion chambers. Most 

modelling approaches assume that no interactions take place between neighbouring flames. 

As a consequence, they are not able to take account for nonlinear effects induced by flame-

flame interactions in multiple-burner systems.  

Recent studies have shown that flow fields and thermoacoustic flame response characteristics 

in multiple-burner arrangements can differ considerably from single-burner combustors. 

Hirsch et al. found significant differences in the flow fields of swirl jets in an annular 

combustion chamber compared to the single-burner combustion chamber [27]. Worth and 

Dawson investigated the influence of the distance between the single-burners on the flame-

flame interaction and the FTF [28, 29]. They demonstrated that reducing the distance between 

the single-burners can result in large-scale flame-flame interactions, which show a strong 

impact on the thermoacoustic flame response. Staffelbach et al. performed an LES of an 

annular combustor and concluded that the FTF of the single-burner flame reproduces the 

FTFs of the multiple-burner flames reasonably well. However, the distance between the 

single-burners in their simulations constituted several nozzle diameters, which may prevent 

large-scale flame interactions. 

As a result, it is an ongoing discussion about whether or not or to what extent FTFs of single-

burner flames are representative for the flame dynamics in multiple-burner arrangements and 

how model approaches can be extended in order to reliably predict combustion instabilities in 

multiple-burner arrangements. 

1.2 Objective 

The first objective of the investigations and discussions shown in this thesis is to analyse the 

influence of multiple-burner setups on combustion instabilities in comparison to the 

corresponding single-burner setup. The second objective is to examine the influence of 

different arrangements of the multiple burners. 

In order to achieve the named objectives, experimental and numerical studies were performed. 

Measurements of pressure oscillations were conducted in a modular combustor, which was 

operated in single-burner and two multiple-burner setups. The swirl-stabilized flame was 

operated under atmospheric conditions in partially-premixed mode, using natural gas as fuel.  

The purpose of these experiments was the global characterization of the thermoacoustic 

stability of the modular combustor in dependency on the combustor setup. In addition, 

mechanisms should be identified which result in different thermoacoustic responses of the 
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single-burner and the multiple-burner setups. This was done by using high-speed OH*-

chemiluminescence imaging and numerical studies. Large-Eddy simulations (LESs) of the 

non-reactive and reactive flow were carried out for the single-burner setup and one multiple-

burner setup. The objective of the LESs was to identify possible feedback mechanisms of 

unstable modes and to investigate the influence of the multiple-burner setup on the flow 

conditions in the combustor.  

1.3 Thesis Outline 

After the introduction in Chapter 1, the theoretical basics are discussed in Chapter 2. In the 

first part, the governing equations of reactive flows are introduced. The phenomena of 

turbulence and common approaches for modelling turbulence are discussed. The second part 

of Chapter 2 focuses on the fundamentals of combustion. Reaction kinetics of combustion 

processes are briefly discussed. Idealized systems are introduced, which are commonly used 

to study combustion processes. The complex interaction of turbulence and combustion is 

described, as well as several model approaches for turbulent combustion. Chapter 2 ends with 

the introduction of the Unified-Turbulent-Flame-Speed-Closure-Model (UTFC), which was 

used to perform the simulations of the turbulent flames in the scope of this thesis. 

Chapter 3 is devoted to combustion instabilities. The basic driving mechanisms and damping 

processes are explained. Subsequently, frequently applied control and model approaches are 

discussed. The quantities used to define acoustic boundaries and the problems that occur 

when dealing with realistic acoustic boundaries are described in the last part of Chapter 3. 

Chapter 4 starts with descriptions of the modular combustor, the used double-concentric swirl 

nozzle and the experimental setup. Before the experimental results are discussed, a summary 

of the investigated operating points is given. The typical combustor modes are presented 

followed up by a detailed analysis of the observed instabilities at selected operating points. 

Chapter 4 closes with the discussion of the global stability chart of all combustor setups and 

some concluding thoughts on the experimental results. 

In Chapter 5, the numerical investigations are discussed. The numerical setup and the used 

computational grids are presented. The discussion of the results starts with the analysis of the 

non-reactive flows and concludes with the results for the simulations of the reactive flows. 

Chapter 5 ends with a summary of the numerical results and their conclusive discussion.   

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a summary and some concluding remarks. 
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2. Theoretical Background 

This chapter addresses the theoretical background of the investigations presented in this 

thesis. The governing equations of reactive flows, the characteristics and the modelling of 

turbulent flows, the fundamentals of combustion and the topic of turbulent combustion 

modelling are briefly discussed.   

2.1 Governing Equations of Reactive Flows 

The governing equations that describe the motion of reactive flows are  

-  the conservation equation of momentum, 

- the conservation equation of mass, 

-  the conservation equation of energy. 

These equations are derived from balance equations applied to an infinitesimal control 

volume and describe the fluid motions of reacting and non-reacting flows. Derivations and 

detailed explanations of these equations can be found in literature [30–33]. The following 

explanations are based on the named references.  

2.1.1 Conservation of Momentum 

The conservation equations of momentum are also called the Navier-Stokes-Equations. They 

may be written in the following way using Einstein's index notation: 

 uuM (iP�) + uuRH yiP�PHz = 	−	 u4uR� +	uj�HuRH + i}V!
~

!�<
�!,�	. (2.1)

  

In Equation (2.1), P� denotes the 	-th component of the velocity, i is the density of the fluid 

and 4 stands for the static pressure. V! is the mass fraction of the �-th species and �!,�	 
represents a volumetric force (e.g. gravity, buoyancy) acting in direction 	 on the species �. 

The term i∑ V!~!�< �!,�	 is often negligible and is neglected in the following discussion. The 

viscous stress-tensor j�H is defined according to the linear Newtonian viscous-stress law: 

 j�H = e �2E�H − 23^�H uP�uRH� , where 	E�H = �uP�uRH +
uPHuR�� . (2.2)

  

In Equation (2.2), E�H is the strain rate tensor and e is the dynamic viscosity. Combustion 

processes lead to very high temperature gradients and strong changes in the viscosity e and 

the density i. In this way, the influence of combustion on the fluid motion is included in 

Equation (2.1).  
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2.1.2 Conservation of Mass 

The conservation equation of mass is also called the continuity equation. It is defined in the 

following way: 

 uiuM + u(iP�)uR� = 0. (2.3)

  

The mass conservation equation for a species � reads: 

 u(iV!)uM + u(iP�V!)uR� = −u$�%,!uR� +	o� !	  for       � = 1,…,�, (2.4)

  

with the diffusive flux $�%,! for the species �. The term o� ! represents the corresponding 

reaction rate of a species �. The diffusive fluxes are usually calculated according to Ficks’ 

law: 

 $�%,! = −i�! uV!uR� 	  for       � = 1,…,�, (2.5)

  

with the diffusion coefficient �! of the species �. Using the dimensionless Schmidt-Number 

 EL! = ei�! , (2.6)

  

which is defined as the ratio of momentum and mass diffusivity, Equation (2.6) can be formed 

to 

 $�%,! = − eEL!
uV!uR� . (2.7)

  

For a system of � species it holds: 

 }V!
~

!�<
= 1,		}V!

~

!�<
$�%,! = 0	 ⟹ }o� !

~

!�<
= 0. (2.8)

  

2.1.3 Conservation of Energy 

The equation for the conservation of energy can be defined for different quantities, such as 

total energy or enthalpy. The balance equation for the total enthalpy ℎ reads:  
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 u(iℎ)uM + uuR� (iP�ℎ) =
�4�M − u$�'uR� + j�H uP�uRH + 9�� + i}V!�!,�Q!,�.

~

!�<
 (2.9)

  

The term i∑ V!�!,�Q!,�~!�<  stands for the power produced by a volumetric force on the species 

� in the direction 	, where Q!,� is the corresponding diffusion velocity. It is neglected in the 

following, since in most applications it is small compared to the other terms. The term 

j�H(uP�/uRH) represents the source term for viscous heating and 9��  represents heat sources 

such as radiation or an electrical spark. The flux of energy $�' may be calculated by: 

 $�' = −d uNuR� + i}ℎ!	$�%,!.

~

!�<
 (2.10)

  

The first term on the right hand side is the heat diffusion term according to Fourier with the 

thermal conductivity d. The second term represents the diffusion of species with different 

enthalpies, which is a typical process in combustion. Equation (2.10) can be rewritten as 

 	$�' = − e78 �uℎuR� +}�78EL! − 1�ℎ! uV!uR�
~

!�<
� , (2.11)

  

where 78 denotes the dimensionless Prandtl-Number, which is defined as the ratio of the 

kinematic viscosity and the thermal diffusivity @: 

 78 = f@	. (2.12)

  

The thermal diffusivity is defined by @ = d L�⁄ , where L� stands for the specific heat capacity 

of the mixture. The Lewis-Number 12! is defined as the ratio of 78 to EL! 

 12! = 78EL! , (2.13)

  

and describes the ratio of thermal and mass diffusivity for the species �. 

2.1.4 Equation of State 

The balance equations discussed in 2.1.1-2.1.3 are not mathematically closed, since changes 

in both pressure and temperature cause variations in the density. If the density changes, then 

the pressure is unknown and has to be determined using an additional equation which 

describes the relationship between pressure and density. For gaseous flows, this is usually 

done using the ideal gas law: 
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 4 = i;AB,CN, (2.14)

  

with ;AB,C being the specific gas constant of the mixture. 

2.2 Turbulence 

In fluid mechanics, it is common to make a distinction between laminar and turbulent flows. 

In technical combustion chambers, flows are turbulent in most cases. In laminar flows, the 

fluid flows in parallel streamlines, whereas turbulent flows are characterised by chaotic and 

three-dimensional fluid motions. The Reynolds-Number ;2 is commonly used to assess the 

flow state. It describes the ratio of the destabilizing, inertial forces to the stabilizing, viscous 

forces in a fluid motion and is defined by: 

 ;2 = P ⋅ +CG��f . (2.15)

  

In Equation (2.15) P denotes the mean velocity of the flow, +CG�� stands for the characteristic 

length scale of the flow and f is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. At high Reynolds-

Numbers, flows tend to be unstable and show turbulent fluid motions. At low Reynolds-

Numbers flows are laminar, as the viscous forces dominate the fluid motion. The critical 

Reynolds-Number at which a flow becomes unstable depends on the application. Flows in 

pipes typically become turbulent at Reynolds-Numbers above ;2 ≈ 2300. Due to the chaotic 

flow patterns in turbulent flows, transport processes of momentum, heat or species are 

significantly increased compared to laminar flows. Turbulent structures are generated in and 

derive their energy out of high velocity gradients in the normal direction of the flow 

streamlines. 

2.2.1 Time and Length Scales in Turbulent Flows 

In turbulent flows eddies with different time and length scales are present. The large turbulent 

structures carry most of the turbulent kinetic energy. The characteristic turbulent length scale 

+K of the largest eddies is in most cases determined by geometrical parameters. Inside the 

turbulent flow, turbulent kinetic energy is transferred from the large eddies to smaller eddies. 

The large eddies are unstable and break up into smaller eddies which contain the energy of the 

original eddies. The smaller turbulent structures also break up into even smaller structures. 

This process continues until eddies are formed, whose length scales are so small that they are 

dissipated due to the viscous forces inside the fluid. The transfer process of turbulent kinetic 

energy from larger scales to smaller scales is known as the energy cascade, which is based on 

the notion of Richardson [34]. The energy cascade describes the distribution of kinetic energy 

in reference to the turbulent length scale. The range with the largest eddies is called the 
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energy-containing range. The dissipation range denotes the range with the smallest turbulent 

structures and the inertial subrange refers to the range between the largest and the smallest 

turbulent structures. In the inertial subrange, mainly turbulent kinetic energy is transported 

from larger to smaller scales. Inertial effects are dominating and viscous effects are negligible 

[35]. 

Kolmogorov [36, 37] postulated that in a turbulent flow with a sufficiently high Reynolds-

Number the smallest structures are universal and isotropic, i.e. in contrast to the largest eddies 

in the flow fields, they do not contain any directional or geometrical information. The length 

scale of these universal turbulent structures is known as the Kolmogorov length scale. The 

Kolmogorov length scale a is only a function of the kinematic viscosity f and the turbulent 

dissipation rate ̀. The Kolmogorov length scale a, the Kolmogorov velocity scale P� and the 

Kolmogorov time scale j� represent the Kolmogorov scales:  

 a = �f�` �
</�	

,	P� = �f̀�</�	 ,	j� = (f`)</�. (2.16)

  

It can be shown by dimensional analysis that the ratio of the Kolmogorov length scale to the 

characteristic length scale depends on the Reynolds-Number [35]: 

 a+K ∝ ;2���. (2.17)

  

Therefore, the difference between the Kolmogorov scale a and the characteristic length scale 

+K increases with increasing Reynolds-Number. In technical flows, the characteristic length 

scale of the turbulent eddies are often determined by geometrical parameters. Hence, an 

increase in the Reynolds-Number leads to a significantly smaller value of the Kolmogorov 

length scale. As a consequence, the necessary computational resources for direct numerical 

simulations (DNSs) of turbulent flows with high Reynolds-Numbers (e.g. in technical 

combustion chambers) are not available in most cases, since performing a DNS requires 

resolving all turbulent time and length scales. In order to simulate turbulent flows with 

acceptable computational effort using CFD-Methods (Computational Fluid Dynamics), it is 

necessary to apply alternative approaches. One possibility is to introduce statistical methods 

to describe turbulent flow motions. These are discussed in the subsequent section. 

2.2.2 Statistical Description of Turbulence 

Due to the chaotic fluid motions in turbulent flows, it is convenient to describe the turbulent 

fluctuations in a statistical manner and split any quantity � into its mean value �̅ and its 

fluctuation �′: 
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 � = �̅ + �5										with									�̅(R�, M) = lim~→6
1�}�(R�, M).

¤�<

~
 (2.18)

  

The mean value of the fluctuating component is defined as equal to zero, i.e. �5¥  = 0. This 

statistical approach is called Reynolds averaging. Applying Reynolds averaging to the 

governing equations for variable density flows (2.1), (2.3) and (2.9) leads to several unclosed 

correlations with density fluctuations i′�′¦¦¦¦¦ for any quantity. Therefore, it is common to 

introduce mass-weighted averages, which are called Favre averages: 

 �§ = i�¦¦¦¦i̅ . (2.19)

  

Similar to Reynolds averaging, any quantity is divided into a mean and a fluctuating 

component: 

 � = �§ + �55 (2.20)

  

and the mean value of the fluctuating component is equal to zero: 

 �55̈ = 0. (2.21)

  

As a result, one obtains the averaged balance equations: 

 ui̅uM + u(i̅P§�)uR� = 0, (2.22)

  

 u(i̅P§�)uM + u(i̅P§�P§H)uR� + u4̅uR� =
uuR� yj�̅H − i̅P©�55Pª�55«z, (2.23)

  

 uyi̅V¬!zuM + uyiP§�V¬!zuR� = − uuR� �$�©�%,!¦¦¦¦¦ + i̅P©�55V!55«�+o�¥!       for       � = 1,…,	� (2.24)

  

 uyi̅ℎ¬zuM + uuR� yiP�ℎ¬z =
�4�M
¦¦¦¦ − uuR� y$���'¥ − i̅P©�ℎ©�55«z+ j©�ª� uP©�uRª�

¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦. (2.25)

  

In Equation (2.25), the heat source term 9��  is neglected. In addition to the unclosed terms of 

the laminar diffusion fluxes of species and enthalpy, the Favre-averaged balance equations 
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contain unclosed correlations P©�55Pª�55« , P©�55V!55«  and P©�55ℎ©�55« , which are unknown and have to be 

modelled. The tensor P©�55Pª�55«  is also known as the Reynolds-Stress tensor. The diagonal sum of 

the Reynolds-Stress tensor is used to calculate the turbulent kinetic energy �, whose value can 

be used to assess the turbulent intensity. The definition of � reads as follows: 

 � = 12}P��55PH�55«�
!�<

. (2.26)

  

2.2.3 Turbulence Modelling 

Turbulence Models can be differentiated by their requirements for the spatial resolution of the 

computational grid. In RANS-Models (Reynolds-Averaged-Navier-Stokes) all turbulent 

scales are modelled and only the mean flow has to be resolved by the computational grid, 

which leads to comparably low computational costs. The Large-Eddy-Simulation (LES) only 

models the small turbulent structures, whereas the large, energy containing eddies are 

resolved. This requires finer grid resolutions and leads to significantly increased simulation 

times. 

 RANS-Models 2.2.3.1

In general, in RANS-Models the turbulent viscosity assumption made by Boussinesq in [38] 

is applied to model the Reynolds-Stress tensor [33]: 

 i̅P©�55Pª�55« { |eK �uP§�uRH x uP§HuR� | 2^�H uP§!uR!� x 23 i̅�. (2.27)

  

In Equation (2.27) eK stands for the turbulent dynamic viscosity and ^ is the Kronecker 

Symbol. Various approaches exist to calculate the turbulent viscosity eK, involving algebraic 

models (for example the Prandtl mixing length model), one-equation models (Prandtl-

Kolmogorov model) and numerous two-equation models. One of the most commonly used 

two-equation models is the �-`-Model, which was proposed by Jones and Launder [39]. 

In the �-`-Model the turbulent viscosity is calculated by: 

 eK {	 i̅® ��` . (2.28)

  

The turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation rate are modelled by two additional balance 

equations: 
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 u(i̅�)uM x u(iP§��)uR� { uuR� ¯�e x eK°!	� u�uR�± x 7! | i̅`, (2.29)

  

 u(i̅`)uM x u(iP§�`)uR� { uuR� ¯�e x eK°²	� u`uR�± x ²< �̀ 7! | ²�i̅ `�� , (2.30)

  

 
where								7! { |i̅P©�55Pª�55« uP§�uRH 	. (2.31)

  ®, °!, °², ²< and ²� are model constants with standard values of 

 ® { 0.09, °! { 1.0, °² = 1.3, ²< = 1.44, ²� = 1.92, (2.32)

  

as proposed by Launder and Sharma [40]. The balance equations for � and ̀  are formulated 

for high Reynolds-Numbers, assuming homogenous, isotropic turbulence. However, as 

discussed in 2.2.1, this is only valid for the smallest turbulent structures. Extensions for the 

�-`-Model have been formulated [41, 42] and two-equation-models with different approaches 

exist, as for example the �-o-Model [43]. There are also approaches, where balance equations 

for the Reynolds-Stress tensor are derived and closed, which leads to the Reynolds-Stresses-

Models (RSMs). Further details about the RSMs and all named models with additional 

references can be found in [35]. 

The unclosed terms P©�55V!55«  and P©�55ℎ55«  in the balance equations are usually modelled by 

applying the Boussinesq assumption for the transport of mass and energy: 

 i̅P©�55V!55« = − eKELK
uV¦!uR� , (2.33)

  

 i̅P©�55ℎ55« = − eK78K
uℎ¦uR� , (2.34)

  

where ELK is the corresponding turbulent Schmidt-Number and 78K the turbulent Prandtl-

Number. 

The laminar diffusive fluxes of species and enthalpy are often neglected in turbulent flows. 

They can also be taken into account by adding a laminar diffusivity to the turbulent viscosity 

eK in the Equations (2.33) and (2.34) or be modelled by other expressions. As an example, the 

species laminar diffusion fluxes are generally modelled by [33]: 
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 µ�©�%,!¦¦¦¦¦ { |i�! uV!uR©
¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦ � |i̅�¥! uV¬!uR� , (2.35)

  

with �¥! being the mean species molecular diffusion coefficient. The laminar heat diffusion 

flux is generally calculated by: 

 d uNuR©�
¦¦¦¦¦¦ � d̅ uN¬uR� , (2.36)

  

with d̅ representing the mean thermal diffusivity. 

 Large-Eddy-Simulation 2.2.3.2

The LES resolves the large turbulent eddies, whereas the smaller turbulent scales are 

modelled by a turbulence model. The large turbulent structures strongly depend on 

geometrical parameters of the system and are considered to be anisotropic and non-universal. 

The small turbulent scales are assumed to be more universal and isotropic. Hence, turbulence 

models are more suited to describe the smallest turbulent structures. In addition, in contrast to 

RANS-Methods, the LES captures large coherent flow structures and unsteady features of the 

flow, which may influence the characteristics of the mean flow field. As a consequence, the 

LES often provides more precise predictions of turbulent flows. However, it requires higher 

grid resolutions than RANS-Methods and the turbulent flow is resolved in time. These aspects 

of the LES lead to a significant increase in the necessary computational effort compared to 

RANS-Methods. 

Filtering of the balance equations 

The separation of the turbulent scales in the LES is performed by a spatial filtering of any 

quantity: 

 � { �̅ x �5. (2.37)

  

For flows with variable density, a mass-weighted Favre-filtering operation is also applied: 

 
� { �§ x �55. (2.38)

  

The most common approach is to use the computational grid as an implicit filter. In this case, 

the filtered quantity (�′, �§) equals the numerically resolved quantity. The unresolved 

component (�5, �55) is often named as the subgrid scale (SGS) part. Different approaches for 

LES-Filters have been developed, which are not discussed here. Details about these filters can 

be found for example in [35, 44]. 
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Applying the filtering operations to the balance equations leads to the filtered balance 

equations for variable density flows: 

 ui̅uM x u(i̅P§�)uR� { 0, (2.39)

  

 u(i̅P§�)uM x u(i̅P§�P§H)uR� x u4̅uR� { uuR� ¶j�̅H | i̅yP©�Pª�· | P§�P§Hz¸, (2.40)

  

 uyi̅V¬!zuM x uyi̅P§�V¬!zuR� { | uuR� ¹µ�©�%,!¦¦¦¦¦ + i̅yP©�V!¨ − P§�V¬!zº + o�¥!   for   � = 1,…,�, (2.41)

  

 uyi̅ℎ¬zuM + uuR� yiP�ℎ¬z =
�4�M
¦¦¦¦ − uuR� ¶µ�©�'¥ − i̅yP©�ℎ̈ − P§�ℎ¬z¸ + j©�ª� uP©�uRª�

¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦. (2.42)

  

Similar to the averaged balance equations discussed in 2.2.2, the filtered balance equations 

contain unknown correlations which have to be modelled. Besides the laminar diffusion 

fluxes of species and enthalpy, these are the unresolved Reynolds stresses yP©�Pª�· − P§�P§Hz, the 

unresolved species yP©�V!¨ − P§�V¬!z and the unresolved enthalpy fluxes yP©�ℎ̈ − P§�ℎ¬z.  
Smagorinsky subgrid scale model 

The first subgrid scale model was proposed by Smagorinsky [45]. Due to its simplicity and 

robustness, it is a frequently applied subgrid scale model. The unresolved Reynolds stresses 

j�H�»� =	 yP©�Pª�· − P§�P§Hz are modelled according to the Boussinesq assumption. For variable 

density flows, using Favre filtered quantities, the model for j�H�»� reads: 

 j�H�»� − 13 j!!�»�^�H = −2fK �E¼�H − ^�H3 E¼!!� , (2.43)

  

with the resolved part of the strain rate tensor E¼�H 
 E¼�H = 12�uP§�uRH +

uP§HuR�� . (2.44)

  

The turbulent subgrid scale viscosity is modelled by: 

 fK = (�Δ)�½E¼½	with	½E¼½ = ¾2E¼�HE¼�H. (2.45)
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� represents the Smagorinsky constant and is typically set to a value of � = 0.2. The 

unknown term j!!�»� is commonly modelled according to the expression proposed by 

Yoshizawa [46]: 

 j!!�»� { 2L¿i̅Δ�½E¼½, (2.46)

  

where L¿ is a model constant. Since � depends on the flow configuration [44], Germano et al. 

[47] formulated an approach to automatically determine the adequate value of �. Further 

information and details about alternative subgrid scale models can be found in [35, 44]. 

The subgrid scale species and enthalpy fluxes are generally modelled similar to RANS: 

 P©�V!¨ − 	P§�V¬! = − fKELK
uV¦!uR� , (2.47)

  

 P©�ℎ!«−P§�ℎ¬! = − fK78K
uℎ¦uR� , (2.48)

  

where ELK and 78K denote the subgrid scale Schmidt- and Prandtl-Number, respectively. The 

laminar diffusion fluxes of species and enthalpy are either neglected or also modelled similar 

to RANS approximations. 

2.3 Fundamentals of Combustion 

In this section, some of the fundamentals of combustion are briefly introduced. After some 

basics, the influence of turbulence on combustion is discussed, since reactive flows in 

technical combustion chambers are in turbulent most cases. Subsequently, the UTFC-Model 

(Unified-Turbulent-Flame-Speed-Closure) is described, which was used to perform the 

turbulent flame simulations. 

2.3.1 Reaction Kinetics of Combustion Processes 

In general, combustion is a chemical reaction where fuel is mixed with an oxidizer (in most 

cases air) and burned. Chemical reactions, and therefore also combustion processes, are 

described by chemical equations: 

 −fÀÁ�Â − fXÁÃÂ − fÄÁÂ−. . .⇌!Æ!
Ç fÈÁ�Â + fÉÁ�Â + f/ÁÊÂ+. . ., (2.49)

  

where fÀ…/ are the stoichiometric coefficients of the species �…Ê, �( is the reaction rate 

coefficient for the forward reaction and �) the reaction rate coefficient for the backward 
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reaction. In general, chemical equations only describe the global reaction of reactants into 

products. However, a chemical reaction, as for example the combustion of methane with 

oxygen: 

 Ì� x Í� 	⇌ Í� x 2Ì�Í, (2.50)

  

consists of numerous elementary reactions. For elementary reactions, the corresponding 

chemical equation represents the actual reaction taking place. The system of elementary 

reactions that describes a global reaction is usually called a reaction mechanism. A reaction 

mechanism which consists of �Î chemical reactions can be described by  

 }f!�(
~Ï

!�<
U! 	⇌}f!�)

~Ï

!�<
U!							 = 1 − �Î, (2.51)

  

where f!�(  and f!�)  are the stoichiometric coefficients of the species � for the forward and 

backward reactions of the elementary reaction 	. U! represents the mole fraction of the species 

�. Thus the production rate o� ! of a species � can be determined by 

 o� ! =}f!�
~Ð

��<
8�		with	f!� = yf!�( − f!�) z							 = 1,…,�Î, (2.52)

  

with 8� being the reaction velocity of the elementary reaction 	 which is given by 

 8� = ��(ÑÁU!ÂÒÏÓÇ −
~Ï

!�<
��)ÑÁU!ÂÒÏÓÆ

~Ï

!�<
. (2.53)

  

The respective reaction rate coefficient �� may be calculated using the approach by Arrhenius 

[48] in its extended formulation [49]: 

 �� = ��N�ß2�ÕÓÖ×. (2.54)

  �� is the pre-exponential factor, ß stands for the temperature exponent, ; denotes the gas 

constant and �� represents the activation energy. 

2.3.2 Modelling of Combustion Processes 

Combustion processes can be found in all kinds of technical systems. Depending on the 

application, the reactive flow may be laminar or turbulent and reacts under premixed or non-

premixed conditions. In premixed combustion, the fuel and the oxidizer are perfectly mixed 
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before they enter the combustion chamber. In non-premixed combustion, the mixing of the 

fuel and the oxidizer takes place simultaneously with the chemical reaction. 

Laminar premixed combustion can be found in gas stoves, heaters and Bunsen burners. 

Turbulent premixed combustion is frequently applied in stationary gas turbines and internal 

combustion engines. A well-known example for laminar non-premixed combustion is a 

candle, whereas turbulent non-premixed combustion is found in aero-engines and diesel 

engines. 

In addition, combustion processes can be subdivided into lean and fuel rich combustion. This 

is usually described by the (fuel-air) equivalence ratio l. In the case where air is used as 

oxidizer, it is defined in the following way: 

 l { UØ.,[,./U�Ù�,.UØ.,[,AF/U�Ù�,AF , (2.55)

  

where U�Ù�,. and UØ.,[,. are the mole fractions of air and fuel in the unburnt mixture and U�Ù�,AF 
and UØ.,[,AF the corresponding stoichiometric mole fractions. In premixed combustion l is 

constant in the unburnt mixture, whereas in non-premixed combustion the local values for l 

vary from 0 to ∞. As a consequence, for non-premixed combustion, l can only be 

determined globally, using the mole fractions in the fuel and oxidizer streams at the inlets. 

In order to assess specific quantities of a combustion process, for example the burning 

velocity, the reaction kinetics have to be considered in combination with the balance 

equations. However, the underlying physics of combustion processes in technical applications 

are very complex. Therefore, as a first step, often idealized systems are used in order to study 

combustion processes, since they allow for determining all significant quantities, like the 

variation of temperature or species concentration. 

 Laminar Premixed Flame 2.3.2.1

One example of such an idealized system is the laminar steady-state one-dimensional 

premixed flame. From the balance equations discussed in 2.1.1-2.1.3, the one-dimensional 

balance equations for total mass, species and energy for the planar steady-state premixed 

flame can be derived [49]: 

 uviPw
uR { 0. (2.56)

  

 
iP uV!uR { |u$!%

uR x o� !	  for       � { 1,…,�, (2.57)
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 L�iP uNuR { uuR �d uNuR� |}L�,!	$! uNuR −}ℎ!
~

!�<

¤

��<
o� !. (2.58)

  

The heat transfer due to radiation is neglected in Equation (2.58). A typical structure of a 

laminar premixed methane-air flame is shown in Figure 2.1. The flame features a preheat 

zone for the fuel/air-mixture, an inner layer with the temperature NW, where the main part of 

the fuel consumption takes place, and an oxidation layer. The thickness of the inner layer +0 is 

a fraction of the flame thickness +/ 

 +0 = ^+/, (2.59)

  

with a value of ̂ ≈ 0.1 at atmospheric pressure. Under elevated pressure conditions, ̂  

decreases down to a value of ^ ≈ 0.03 at 30 bar [50, 51]. The flame thickness may be 

determined by [51, 52]: 

 +/ = dW L�,W⁄
iÛIJ , (2.60)

  

where iÛ is the density of the unburnt mixture at the beginning of the preheat zone. The flame 

propagates with the laminar burning velocity IJ. Integrating Equation (2.56) leads to [51]: 

 i6P6 = 3� = iÛIJ, (2.61)

  

where i6 and P6 are the density and the velocity of the unburnt mixture far away from the 

flame. The laminar burning velocity represents an eigenvalue of the equations (2.56)-(2.58) 

and can be interpreted as a thermo-chemical property, primarily depending on equivalence 

ratio, temperature and pressure in the unburnt state. 

Based on the simplified model of Zeldovich [53], one can derive an analytical expression for 

IJ, assuming a one-step reaction of fuel into products [49] 

 ÊP2+	 → 	78ÜÝPLMI 

  

with a given reaction velocity 8Z.,[ = −iVZ.,[Y2� ÕÖ×, where Y represents the pre-exponential 

factor for the reaction velocity. VZ.,[ is the fuel mass fraction and � denotes the activation 

energy of the reaction of fuel to products. The derived equation for IJ then reads: 
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 IJ { Þ �jZ.,[ , (2.62)

  

where jZ.,[ represents a characteristic time scale of the reaction with 

 jZ.,[ { �Y2� ÕÖ×��<. (2.63)

  

The dependence of the laminar burning velocity on the thermal diffusivity and the chemical 

time scale according Equation (2.62) reflects the mechanism of flame propagation by 

diffusive processes, which is driven by gradients generated by the chemical reaction. 

 

Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram of the structure of a laminar premixed flame (adapted 

from [51, 54]) 

 Laminar Non-Premixed Flame 2.3.2.2

Laminar non-premixed flames are idealized systems which are used to study non-premixed 

combustion. Often non-premixed flames are called “diffusion” flames, since unlike premixed 

flames they are mainly dominated by the mixing of the fuel and the oxidizer. 

One example of a laminar non-premixed flame is the “counterflow diffusion flame”. It is 

frequently used in experimental and numerical studies, since its flame structure can be treated 

as a one-dimensional problem.   

 

+0	 

R 

+(	 
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Figure 2.2 shows a schematic of a counterflow diffusion flame, with the fuel stream 

originating from the left hand side and the oxidizer stream originating from the right hand 

side. The fuel and the oxidizer diffuse towards the reaction zone, where heat is released due to 

the combustion process. In the reaction zone, the temperature reaches its maximum. Heat is 

transported by diffusion towards the fuel and oxidizer streams. 

 

Figure 2.2. Structure of a non-premixed flame (Adapted from [33, 51]) 

Far from the reaction zone, the mixture is either too rich or too lean to burn. In general, it can 

be expected that the reaction takes place at the location of the stoichiometric mixture. As a 

consequence, non-premixed flames do not propagate like premixed flames and it is not 

possible to define a characteristic burning velocity and flame thickness. The thickness of a 

non-premixed flame is mainly determined by the stretch. Due to the high influence of the 

mixing, non-premixed flames are more sensitive to the flow than premixed flames. 

In turbulent combustion modelling, it is often assumed that the flame front is stretched due to 

turbulent flow structures. The Flamelet-Model by Peters [55, 56] is based on the assumption 

that a turbulent non-premixed flame represents an ensemble of flamelets, which are “thin 

reactive-diffusive layers embedded within an otherwise non-reacting turbulent flow field” 

[51]. In this context, the counterflow diffusion flame is often applied to model such flamelets. 

2.3.3 Turbulent Combustion 

In a certain range of turbulence intensity, a significant increase of the burning velocity can be 

observed in turbulent flows. According to Damköhler [57], turbulent eddies can penetrate the 
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inner layer of a premixed flame and increase the surface area of the flame front. Damköhler 

proposed that the turbulent burning velocity IK can then simply be determined by [33] 

 IK { IJ 	�K�J 	. (2.64)

  

Beyond a certain turbulence level, the turbulent burning velocity shows no further increase 

with increasing turbulence (Figure 2.3). Increasing the turbulence even further eventually 

results in local flame extinction. Experimental results also showed a decrease of the turbulent 

burning velocity before the occurrence of local flame extinction [49, 58].  

For a better understanding of turbulent combustion processes, turbulent flames are classified 

into different regimes. Classifications have been proposed by many authors [33, 51, 59]. In 

the following, the classification proposed by Borghi [59] is briefly discussed.  

 

Figure 2.3. Influence of the turbulence level on the turbulent burning velocity (adapted 

from [33]) 

 Borghi Diagram for Premixed Turbulent Flames 2.3.3.1

Based on the assumption that the turbulent Prandtl-Number constitutes unity, the turbulent 

Reynolds-Number ;2K { ;2v+Kw can be determined by: 

 
;2K { PK5

IJ ⋅
+K
+/ 		⟹	 PK

5

IJ { ;2K ⋅ �+K+/�
�<

, (2.65)

  

where PK5  represents the velocity of the energy-containing eddies in the turbulent flow. As a 

consequence, the characteristic time scale of the energy-containing eddies is given by 

jK { +K/PK5 . The turbulent Damköhler-Number ��K reflects the ratio of the turbulent time 

scale +K to the time scale of the flame or the chemical time scale jß = +//IJ: 

 
��K { jK

jß {
+K/PK5
+//IJ 		⟹	 PK

5

IJ { ��K�< ⋅ �+K+/�
�<

, (2.66)
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The turbulent Karlovitz-Number *�K is used to assess effects due to flame stretching. *�K is 

calculated by the ratio of the time scale of the flame jß and the respective characteristic time 

scale of the turbulent eddies interacting with the flame. As a consequence, *�K reaches its 

maximum value *�K,à�á for the smallest turbulent scales with the Kolmogorov length scale a. 

Therefore it is possible to derive an equation for *�K,à�á dependent on the turbulent scales jK, +K and PK5 : 
 *�K,à�á = jßj� ≈	�PK5IJ�

� �⁄ ⋅ �+K+/�
�< �⁄ ⟹	PK5IJ = *�K,à�á� �⁄ ⋅ �+K+/�

�< �⁄
. (2.67)

  

Based on the dimensionless numbers ;2K, ��K and *�K,à�á, Borghi defined different regimes 

for turbulent flames (Figure 2.4): 

- ;2K < 1: The flame basically features the characteristics of a laminar flame, similar to 

the schematic shown in Figure 2.1 

- ;2K > 1 / PK5 < IJ: The flame is only slightly disturbed by turbulent structures, since 

the turbulent velocity fluctuations are small compared to the burning velocity. The 

flame thickness is not increased, but the mean structure of the flame front may appear 

thicker due to the turbulent fluctuations. The burning velocity is augmented compared 

to the laminar flame, since the flame is wrinkled and the flame surface area is 

increased. 

- ;2K > 1 / PK5 > IJ / *�K,à�á < 1: The augmented velocity fluctuations lead to an 

increased bending of the flame. The flame thickness can still be considered as thin in 

comparison to the turbulent eddies; the flame front is convoluted and convectively 

transported by the turbulent motions. Local quenching and reigniting processes are 

possible and pockets can separate from the wrinkled flame front.  

- ;2K > 1 / *�K,à�á < 1 / ��K ≥ 1	: The smallest turbulent structures can penetrate the 

flame front and intensify diffusion processes. This leads to an augmentation of the 

flame thickness, which enables eddies with a bigger length scale than a to penetrate 

the flame front. As a result, the flame thickness is significantly increased and the 

flame front cannot be considered as laminar. Local quenching takes place due to flame 

stretching which leads to distributed reaction zones. An increase of the turbulent 

velocity fluctuations combined with a constant value of the turbulent length scale 

results in a decrease of ��K, down to a level where ��K = 1 is reached. At this point, 

eddies with length scales up to the turbulent time scale can enter the flame front. 

- ;2K > 1 / ��K < 1	: In this regime, even the turbulent time scale jK is smaller than the 

chemical time scale jß and all turbulent structures are contained inside the flame front. 

The conditions in such flames are similar to the conditions inside well stirred reactors. 
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Figure 2.4. Classification of turbulent premixed combustion according to Borghi  

 Non-Premixed, Turbulent Flames in the Borghi Diagram  2.3.3.2

According to Borghi, the classification of the turbulent premixed combustion in Figure 2.4 

can be transferred to non-premixed turbulent flames. This is based on the assumption that the 

main reaction zone is located on the isosurface of stoichiometric mixtures. As a consequence, 

the laminar burning velocity and the flame thickness of laminar premixed flames at 

stoichiometric mixtures are used for the classification of turbulent non-premixed flames. The 

classification of non-premixed turbulent flames in the Borghi diagram is similar to that of 

premixed turbulent flames. When the Karlovitz-Number exceeds a certain value, high strain 

rates of the smallest turbulent structures can cause local extinction of flamelets. After the 

decay of the high strain rates by the short-lived Kolmogorov eddies, local extinction may be 

followed by local premixing and reignition. Further increase of the turbulent intensity results 

in enhanced local premixing, leading to a more premixed character of the flame. 

2.3.4 Flame Stabilization in Swirl Flames 

Technical combustion chambers are operated with power densities of up to 20 MW/m³ [21]. 

In order to reach the necessary reaction rates, it is common to apply swirl nozzles or bluff-

bodies to create an inner recirculation zone (IRZ). The high turbulence intensity in the shear 

layers between the downstream flow and the reverse flow and the mixing of hot burnt gases 

results in an increase of the local burning velocity. This ensures high reactions rates and a 
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high flexibility in terms of operating range. The advantage of swirl nozzles is that the 

stabilization is purely aerodynamic and no bluff-body is present inside the combustion 

chamber which has to withstand high temperatures. Unfortunately, swirl stabilized flames are 

prone to combustion instabilities, such as in the very complex flow field of swirl flows often 

coherent vortex structures are present which can interact with the flame. Flame vortex 

interactions are typical driving mechanisms for combustion instabilities (see 3.1).  

Figure 2.5 shows a schematic of a swirl stabilized flame. Depending on the nozzle and the 

combustion chamber design, the inner recirculation zone (IRZ) and the outer recirculation 

zones (ORZs) can change size and shape. 

 

Figure 2.5. Typical recirculation zones in swirl flows which stabilize the flame 

In order to create an IRZ, the swirl intensity has to reach a certain, critical value at which the 

so-called vortex breakdown occurs. The vortex breakdown can be explained by a positive 

pressure gradient along the central axis of the swirl flow. The pressure gradient is induced by 

the transport of angular momentum to higher radiuses. The typical shape of the axial velocity 

profile is shown in Figure 2.6. E denotes the swirl number, which expresses the swirl intensity 

in a swirl flow. The most common formulation reads: 

 E { ��¥
"� ̅ ⋅ ;W , (2.68)

  

where ��¥ denotes the angular momentum flux 

 ��¥ { 2åæ �iyP¦�áP¦F x P�á5 	PF5¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦z� 8�Ý86

W
, (2.69)

  

and "� ̅the axial momentum flux 

 "� ̅ { 2åæ �i �P¦�á� x P�á5 �	¦¦¦¦¦¦� x (4 | 46� 8Ý8
6

W
, (2.70)
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where P¦�á, P¦F are the mean axial and tangential velocity components, P�á5 , PF5 the 

corresponding fluctuation components and 46 represents the ambient pressure. In order to 

obtain a dimensionless number, the axial momentum flux is usually multiplied with a 

characteristic radius ;W, which in many cases is the radius of the nozzle outlet. 

 

Figure 2.6. Axial velocity profile in a jet at different swirl numbers [60] 

The determination of the quantities needed to evaluate the swirl number according to 

Equation (2.68) is usually a difficult task and requires complex field measurements. Therefore 

it is common to calculate a theoretical swirl number with the geometric parameters of the 

nozzle. According to Leuckel [61], this can be done by neglecting the turbulent fluctuation 

terms and the influence of the static pressure, and assuming a homogeneous block profile of 

the velocity. The theoretical swirl number EFG is then calculated by: 

 EFG { 1ç��� ;< sin @å ;èF
�
;W �1 | �;Ù;W�

�� , (2.71)

  

where ç is the number of swirl ducts, ��� denotes the flow cross-section of a single swirl duct 

and the term ;< sin @ describes the eccentricity of the swirl ducts (Figure 2.7). ;Ù and ;èF are 

the inner and the outer radius of the nozzle outlet, respectively. 

 

Figure 2.7. Eccentricity éê ëìíî used for the calculation of ïðñ 

For the case when the nozzle consists of two swirlers, the theoretical swirl number of the 

nozzle can be determined according to the proposal by Kerr and Fraser [62]: 
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 EFG { EFG,ò�1 +  + EFG,óô�1 + �< , 

with	 = 	 �ò��óô� 	�
1 − Rò�Róô� � 	and	Rò� = 3� ò�3� óô� +3� ò�. 

(2.72)

  EFG,ò� and EFG,óô� are the theoretical swirl numbers of the outer and the inner swirler,  

respectively. �ò� stands for the smallest flow cross-section in the inner swirler and �óô� for 

the smallest flow cross-section in the outer swirler. 3� ò� and 3� óô� denote the corresponding 

swirler mass flows. The nozzle that is installed in the investigated modular combustor consists 

of two swirlers with different theoretical swirl numbers. The ratio of the mass flows through 

each swirler was varied, which results in different global theoretical swirl numbers and affects 

the flame characteristics. This is discussed in detail in the description of the nozzle design in 

4.1.1 and the discussion of the investigated operating points in 4.3. 

2.3.5 Turbulent Combustion Modelling 

In order to perform numerical simulations of turbulent combustion processes with acceptable 

computational effort, it is generally necessary to use a model for the turbulent flame in 

addition to the model for the turbulent flow. In most cases, the flame front is too thin to be 

resolved by the highest acceptable grid resolution, as the flame thickness and the time scale of 

the chemical reaction can be on the order of magnitude of the time and the length scales of the 

smallest turbulent structures. In addition, without the use of a flame model, it would be 

necessary to solve a balance equation for each individual species participating in the chemical 

reaction of the combustion process. The GRI3.0-Mechnanism for the combustion of methane 

and air, provided by the Gas Research Institute [63], consists of 325 elementary reactions with 

53 different species. As a result, the computational effort for a direct simulation of a turbulent 

flame exceeds acceptable limits in most cases. 

A variety of model approaches for turbulent combustion exist; a few of them are listed here: 

- Models based on correlations for the turbulent burning velocity 

The reaction rate is modelled in dependency on the turbulent burning velocity, which 

is calculated by correlations for asymptotic time and length scales. Similar to the 

description of laminar combustion, in many cases only one characteristic chemical 

time scale and turbulent time scale is used to model the flame-turbulence interaction. 

Correlations for the turbulent burning velocity were formulated for example by 

Zimont [64] and Schmid et al. [65, 66]. 

 

- Models based on the scalar dissipation rate 

These models are based on the assumption that the chemical time scale is very small 

compared to the turbulent time scale. The scalar dissipation rate describes the 

relaxation of fluctuations due to molecular mixing. The reaction rate is assumed to 
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only depend on turbulent mixture processes. A well-known category of such models 

are represented by the already mentioned Flamelet-Models for non-premixed 

combustion, where the reactive-diffusive structure of the flame is described by the 

scalar dissipation rate and the position of the flame front is defined by the zone of 

stoichiometric mixture. 

 

- PDF-Models 

The turbulent fluctuations of the main quantities of the combustion process are 

modelled by the usage of probability density functions (PDF). It is assumed that the 

turbulent and the chemical time and length scales are reflected by the shape of the pdf. 

No restrictions are made beforehand concerning the kinetics of the chemical reaction 

and the turbulent transport processes [67]. 

Further models for turbulent combustion processes and more detailed discussions about the 

named model approaches may be found in [33, 49, 51, 68]. 

 Simplification of Reaction Mechanisms 2.3.5.1

As stated in the beginning of this section, using detailed chemical mechanisms in simulations 

of turbulent flames would require solving a balance equation for each chemical species 

included in the reaction mechanism. Since this is usually beyond computational capacities, it 

is necessary to use methods that simplify the reaction system. Simplifications of reaction 

mechanisms based on assumptions of quasi-steady state and partial equilibrium are often 

limited to certain conditions, for example to certain temperature ranges or mixture 

compositions [49]. 

One method to circumvent this problem is given by the intrinsic low-dimensional manifold 

method (ILDM) by Maas and Pope [69]. In the ILDM, the reduction of the reaction system is 

based on an eigenvector analysis, in order to only take into account the chemical reactions 

with the largest time scales. It is then possible to describe the reaction system by a reduced set 

of variables. A progress variable can be used to describe the reaction progress and the mixing 

of the fuel and the oxidizer can be described by a mixture fraction. Possible formulations for 

these quantities are introduced in the next section. In a next step, a look-up table is generated. 

It provides species mass fractions and reaction rates in dependence on progress variable and 

mixture fraction and is searched by the usage of multi-linear interpolations [33]. 

Another possibility is represented by the Flamelet-Generated-Manifolds (FGM). Similar to 

the ILDM formalism, a progress variable is used to monitor the chemical reaction progress 

and the mixing of the fuel and the oxidizer is described by a mixture fraction. Look-up tables, 

also providing reaction rates and species mass fractions, are derived from calculations of 

idealized systems (e.g. the laminar premixed flame described in section 2.3.2.1) with complex 

chemical mechanisms. 
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 Unified-Turbulent-Flame-Speed-Closure Model (UTFC-Model) 2.3.5.2

In the simulations discussed in the present work the Unified-Turbulent-Flame-Speed-Closure 

Model was used to perform LESs of the reactive flow in the investigated modular combustor. 

The model describes premixed combustion and non-premixed combustion. It was established 

at the Engler-Bunte-Institute, Combustion Technology at KIT Karlsruhe and is described in 

detail in [70]. In the following, the model will be discussed briefly. 

Basic Concept 

Similar to the popular Flamelet-Model, the basic idea of the UTFC-Model is that a turbulent 

flame can be described by an ensemble of laminar reactions zones with different equivalence 

ratios. The UTFC-Model employs a progress variable that describes the reaction and the 

propagation of the flame from burnt to fresh gases. Balance equations for a mixture fraction 

and its variance are solved in order to account for the turbulent mixing process in turbulent 

non-premixed combustion. Tabulated chemistry based on simulations of laminar premixed 

1D-flames is used to determine species mass fractions and laminar burning velocities. A 

correlation for the turbulent burning velocity is applied in order to model the influence of 

turbulence on the reaction rate. 

Progress Variable and Mean Reaction Rate 

In the UTFC-Model the progress variable is defined by the consumption of oxygen, following 

the suggestion by Habisreuther [67]: 

 b	 { Võö,÷øùúûmin	(Võö,úüüûüû , Võö,ýþü�üú�) , (2.73)

  

where Võö,÷øùúû is the chemically bounded concentration of Í� in the products. Võö,úüüûüû 

constitutes the concentration of Í� necessary for a complete combustion of all species in the 

local mixture. Võö,ýþü�üú� is the locally present concentration of Í�. The denominator switches 

between Võö,úüüûüû and Võö,ýþü�üú�, depending on whether the reaction takes place under lean or 

fuel rich conditions. 

Like several other combustion models, the UTFC-Model is based on solving a balance 

equation for the progress variable:  

 uyi̅b¬zuM x uyi̅P§�b¬zuR� { uuR� �eJ x eKELK ub¬uR�� x o�¥�, (2.74)

where o�¥� represents the mean reaction rate that has to be modelled. As indicated by its name, 

the UTFC-Model applies a correlation for the turbulent burning velocity to model turbulent 

combustion. The implemented correlation for the turbulent burning velocity is the one 

proposed by Schmid et al. [65, 71]: 
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 IKIJ { 1 +	PK5IJ ⋅ (1 + ����)�< �⁄  , �� = jKjß =
+KPK5 / �

��0.09 �IJ�� . (2.75)

  � represents a specific constant which may be adapted to the chosen fuel. As proposed by 

Schmid, the mean reaction rate is calculated by: 

 o�¥�	 = 14iÛ IK
�
�K ⋅ 4b¬	(1 − b¬) = iÛ IK�PK5 +K ⋅ b¬	(1 − b¬), (2.76)

  

where �K is the turbulent diffusivity modelled by �K ≈	PK5 +K.  The correlation for the turbulent 

burning velocity and the equation for the mean reaction rate were originally intended to be 

used in RANS models. In order to use the Schmid-Model in LES, the turbulent velocity, time 

and length scale were substituted with the subgrid velocity, time and length scale. They are 

calculated using the filter width Δ, the Smagorinsky constant � and ½E¼½: 
 PK5 = �Δ|E|, +K = �Δ, jK = PK5 +K⁄ = ½E¼½.  (2.77)

  

The value of +K tends to be zero at Δ → 0, which would result in an infinitely high reaction 

rate. Hence, the laminar diffusivity is added to the turbulent diffusivity �K in equation (2.76): 

 o�¥�	 = iÛ IK��J + PK5 +K ⋅ b¬	(1 − b¬). (2.78)

  

This leads to a consistent transfer from LES to DNS, as the DNS resolves the laminar flame 

front. For Δ → 0 or IK → I� the mean reaction rate tends to: 

 o�¥�	 = iÛ IJ��J ⋅ b¬	(1 − b¬). (2.79)

  

Mixture fraction and mixture fraction variance 

In order to simulate non-premixed combustion, the TFC-model of Schmid has to be extended, 

since it was formulated for premixed turbulent combustion. Hence, a mixture fraction is 

introduced which describes the fuel concentration in the turbulent flow field. For two-stream 

flows with pure streams of the fuel and the oxidizer, the mixture fraction can be expressed 

using the element mass fractions [49]: 
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 h	 { Y� | Y�,èáY�,Ø.,[ − Y�,èá , (2.80)

  

where Y� denotes the element mass fraction of the 	-th element. The subscripts “fuel” and 

“ox” indicate that Y�,Ø.,[ and Y�,èá are the initial element mass fractions at the fuel stream inlet 

and the oxidizer stream inlet, respectively. For equal diffusion coefficients of chemical 

species, the mixture fraction can be expressed as the ratio of the fuel mass flow to the total 

mass flow in unburnt state [51]: 

 h	 = 3� Ø.,[3� Ø.,[ +3� èá . (2.81)

  

In general, h takes the value h = 1 in the fuel stream and h = 0 in the oxidizer stream. Based 

on this definition, various formulations for the mixture fraction can be derived, as discussed in 

[51]. 

Under the assumption of equal species diffusivities, the transport of all chemical species can 

be described by a single transport equation for the mixture fraction. The implemented mixture 

fraction transport equation reads: 

 uyi̅h¼zuM + uyi̅P§�h¼zuR� 	= uR� �
eJ + eKELK

uh¼uR�� . (2.82)

  

Equation (2.82) does not show a source term for the mixture fraction and is therefore valid for 

definitions of the mixture fraction using element mass fractions. In the UTFC-Model, the 

mixture fraction serves as a passive scalar which does not participate in the chemical reaction. 

It provides the local fuel concentration in the unburnt state. 

In order to account for the influence of the unresolved turbulent scales on the mixing process, 

a balance equation for the mixture fraction variance h55�  is solved: 

 uyi̅h55�̈zuM + uyi̅P§�h55�̈zuR� 	= uR� �
eJ + eKELK

uh55�̈uR� � + o�¥�		ö. (2.83)

  

The source term for the mixture fraction variance o�¥�		ö is given by [51]: 

 o�¥�		ö = 2i�K½∇h¼½� − 2i̅m§, (2.84)

  

where m§ denotes the Favre-filtered scalar dissipation rate, which is assumed to be proportional 

to the inverse of the turbulent time scale and h55�̈:  
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 m§ { 2�K �uh¼uR�
uh¼uR�� ∝ 1jK h55�̈. (2.85)

  

This leads to the used expression for the subgrid scale scalar dissipation rate: 

 m§ = L�|E|h55�,¨  (2.86)

  

where the value for L� is set to L� = 2. 

Pre-Processing and Coupling of the LES with the Chemistry Table  

In order to perform an LES of a turbulent flame with the UTFC-Model, some pre-processing 

is required to build the chemistry table used for modelling the chemical reaction.  

As mentioned in the beginning of this section, the UTFC-Model is based on the assumptions 

that mixing of the fuel and the oxidizer takes place before the chemical reaction and that a 

turbulent flame can be described by an ensemble of diffusive-reactive flame sheets with 

different equivalence ratios. The influence of the turbulence on the burning velocity on those 

flame sheets is modelled by calculating the turbulent burning velocity and the reaction rate 

according to the Schmid-Model. The mixture fraction describes the mixture field in the 

turbulent flame and the reaction progress variable is used to model the chemical reaction. As a 

consequence, the density of the unburned mixture iÛ, the laminar burning velocity I� and the 

thermal diffusivity �Û in the unburnt state directly depend on the mixture fraction, whereas 

the species mass fractions V! depend on the mixture fraction and the progress variable. The 

corresponding values for these quantities can be determined experimentally or alternatively by 

the calculation of laminar 1D premixed flames. For the latter method, 1D-laminar premixed 

flames are computed for different mixture fractions. The computations can be carried out, for 

example, by using the PREMIX code of the CHEMKIN program package [72]. This was also 

done in the pre-processing of the LESs performed in the scope of this work. 

As discussed, a transport equation for the mixture fraction variance h55�̈ is solved in order to 

account for the influence of the turbulence on the mixing process. The quantities derived from 

the calculation of the 1D-flames are statistically averaged by using a PDF which features the 

shape of a beta function determined by h¼ and h55�̈:    

 �©�� yh¼, h55�̈z = æ��(h)
<

W
7(h)Ýh,	�� = IJ,	iÛ,	V!yb¬z,	�Û	. (2.87)

  

The statistically averaged quantities ĨJ,	i§Û,	V¬!yb¬z and �§Û are tabulated as a function of the 

control parameters h¼, h55�̈ and b¬ (Figure 2.8). Intermediate values are calculated using 
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multidimensional interpolation. During the calculation, the CFD-Solver provides the values 

for h¼, h55�̈ and b¬. The species mass fractions are used to solve the balance equations of mass, 

momentum and enthalpy. The values for +K, PK and jK are provided by the turbulence model. 

The tabulated values for ĨJ,	i§Û and �§Û and the values of the turbulent scales are utilized to 

compute the mean reaction rate o�¥�	 according to the Schmid-Model. 

 

Figure 2.8. Process chart for the coupling of the chemistry look-up table and the CFD 

Solver [70] 

Calculation of the Heat Release Rate 

In the UTFC-Model, an equation for the heat release is also implemented. Theoretically, the 

heat release is given by the specific enthalpies of the species and their reaction rates: 

 9�¦ { |}ℎ!
~Ï

<
o�¥!. (2.88)

  

Determining the reaction rates would require solving a balance equation for each species, 

which often leads to unacceptable computation times. Since the mixture fraction, the mixture 

fraction variance and the progress variable describe the simplified reaction mechanism, an 

equation can be derived which models the heat release in dependence on the control moments 

h¼, h55�̈ and b¬ [70]: 
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 o�¥! { �V¬!�h55�̈ o�¥�		ö x �V¬!�b¬ o�¥�. (2.89)

  

Applicability of the UTFC-Model 

As discussed in [70], the UTFC-Model is essentially only applicable for the combustion 

regime with thin reaction zones for �� ã 1 and *� < 1, since laminar flamelets are used to 

describe the turbulent flame structure. The effect of turbulent eddies penetrating the flamelet 

is not included in the model. In addition, the laminar flame sheets do not affect each other, 

which implies that the UTFC-model is only valid in the fast chemistry limit with �� > 1.  
Nevertheless, the UTFC-Model has proven to be effective in the LES of premixed and non-

premixed combustion, as well as in the simulation of combustion noise and combustion 

instabilities [70, 73–78]. 
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3. Combustion Instabilities 

Flames and acoustics can interact in different ways. One possibility is that the flame generates 

broadband noise and the feedback of the acoustic pressure oscillations on the flame is either 

non-existent or negligible. Lighthill’s acoustic analogy [79] is recognized as the first approach 

to assess aero-acoustic noise, whereas Strahle [80] was the first to apply Lighthill’s method to 

turbulent combustion. Broadband noise emissions of turbulent flames are still an important 

subject and therefore numerous investigations [70, 73–75, 81–84] can be found in literature. 

The aim is to develop methods which identify and/or predict the most important sources of 

combustion noise. 

Another possibility for flame-acoustics interaction is that a strong coupling between the flame 

and the acoustic oscillations is present. This may result in a feedback loop, which causes a 

massive pressure-heat release pulsation known as combustion instability. Combustion 

instabilities can result in damage to the combustor components or complete engine failure [85, 

86]. The interaction between pressure and heat release oscillation was first reported by 

Rayleigh [5, 87]. Based on his observations, Putnam defined the well-known Rayleigh-

Criterion [88]: 

 æ45(M)9′(M)


ã 	0, (3.1)

  

where 45(M) represents the pressure oscillation and 9′(M) is the heat release oscillation in the 

reaction zone.  The integral over the periodic time N of the instability mode in Equation (3.1) 

is positive when the phase angle between pressure and heat release oscillation is ≤ 90°. Under 

these conditions, the flame adds energy to the acoustic field. However, a positive value of the 

integral and does not necessarily mean that a combustor will become unstable. The acoustic 

energy dissipated inside the combustor and/or transmitted through the combustor boundaries 

damps the thermoacoustic oscillation. Therefore the energy transferred from the flame to the 

acoustic field must exceed the loss of acoustic energy in order to generate an unstable 

combustor mode. This can be expressed mathematically by [89]: 

 �45(R, M)95(R, M)dMdQ
�	

≥	�}1�(R, M)dMdQ
��	

. (3.2)

  

where 45(R, M) and 95(R, M) represent the combustor pressure oscillations and heat-addition 

oscillations, respectively. Q denotes the combustor volume and 1�(R, M) is the 	-th energy loss 

process. While the Rayleigh-Criterion is still the most commonly used criterion to assess the 

stability of a combustor, alternatives and extended formulations are discussed in literature [7]. 
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Combustion instabilities have been observed in all kinds of combustion systems, such as in 

rocket motors [90, 91], aero engines [92, 93] and gas turbines [85, 94]. This indicates that 

numerous different excitation mechanisms exist and many may still be unknown. Some of 

them are briefly discussed in the next section. Additional, more detailed discussions of driving 

mechanisms can be found in literature. For example, a review of different excitation 

mechanisms in gas turbine combustion chambers is given by Keller in [95], whereas Ducroix 

et al. discuss excitation mechanisms of premixed flames in [96]. 

3.1 Driving Mechanisms for Combustion Instabilities 

The schematic in Figure 3.1 shows processes which can drive combustion instabilities in gas 

turbines. However, the basic principles can be transferred to all kinds of combustion systems. 

According to Lieuwen and Zinn [6] driving mechanisms can be classified into: 

- Coupling of the fuel feed line with acoustic oscillations 

Pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber lead to oscillations of the pressure 

drop over the fuel nozzle. Since the pressure drop modulates the fuel flow rate into the 

combustion chamber or the combustion system, an oscillating pressure drop leads to 

an oscillation of the fuel flow rate and in turn results in an oscillating heat release. An 

example is given by [97]. 

 

- Oscillations of the equivalence ratio 

Pressure oscillations in the combustor lead to unsteady mixing processes in the 

premixing process or modulate the oxidizer and/or the fuel flow rate. This leads to 

oscillations of the equivalence ratio of the mixture entering the combustion chamber, 

resulting in periodic variations of the heat release [98–100]. 

 

- Periodic variations of atomization, vaporization and mixing 

Pressure oscillations in the combustor lead to perturbations of the fuel spray which 

may result in periodic changes in droplet sizes, evaporation rates and mixing rates of 

the vaporized fuel with surrounding gases. As a result, oscillations of the fuel supply 

rate and equivalence ratio are possible, leading to heat release oscillations which 

excite acoustic oscillations [101]. 

 

- Oscillations of the flame area 

Acoustic velocity oscillations result in periodic variations of the flame area that lead to 

a periodic increase in the overall heat release rate which causes intensified acoustic 

oscillations [102]. 
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- Flame/vortex interactions 

Large coherent vortex structures, which initially consist of combustible gases, form 

inside the combustion chamber. During the formation of the vortex structures they 

entrain hot gases, leading to an impulsive combustion of the reactive mixture inside 

the vortex. The vortex then breaks down into small scale turbulent structures. Vortex 

structures can also lead to distortions of the flame surface, which results in periodic 

variations of the flame surface area. The heat release oscillates with the oscillating 

flame surface area which leads to massive pulsations when the heat release oscillates 

in phase with the pressure oscillation. Examples are the ring-vortex structures in lean-

premixed swirl flames observed by Büchner et al. [15, 16, 103] and precessing vortex 

structures [104–107]. 

 

Figure 3.1. Driving mechanisms for combustion instabilities. Adapted from [6]. 

In general, combustion instabilities are found at frequencies that can be associated with 

acoustic eigenmodes of combustor components (e.g. the air supply pipes or the combustion 

chamber). In the range of their eigenfrequencies, they show increased acoustic responses to 

acoustic excitations and thus may amplify pressure and heat release disturbances. The 

formation of acoustic resonances is briefly discussed in the next section.   

On occasion, oscillations are observed in combustors which are not purely associated with 

acoustic modes. One example is an oscillation triggered by entropy waves [100, 108]. Hot-gas 

packets (entropy waves), e.g. caused by equivalence ratio oscillations, are convectively 

transported towards the combustion chamber outlet, where they induce acoustic waves that 

travel back to the flame. 

3.2 Acoustic Resonances in Combustion Systems 

In the previous section it was stated that unstable modes are frequently caused by the 

excitation of acoustic eigenmodes of the combustion chamber or other combustor 
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components. In many cases, acoustic eigenmodes are related to Helmholtz-type oscillations 

and standing waves in cavities (Figure 3.2). 

 

Figure 3.2. l.h.s.: Acoustic oscillations in Helmholtz resonators; r.h.s.: Standing waves in 

pipes with one open end and two closed ends 

The basic principle of a Helmholtz-Resonator can be seen in analogy to a spring-mass system. 

The enclosed air is compressible and serves as the spring, whereas the air in the open neck 

corresponds to the oscillating mass. The pressure distribution inside the cavity is typically 

uniform and fluctuates periodically, resulting in a velocity oscillation at the outlet. The 

frequency of the Helmholtz-oscillation can be estimated by: 

 ��� { LW2 Þ ��Q��+�,,- , (3.3)

  

where LW corresponds to the speed of sound. �� denotes the surface area of the outlet and +�,,- 

the equivalent length of the neck, which is equal to its physical length plus an end correction. 

A common approach to calculate the equivalent neck length is given by: 

 +�,,- { +� x 2Δ+�	with	Δ+� { å4 ;�, (3.4)
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where ;�  represents the radius of the neck. The actual value of Δ+� depends on the geometry 

of the resonator neck. In order to account for a different inlet and outlet radius of the resonator 

neck, one can calculate +�,,- by   

 +�,,- = +� + Δ+�,Ù + Δ+�,è 

 with	Δ+�,Ù = å 4 ⋅⁄ ;�,Ù	and	Δ+�,è = å 4 ⋅⁄ ;�,è. 
(3.5)

  ;�,Ù and ;�,è denote the inner and the outer radius of the resonator neck, respectively. Often 

Helmholtz modes are present in combustors which are associated with the burner nozzle or 

the combustion chamber exit, which have small diameters and serve as resonator necks for the 

large volumes of the combustor plenum (see e.g. [109]) or the combustion chamber.   

Standing waves are caused by interference of acoustic waves travelling in opposite directions 

and can be found in pipes, for example. Assuming a constant speed of sound, frequencies of 

standing waves in pipes can be calculated with the wave length d. In pipes with one 

acoustically closed end and one acoustically open end, the frequencies of the standing waves 

can be calculated by  

 � = 2 ⋅ ç − 14 ⋅ d, (3.6)

  

whereas in pipes with two acoustically closed ends the frequencies attain values of 

  � = ç2 ⋅ d. (3.7)

  

At an acoustically closed end, the incoming wave is reflected with a phase-shift of å (180°), 

whereas the phase-shift for the reflection at an acoustically open end constitutes å/2. This 

leads to differences between the frequencies of standing waves in pipes with two acoustically 

closed ends and pipes with one acoustically closed and one acoustically open end. 

The accuracy of the approximation of frequencies of acoustic resonances using equations 

(3.3)-(3.7) depends on to what extent the acoustic characteristics of combustor components 

and their acoustic boundaries correspond to Helmholtz resonators or pipes with ideal acoustic 

boundaries. In most cases, they do not comply with such idealized systems. Additionally, 

large temperature gradients in combustors result in different sound speeds. Therefore, more 

sophisticated strategies are necessary to model the acoustic behaviour of combustion systems 

(see 3.4.1 and 3.4.2).             
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3.3 Damping processes 

As previously discussed, in order to assess the stability of a combustor one has to account for 

the losses of acoustic energy and damping mechanisms. According to [6], there are three 

mechanisms which remove energy from unstable modes or lead to dissipation processes. 

- Transfer of acoustic energy to turbulence (viscous processes) or entropy disturbances 

(heat transfer processes)  

- Transport of acoustic energy out of the combustor by convection and/or sound 

radiation 

- Energy transfer between different acoustic modes 

These processes are based on complex physical mechanisms and are not discussed in detail. 

Further and more detailed explanations can be found in [6]. Based on these damping 

processes, methods have been developed which allow for damping of unstable combustor 

modes. These are discussed briefly in the next section. 

3.4 Control and Modelling Approaches for Combustion Instabilities 

Combustion instabilities represent a major risk for combustor components as well as for  the 

combustor itself. If a combustor becomes unstable and the amplitude of the unstable mode 

exceeds acceptable limits, one possibility to prevent damage to the combustion system is to 

change the operating parameters into a stable regime. However, this limits the operating range 

and the combustor flexibility, which represent important features of modern combustors. 

Another possibility is to damp unstable modes by passive or active damping methods. Passive 

methods usually employ baffles, resonators and acoustic liners, which are effective in 

damping high-frequency oscillations [110]. Examples are given in [13, 14, 93, 111]. It is also 

possible to modify the fuel injection geometry in order to change the flame characteristics. 

Active control methods employ actuators to perturb the instability cycle. In order to decouple 

the heat release from the acoustic field, the fuel flow rate or mixing process can be modulated 

[12, 112]. Also, secondary fuel injection can be applied to damp combustion instabilities [9]. 

All methods are usually based on the perturbation of one or more of the discussed driving 

mechanisms. Further approaches for the active control of combustion instabilities are given in 

[10, 94, 113, 114]. 

In order to effectively apply passive and active control methods, it is necessary to model the 

thermoacoustic stability of the combustor. Modelling approaches that are able to predict the 

stability of the combustor in the test phase or even in the design phase would be of great 

advantage. In this case, the combustor design could be modified (if necessary) to ensure stable 

operating conditions in the desired range of operation. Some commonly used modelling 

approaches used to assess the thermoacoustic stability of a combustion system are discussed 

briefly in the following sections. 
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3.4.1 1D-Network Models and Flame Response Modelling  

Figure 3.3 shows typical feedback mechanisms in technical combustion chambers with the 

corresponding input and output parameters of the combustor components. The feedback loop 

is closed by the flame, since it responds with heat release oscillations to mass flow or 

equivalence ratio oscillations. It modulates the oscillation of the combustion chamber pressure 

which in turn modulates mass flow and/or fuel flow rate. 

Based on the idea that a combustion system can be described as a network of combustor 

components, network model approaches have been developed with the aim to describe and 

predict the thermoacoustic stability of the combustor. 

 

Figure 3.3. Feedback mechanisms in technical combustion systems (adapted from [15]) 

One common approach is the transfer-matrix approach, where the acoustic response 

characteristics of burner components are described by an acoustic element with a specific 

transfer function. Figure 3.4 shows an acoustic element modelled as an acoustic two-port. 

 

Figure 3.4. Acoustic elements relating pressure and velocity fluctuations on both sides of 

the element (�	 →  upstream, � → downstream) 

In the frequency domain the acoustic two-port can be described by the equation [115] 

 �4�5P�5 � { �N<< N<�N�< N���	�4.
5P.5 � , (3.8)
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where N<<-N�� represent the elements of the transfer matrix O which has to be determined for 

every element. This can be achieved experimentally by acoustic forcing and must be carried 

out for two independent test cases. While analytical expressions may be derived for acoustic 

elements other than the flame (see for example [33]), the modelling of the flame and the 

oscillations triggered by its unsteady heat release pose a great challenge. In the transfer matrix 

approach, the flame can be included as a source term [115], which has to be determined by an 

additional test case. Under the assumption that the burner transfer matrix � does not change 

with combustion, the Flame Transfer Function ÊNÊ can be determined by: 

 ÊNÊ { O��<, (3.9)

  

where O represents the measured transfer matrix. For further details see [11, 115]. 

Another commonly used approach to describe the flame transfer function is given by: 

 Ê(o) { :� 5/:�¦P5/P¦ , (3.10)

  

where :�¦ corresponds to the mean volumetric heat release rate and P¦ is the mean value of a 

velocity, which is usually the axial velocity near the outlet of the burner nozzle. :� 5 and P5 are 

the Fourier components of the measured signals at the driving angular frequency o. The FTF 

may be written in complex form in terms of gain � and phase k: 

 Ê(o) = �(o)2��(�). (3.11)

  

The FTF describes the flame response to a velocity perturbation at the combustion chamber 

inlet. The sensitivity of the flame’s heat release on the perturbation is expressed by the gain �. 

The frequency-dependent phase k describes the time delay between the entering of the 

perturbation into the combustion chamber and the heat release response. Therefore all 

characteristic time scales are included in the phase, including the time delays induced by 

mixing, convection of fuel into the flame front, ignition and reaction rate. In many cases, the 

convective time delay is dominant. At unstable conditions, the total time delay j often 

approximately corresponds to an odd multiple of the half-period å/2 of the frequency of the 

unstable mode [102, 109, 116]. The mass flow and therefore the velocity oscillation at the 

combustion chamber inlet are modulated by the combustion chamber pressure which in turn 

has to be in phase with the heat release oscillations. 

The FTF can be dependent on the magnitude of the perturbation |P5|. One possible reason for 

this nonlinearity of the flame response is a similar magnitude of the mean velocity P¦ and the 
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velocity oscillation |P5|. A common non-linear model approach is to extend the FTF to the 

Flame Describing Function (FDF) [117]: 

 Ê(o, |P5|) = :� 5/:�¦P5/P¦ . (3.12)

  

The FTF may be determined analytically, for example by the ç − j time lag model [118]. 

However, FTFs and FDFs are generally determined experimentally [16, 18, 19, 22, 26, 116, 

119] or by CFD methods [120, 121]. The resulting FTF or FDF can then be integrated in a 

network model [23, 26]. 

3.4.2 3D-Methods: Helmholtz-Solvers and Large-Eddy-Simulation 

It is also common to apply 3D-methods in order to study and model combustion instabilities, 

since they usually provide a higher level of accuracy. The downside of 3D-methods is that 

they usually require an increased computational effort. This is especially true for the LES, as 

it requires long computation times. Therefore, in most cases it is not possible to perform 

parameter studies with the LES when investigating the stability a combustor. However, the 

LES is capable of reproducing a large number of instability mechanisms when an adequate 

flame model is applied. It is also useful for general studies of combustion instabilities, as a 

large number of quantities is available, which cannot be accessed by experimental methods. 

In general, the LES of combustion instabilities can be performed with or without acoustic 

forcing. The “forced response” method has some advantages, as it usually requires smaller 

computational domains than the “self-excited” method. In addition, the computational time 

which is needed for the system to reach limit cycle pressure amplitude may be shorter for the 

forced LES. The self-excited method may be more accurate, since it only models the “natural” 

instability of the combustion system. However, all combustor components that may be 

relevant for the excitation of the unstable mode have to be modelled. Additionally, it is 

possible that a significantly longer time period is required for the unstable mode to develop, 

which can result in unacceptable computation times. Discussions of the topic of forced LES 

vs. self-excited LES can be found in [33, 122]. References which discuss the LES of 

combustion instabilities are [121, 123–129]. 

Acoustic analysis using Helmholtz-solvers requires less computation time than the LES. 

Helmholtz-solvers solve the inhomogeneous Helmholtz-equation in the frequency domain. 

They rely on the assumption that the mean flow velocity is slow compared to the speed of 

sound. The Helmholtz-equation for reactive flows can be derived from the wave equation, 

assuming harmonic waves 4(R, S, T) = 452���K and harmonic oscillations of the heat release 

9� = 952���K: 
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 ∇ ⋅ LW�∇45 + o�4′ = 	o(] − 1)95, (3.13)

  

where LW is the local speed of sound [33] and ] the ratio of the specific heats. Solving 

equation (3.13) leads to the harmonic acoustic eigenfrequencies of the modelled system. In a 

first step, it is possible to calculate the eigenfrequencies of a combustor by neglecting the 

oscillations of the heat release and assuming a constant temperature field inside the 

combustion chamber. For example, the heat release rate can be modelled using the ç − j time 

lag model [118]. Examples for the acoustic analysis of combustion systems with Helmholtz-

solvers are given in [130] and [25]. 

3.4.3 Acoustic Impedance and Acoustic Boundaries 

The thermoacoustic stability of a combustor is strongly influenced by acoustic transmission 

properties of the reactive flow and the acoustic boundaries of the combustor components. The 

acoustic transmission properties of a medium are described by its specific acoustic impedance 

TW. It represents the ratio of the sound pressure 4′ and the particle velocity P′. For planar 

waves, it holds 

 TW = 45P′ = iLW	, (3.14)

  

where i denotes the density of the gas or fluid. Accordingly, for a one-dimensional planar 

acoustic wave propagating in a constant cross section duct [33]  

 4<5 = �� �M − RLW� + �� �M + RLW� , (3.15)

  

the velocity perturbation yields 

 P<5 = 1TW ��� �M − RLW� − �� �M + RLW��. (3.16)

  �� is the amplitude of the wave propagating in the positive R-direction and �� denotes the 

amplitude of the wave propagating in the opposite direction. The acoustic transmission 

properties of an acoustic boundary are dependent on the ratio of its specific acoustic 

impedance T� and the specific acoustic impedance of the gas/fluid in which the acoustic 

waves propagate. This may be described by a reduced specific acoustic impedance 

 Y = T�TW =
1iLW

4<5P<5 . (3.17)
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The reflection coefficient ; of an acoustic boundary at a location R { R� is defined as the 

amplitude ratio of the acoustic waves: 

 ; { ��(M − R� LW⁄ )��(M + R� LW⁄ ). (3.18)

  

Thus it can also be defined using the reduced specific acoustic impedance Y: 

 
; { Y x 1

Y | 1. (3.19)

  

Table 3.1 shows the reduced specific acoustic impedances and reflection coefficients for the 

acoustic boundaries of an ideal one-dimensional duct. If the duct is infinitely long in the 

positive R-direction, all acoustic waves propagate in the positive R-direction. As a 

consequence �� is zero and ; is infinite. When the duct is infinite in the negative R-direction, 

�� and therefore also ; are zero. In both cases Y equals unity. 

 Configuration  Boundary 

condition é  � 

  
 Non-

reflecting  ∞  1 

  
 Non-

reflecting  0 -1  

  

 4<5= 0  -1 0  

  

 P<5= 0  1 ∞  

Table 3.1. Reflection coefficients and specific acoustic impedances in ideal one-

dimensional ducts (adapted from [33]) 

Infinite duct on the right side 

 

 

Infinite duct on the left side 

Duct terminating in large vessel 

 

  

4<5 = 0 

Duct terminating on rigid wall 

P<5 { 0 
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At closed ends, for example walls, all incoming waves are reflected and the velocity 

perturbations vanish (P<= 0). The acoustic boundary is “sound hard” and features infinite 

specific acoustic impedance, which results in a reflection coefficient of ; = 1. When the duct 

leads into a large cavity, where the pressure can be considered constant and the pressure 

perturbations are zero (4<= 0), the acoustic boundary is considered to be “sound soft”. The 

specific acoustic impedance is zero and the reflection coefficient constitutes ; = -1. 

Real acoustic boundaries of combustor components or combustion chambers do not feature 

reflection coefficients or specific acoustic impedances which correspond to the discussed 

ideal acoustic boundaries, since their reflection coefficients are influenced by area and 

temperature variations as well as mean flow effects (see [131]). The modelling of the acoustic 

transmission characteristics with complex geometries is even more involved. Perforated 

plates, for example, show a frequency-dependent reflection coefficient which is also 

influenced by the presence of mean flow [132]. In general, specific acoustic impedances of 

combustor components and their boundaries have to be determined experimentally or 

predicted by adequate models. 
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4. Experimental Investigations 

In this chapter, first the modular combustor is described that was used to perform the 

experimental investigations. In the subsequent text, the test facility, the diagnostic tools and 

the operating conditions under which the measurements were performed are explained. 

Afterwards, the results of the measurements are discussed in detail.  

4.1 Design Concept of the Modular Combustor 

The aim of the design process of the modular combustor was to construct a burner system 

which can be operated in single- and multiple-burner configuration. Additionally, it should be 

possible to realize different arrangements of the single-burners. 

In the following sections, the concept of the modular combustor used for the investigations 

presented in this work is explained in detail. First, the design of the nozzle and the single 

burner will be discussed. Additionally, the way the single-burners are assembled together into 

the multiple-burner setup is described. The last part of this chapter focuses on the diagnostic 

techniques which were applied to investigate combustion instabilities in the combustor. 

4.1.1 Design of the Burner Nozzle 

The nozzle is a double-concentric swirl nozzle with two swirlers and was used for studies in 

several subprojects of the Collaborative Research Centre 606. The inner, primary swirler has 

8 swirl ducts with a rectangular flow cross-section of 5.2 mm x 6.7 mm that lead into a first 

conical and then circular duct with a diameter of 15 mm. The outer, secondary swirler 

contains 12 rectangular swirl ducts of 4 mm x 5.6 mm which lead to a partly conical duct with 

an outlet diameter of 25 mm. The fuel flows from the fuel supply pipe through two small 

chambers, which are connected by six ducts of 4 mm. The fuel exits the second chamber 

through 60 circumferentially distributed holes with a diameter of 0.5 mm and mixes with the 

air flow of the primary swirler (Figure 4.1). 

The theoretical swirl number of each swirler calculated according to Equation (2.71) 

constitutes EFG,ò� = 0.46 for the inner swirler and EFG,óô� = 1.02 for the outer swirler. Since the 

swirlers do not feature the same individual theoretical swirl number, the swirl number of 

resulting swirl flow depends on the ratio of the swirler mass flows (see equation (2.72)). 

4.1.2 Design of the Single-Burner 

In order to be able to independently control the mass flow through each swirler, the air inlets 

for both swirlers are separated (Figure 4.2). The cross-section of the outer pipe is of quadratic 

shape (outside dimensions 100 mm x 100 mm) with a wall thickness of 5 mm, whereas the 

first inner pipe is circular, with an outside diameter of 80 mm and a wall thickness of 2 mm. 

Inside the inner pipe, a second circular pipe of 50 mm in outside diameter and a wall 
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thickness of 2 mm is placed, whose outer wall serves as the inner boundary for the air flow 

inside the plenum. The pipe for the fuel supply of the nozzle is situated inside this third pipe. 

 

Figure 4.1. Double-concentric swirl nozzle with two swirlers. The yellow arrows indicate 

the secondary air flow, the white arrows the primary air flow and the red arrows the 

fuel flow. 

The air for the secondary swirler is introduced through the upper inlet port and flows between 

the outer pipe and the first inner pipe. The flow is homogenised by a perforated plate with a 

free area of 10 % before it enters the inlets of the swirler. The air flow for the primary swirler 

enters the burner plenum through the lower inlet port. At first it flows through the outer 

quadratic pipe and is then also homogenised by a perforated plate with 10 % free area. It then 

flows between the first and the second inner pipe to the inlets of the swirler. 

The nozzle is centred inside the top of the plenum. It is pressed inside the centring using a 

screw nut at the bottom in order to avoid bypass flow into the combustion chamber. The 

combustion chamber is equipped with four quartz glass windows, which are held by steel 

frames and form a quadratic flow cross section of 89 mm x 89 mm. The outlet is divided into 

a conical part, where the inner diameter decreases from 75 to 50 mm and a circular part with a 

constant inner diameter of 50 mm. The combustion chamber is centred on the top of the 

plenum and two pins of 2 mm in diameter circumvent a possible rotational movement due to 

vibrations. 
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In order to combine the single-burners into multiple-burner configurations, the outer pipe has 

seven additional openings, which are covered by caps in single-burner mode. This allows for 

combining the plenums of the single-burners while keeping the air inlets for the inner and 

outer swirlers connected. Adapters are placed inside the openings, which simplify the 

alignment of the burners. In addition, two glass windows are removed and adapters are 

inserted into the slots of the glass windows, in order to combine the combustion chambers of 

the single-burners into a unified combustion chamber with multiple flames. 

 

Figure 4.2. Single-burner with two separated air inlets 

4.1.3 Multiple-Burner Setups 

As shown in Figure 4.3, in the first multiple-burner setup (MBS1) four single burners are 

linearly aligned (multiple-burner setup 1, MBS1). In this setup, the outer flames are bounded 

by three combustion chamber walls and have one neighbouring flame. The inner flames are 

bounded by two side walls and have two neighbouring flames 

In the second multiple-burner setup (multiple-burner setup 2, MBS2) four burners are 

arranged in an “annular” arrangement (Figure 4.3). However, the inner and the outer 
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boundary of the combined combustion chamber are of quadratic shape. Each flame is 

bounded by two side walls and two flames. The ratio of the distance between the burner 

centerlines I�C and the diameter of the nozzle exit Ý�� (= 25 mm) constitutes in both MBSs I�C/Ý�� = 4.1. 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Modular combustor in MBS1 and MBS2 

Combined 
combustion chambers 

Combined plenums 
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4.2 Test Rig and Diagnostic Methods 

The combustor is mounted onto a sliding carriage which is mounted onto a frame 

construction. The combustor can be moved horizontally with electric motors and manually by 

a thread which is turned by using a hand wheel. The air is supplied by a compressor and flows 

through an air duct to the test rig, where it is split into two air flows. Each flow is controlled 

independently with a hand valve. The mass streams of air are measured upstream by two 

thermal Bronkhorst mass flow meters, with a deviation of 1 % for the upper value of the 

measurement range 0-80 m³/h (STP, N = 273 K, 4 = 1013 mbar). The air flows then enter the 

air distributors, which are needed to enable the air supply of all single burners in multiple-

burner configuration. Flexible tubes connect the inlet ports of the combustor with the air 

distributors. 

The flow of natural gas is controlled independently with M+W mass flow controllers for 

every burner. The measurement accuracy of the mass flow controllers constitutes 3 % for the 

upper value of the measurement range 0-100 l/min (STP). 

4.2.1 Setup for the Measurement of Pressure Oscillations 

Pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber and the plenum are measured by using three 

microphone probes with Bruel & Kjaer pressure field microphones. The probe, which is 

connected to the combustion chamber, is a coiled tube with a straight length of 4 m. This 

protects the microphone from the high temperatures in the combustion chamber. Additionally, 

a very small nitrogen flow is introduced into the microphone probe, which prevents exhaust 

gases from entering the probe. The microphones are connected to Bruel & Kjaer conditioning 

amplifiers. The output signal of the amplifiers is transformed with Fast Fourier 

Transformation (FFT) by an Agilent 35670a signal analyser. 

Since the probes can alter the pressure signal and damp or amplify certain frequencies, it is 

necessary to measure the frequency response of the microphone probes. This is done with a 

small branch pipe tee which serves as calibration chamber. Two microphones are connected 

to the opposite openings, whereas one microphone is connected via the microphone probe.  A 

small loudspeaker is connected to the third opening and sends a periodic computer generated 

chirp in the range of 20 to 1600 Hz into the branch pipe tee. The signal analyser puts the two 

microphone signals in reference and calculates the frequency response of the microphone 

probe. 

4.2.2 High-Speed Measurements of OH*-Chemiluminescence 

The OH*-chemiluminescence can be used as a local indicator for the heat release in laminar 

flames [133]. In the case of perfectly premixed turbulent flames, it can be used to monitor the 

integral heat release and for quantitative analysis of the heat release [134, 135]. In diffusion 

flames and partially-premixed or “technically premixed” flames, it has to be considered that 
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the OH*-chemiluminescence also reacts to equivalence ratio fluctuations. Schuermans et al. 

derived in [134] the following relations for the OH*-intensity fluctuations "′ and heat release 

fluctuations :′ for low Mach number flows: 

 :′:¦ { 3� ′3�¥ x VZ.,[5
V¦Z.,[ , (4.1)

  

 "′" { 3� ′3�¥ x @ VZ.,[5
V¦Z.,[ . (4.2)

  :¦, ", 3�¥  and V¦Z.,[ denote the mean values of heat release, OH*-intensity, mass flow into the 

combustion chamber and fuel mass fraction. The factor @ describes the dependency of the 

OH*-intensity on fluctuations of the fuel mass fraction VZ.,[5 . For perfectly premixed flames, 

the fluctuations of the fuel mass fraction vanish (VZ.,[5 { 0). In this case, OH*-intensity 

fluctuations can be used as a measure for heat release fluctuations. 

In flames where equivalence ratio fluctuations are present (VZ.,[5 ≠ 0), it depends on the value 

of @ as to how far OH*-intensity fluctuations represent heat release fluctuations. According to 

[134], typical values of @ in technical combustion chambers are in the range of 5-10. 

Therefore great care has to be taken in interpreting the results of OH*-chemiluminescence 

imaging in case of non-perfectly premixed flames. Examples where OH*-chemiluminescence 

imaging was used to monitor heat release oscillations in non-perfectly premixed flames are 

found in [98, 136, 137]. 

4.2.3 Recording and Analysis of the OH*-Intensity Signal 

The OH*-chemiluminescence was recorded with a LaVision High-Speed-Star CMOS camera 

which is equipped with a signal intensifier. The chemiluminescence signal of the flame is 

filtered with a band-pass filter (308 nm) to filter the OH*-chemiluminescence. In the MBS1 

the OH*-chemiluminescence of one of the inner flames was recorded. It was chosen to record 

the flame of the particular single-burner which was used in the SBS, to ensure a consistent 

comparison between the SBS and the MBS1. In the MBS2, the camera was put at an angle of 

about 40° to the combustion chamber walls in order to monitor two flames simultaneously 

and to avoid areas where the summed OH*-intensity of both flames is recorded by the 

camera. However, as the flames are oscillating, a variable region of summed intensity persists. 

Series of high-speed images also provide the possibility of a frequency-locked post-

processing, in order to visualize certain modes in the flame oscillations. With consideration 

for the restrictions mentioned in 4.2.2, an analysis of the modes of the integral OH*-intensity 

by Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) can provide information if pressure and heat release 

oscillate at the same frequency. 
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4.3 Investigated Operating Points 

The combustor employs separate air inlets for the swirlers and provides a high flexibility 

regarding its setup. As a consequence, a high flexibility concerning possible operating 

conditions for the combustor is also given. Therefore choices had to be made regarding the 

OPs to be investigated. The following section gives a summary of the operating conditions 

chosen for the microphone measurements. 

Pressure oscillations were measured in all combustor setups without additional preheating of 

the combustion air for different thermal powers and equivalence ratios. In the SBS, the 

thermal power was varied from 7FG = 15-30 kW and in the MBSs from 60-120 kW (or 

15-30 kW/burner). The range of the equivalence ratio stretches from l = 0.85 down to a value 

of l { 0.55, depending on the lean stability limit. The combustor design also allows the 

operation of the combustor with different swirler mass flow ratios, since the mass flow 

through each swirler is controlled independently. The swirler mass flow ratio 1 is defined as 

the ratio of the air mass flow through the outer swirler to the air mass flow through the inner 

swirler: 

 1 { 3� óô�3� ò� . (4.3)

  

At a value of 1 = 1.6 both swirlers generate approximately the same pressure drop. 

Measurements were performed for all combustor setups for 1 = 1.2, 1.6 and 2.0. As discussed 

in 4.1.1, this leads to different theoretical swirl numbers for the swirl flow. The resulting 

values for EFG are shown in Table 4.1. Thus, the value of the swirler mass flow ratio 1 leads to 

changes in the flow field in the combustion chamber and influences the swirl-induced 

recirculation zone, which in turn leads to different flame shapes and flame characteristics.  

! 1.2 1.6 2.0 ïðñ 0.7 0.78 0.82 

Table 4.1. Theoretical swirl number ïðñ at ! = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0 

Figure 4.4 shows the averaged OH*-intensity for 1 = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0 in the MBS1 at 7FG = 25 kW/burner, l = 0.7. It clearly illustrates that the value of 1 affects the flame shape. 

The most significant difference is that the flame becomes much shorter with increasing 1. The 

augmented swirl intensity results in higher integral conversion rates, possibly caused by 

increased recirculation rates of burnt gases. 

However, in technical combustors, the swirlers of double-concentric swirl nozzles normally 

employ combined swirler inlets and thus are operated with the same pressure drop. Hence, the 
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swirler mass flow ratio 1 = 1.6 was used as the default setting and most of the investigations 

were carried out with this value. Table 4.2 gives an overview of the investigated OPs. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Average OH*-intensity at ! = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0 in the MBS1 at 

"ðñ = 25 kW/burner, # = 0.7 

 

Combustor setup 7FG Δ7FG l Δl 1 

SBS 15 – 30 kW 2.5 kW 0.85 – 0.6 0.05 1.6 

MBS1 (4 burners) 60 – 120 kW 10 kW 0.85 – 0.6 0.05 1.6 

MBS2 (4 burners) 60 – 120 kW 10 kW 0.85 – 0.6 0.05 1.6 

SBS 15 – 30 kW 5 kW 0.85 – 0.6 0.05 1.2 

MBS1 (4 burners) 60 – 120 kW 10 kW 0.85 – 0.6 0.05 1.2 

MBS2 (4 burners) 60 – 120 kW 10 kW 0.85 – 0.6 0.05 1.2 

SBS 15 – 30 kW 5 kW 0.85 – 0.55 0.05 2.0 

MBS1 (4 burners) 60 – 120 kW 10 kW 0.85 – 0.6 0.05 2.0 

MBS2 (4 burners) 60 – 120 kW 10 kW 0.85 – 0.6 0.05 2.0 

Table 4.2. List of the OPs investigated in the SBS, MBS1 and MBS2. $"ðñ and $# 

denote the step size for the variations of thermal power and equivalence ratio. 
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4.4 Experimental Results 

This section begins with the discussion of the overall sound pressure levels (OASPLs) 

measured in the different combustor setups. Subsequently, the typical combustor modes are 

presented followed up by their detailed analysis. 

4.4.1 Overall Sound Pressure Levels and Lean Stability Limit 

To give an impression as to how the combustion dynamics in the combustor are affected by 

different operating conditions, the overall sound pressure levels (OASPL) measured in the 

combustion chamber are plotted against the thermal power and the equivalence ratio in Figure 

4.5. The white triangles mark the OPs with existing measurement data. The data in between is 

derived by data triangulation. 

 

 

  

Figure 4.5. OASPL for all combustor setups in the combustion chamber at ! = 1.6 
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In all combustor setups the OASPL increases with increased thermal power. In the SBS, the 

OASPL augments continuously with the equivalence ratio up to the maximum of 156 dB at l = 0.85. In the MBSs, the peak values of the OASPL are slightly smaller with a value of 

154 dB in both MBSs. In contrast to the SBS, the OASPLs in the MBSs do not increase 

continuously with the equivalence ratio and the maximums are observed at l = 0.75 (MBS1) 

and l = 0.8 (MBS2). 

In the MBSs, the values of the OASPL are considerably lower than in the SBS in the range of 7FG < 30 kW/burner, but can exceed the OASPL in the SBS at 7FG = 30 kW/burner. This is 

illustrated in Figure 4.6 for l	= 0.8. Depending on the operating conditions, more acoustic 

energy is dissipated in the MBSs and the multiple-flames setup damps the amplitudes of the 

pressure oscillations in the range of 7FG < 30 kW/burner. 

The lean stability limit of the flame is also affected by the burner configuration. For the SBS, 

stable flames can be observed for all plotted OPs, whereas in the MBS1, the lean stability 

limit is exceeded in the range of 7FG = 20-30 kW/burner and l = 0.65, 0.6. In the MBS2, it is 

only possible for 7FG = 30 kW/burner to operate the combustor at l = 0.6. 

 

Figure 4.6. OASPL !�/dB in all combustor setups with increasing "ðñ/burner at # = 0.8 

4.4.2 Typical Combustor Modes in the Different Combustor Setups 

In each combustor setup numerous dominant modes are found. In general, their amplitudes 

and in some cases their frequencies are dependent on the operating conditions. Some of the 

modes are observed in all combustor setups, in some cases at different operating conditions, 

whereas others are only observed in the SBS or the MBSs. In this section, an overview is 

given for the typical unstable modes observed in the investigated combustor setups. These 

modes are discussed in more detail in the subsequent sections. 
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 Low-Frequency Modes in the Frequency Range of 100-300 Hz 4.4.2.1

In the low-frequency range for 7FG < 30 kW, the pressure spectra in the combustion chamber 

of the SBS show a dominant frequency at around 140 Hz, as depicted in Figure 4.7 for 7FG = 20 kW/burner, l = 0.85, 0.7 at 1 = 1.6. The frequency of the mode at ~140 Hz is not 

affected by the equivalence ratio, and therefore is not influenced by the flow rate. However, 

its amplitude is significantly augmented at lower equivalence ratios. The first harmonic 

oscillation also seems to be excited at 280 Hz. The spectra of the MBSs both show dominant 

modes at 120-130 Hz. Unlike the mode at 140 Hz in the SBS, their frequencies increase with 

increasing flow rate. 

At 7FG = 30 kW/burner, 1 { 1.6,  the spectra of the SBS also show the mode with the flow 

rate-dependent frequency at ~160 Hz for l = 0.85 and 180 Hz for l = 0.75 (Figure 4.8). At 

l = 0.75, an additional dominant frequency is observed at ~240 Hz. At l = 0.85, the spectra 

of the MBSs show the mode with the flow rate-dependent frequency (similar to the SBS) at 

~160 Hz. In the MBS2, additional dominant modes are observed at ~180 Hz and ~210 Hz. 

The spectrum of the MBS1 is quite similar to the one of the SBS at l = 0.75, but the spectrum 

of the MBS2 differs significantly from the spectra of the other combustor setups, as only one 

peak at 200 Hz is observed. It is assumed that this dominant frequency is a similar oscillation 

to the one at 180 Hz at l = 0.85. A similar oscillation can also be found in the SBS and the 

MBS1 at different operating conditions, which is discussed in 4.5.1.4. 

At l = 0.65, in the SBS-spectrum the mode with the flow rate-dependent frequency is still 

observed at a frequency of approximately 210 Hz. Both MBSs show a dominant pressure 

oscillation at ~225 Hz with relatively high amplitudes of about 135 dB which is not observed 

in the SBS at 1 = 1.6. However, as indicated by the dashed line (Figure 4.8), it is possible to 

generate a similar oscillation in the SBS by decreasing the swirler mass flow ratio to 1 = 1.2. 

 

Figure 4.7. Low-frequency modes in the combustion chamber in the SBS, MBS1 and 

MBS2 at "ðñ = 20 kW/burner, # = 0.85, 0.7, ! = 1.6 
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Figure 4.8. Low-Frequency modes in the combustion chamber for the SBS, MBS1 and 

MBS2 at "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, 0.75, 0.65, ! = 1.6 

 Unstable Mode in the Frequency Range of 400 Hz 4.4.2.2

In all combustor setups an unstable mode with very high amplitudes (values > 150 dB) can be 

observed (see Figure 4.9). In the SBS, this mode can already be observed at 7FG = 25 kW/burner, whereas in the MBSs thermal power > 27.5 kW/burner is necessary in 

order to generate the instability.The amplitude of the mode strongly decays in leaner flames 

which is visible in the spectrum for 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.65. No influence of the flow rate on 

the frequency of the mode can be observed. Slight differences in frequency between the 

different OPs may be triggered by temperature effects. 

 Unstable Mode in the SBS in the Frequency Range of 750 Hz 4.4.2.3

In the frequency range of around 750 Hz an unstable mode can be observed in the SBS 

(Figure 4.9). It is excited at around 7FG = 30 kW/burner in combination with an equivalence 

ratio of l = 0.85. Unlike the mode around 400 Hz, it is not observed in the MBSs, which is 

illustrated in Figure 4.10. In leaner flames, its amplitude decreases significantly. The 

frequency of the mode shows no dependency on the flow rate. 
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Figure 4.9. Unstable mode at ~400 Hz in the combustion chamber in the SBS, MBS1 and 

MBS2 at different OPs, ! = 1.6 

 

Figure 4.10. Unstable mode at ~750 Hz in the SBS at "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, 0.8, 

! = 1.6 
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4.4.3 Summary of the Combustor Modes  

As discussed in the previous section, similarities as well as differences are observed regarding 

the OASPLs and the frequencies and amplitudes of the dominant pressure modes in the 

different combustor setups. 

The unstable modes with the highest amplitudes in the SBS are found around 400 Hz and 

750 Hz. The amplitudes of these modes strongly depend on the thermal power and the 

equivalence ratio. The frequencies of these modes remain relatively constant with varying 

operating conditions. An overall increase in the amplitude is observed in richer flames. This is 

also reflected in the distribution of the OASPL. In addition, several modes are observed in the 

low frequency range of 140-210 Hz and around 240 Hz, which exhibit high amplitudes in the 

range of l = 0.65-0.75. At certain OPs, a low-frequency mode is observed, whose frequency 

increases with decreasing equivalence ratio, which indicates a dependency of its frequency on 

the overall flow rate. 

In the MBSs, the major combustor modes are located at frequencies around 400 Hz and in the 

low frequency range. The mode at ~400 Hz is only observed for high thermal power and 

equivalence ratios and can oscillate at very high amplitudes of 155 dB. In the low frequency 

range, the pressure spectra normally show dominant modes around 120-225 Hz. It is observed 

that the frequency of one of the low-frequency modes changes to higher values at lower 

equivalence ratios, i.e. with increasing flow rate of combustion air. 

4.4.4 Definition of the Designations for the Different Combustor Modes 

In order to simplify the understanding of the interpretations and the discussions of the results 

in the following sections and chapters, designations for the major combustor modes are 

defined. These are listed in Table 4.3. 

Frequency range Designation of the mode 

140-160 Hz “Low-Frequency-Mode1” (LF-Mode1) 

190 Hz 190-Hz mode 

160-210 Hz (SBS) 

120-230 Hz (MBS1 and MBS2) 
“Low-Frequency-Mode2” (LF-Mode2) 

~240 Hz (SBS) 

~220 Hz (MBS1 and MBS2) 
“Low-Frequency-Mode3” (LF-Mode3) 

~400 Hz 400-Hz mode 

~750 Hz (only SBS) 750-Hz mode 

Table 4.3. Designations of the typical combustor modes 
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In the low-frequency range, three major modes are observed in addition to the 190-Hz mode. 

They are referred to by the designations “Low-Frequency-Mode1”, “Low-Frequency-

Mode2”, “Low-Frequency-Mode3”. Low-Frequency-Mode2 refers to the mode with the flow 

rate-dependent frequency. The mode in the range of 140-160 Hz is called Low-Frequency-

Mode1. The mode which exhibits frequencies of ~240 Hz in the SBS and ~220 Hz in the 

MBSs is called Low-Frequency-Mode3. 

4.5 Detailed Analysis of the Combustor Modes 

In the previous sections, an overview was given for the typical modes in the different 

combustor setups and how they are affected by thermal power, equivalence ratio, and swirler 

air mass flow ratio. 

In this section, the major combustor modes listed in Table 4.3 are further analysed and 

discussed in order to identify their characteristics and excitation mechanisms. In addition, the 

aim is to investigate possible causes for the observed differences between the different 

combustor setups regarding the frequencies and amplitudes of the combustor modes. For this 

purpose, the pressure oscillations measured in the combustion chamber are investigated in 

reference to the pressure oscillations in the combustor plenums and the analysis of the 

recorded OH*-chemiluminescence images. 

4.5.1 Low-Frequency Modes 

In this section, the low-frequency modes are studied in detail in order to investigate potential 

excitation mechanisms of the modes. Possible interactions between the modes are discussed. 

 Low-Frequency Mode1 and the 190-Hz Mode at L = 1.6 4.5.1.1

As discussed in 4.4.2.1, high amplitudes of LF-Mode1 in the SBS are observed for 1 = 1.6 at 7FG = 20 kW and 7FG = 25 kW, which is illustrated in Figure 4.11. The plot also shows the 

acoustic response in the inner plenum to the pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber. 

The augmented acoustic response in the frequency range of ~140 Hz indicates the presence of 

an eigenmode in the inner plenum. 

At 7FG = 20 kW, decreasing the equivalence ratio results in a higher acoustic response in the 

inner plenum. This is not observed at 7FG = 25 kW, where the acoustic response remains 

relatively constant with changing equivalence ratio. This indicates that the air flow rate affects 

the acoustic response of the inner plenum, possibly by influencing the impedance of the 

perforated plate installed inside the inner plenum. Also the specific acoustic impedance of the 

flow inside the inner swirler is influenced by the air and fuel flow rates, which may lead to 

changes in the characteristics of the acoustic response of the inner plenum. In the spectrum of 7FG = 25 kW, l = 0.7 an increase in the frequency of LF-Mode1 from ~140 Hz to ~160 Hz is 

observed. This may be caused by interference of LF-Mode1 with LF-Mode2. This is 

discussed further in 4.5.1.3. 
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In contrast to the SBS, the pressure spectra in the combustion chamber of the MBS1 in the 

low-frequency range are mostly dominated by LF-Mode2, whose frequency increases with the 

flow rate (Figure 4.12). This is also the case for the MBS2.  

 

Figure 4.11. SBS, ! = 1.6: Pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber (CC) and 

acoustic responses in the inner plenum (IP) at different equivalence ratios at 

"ðñ = 20 kW and "ðñ = 25 kW  

However, it is observed at 7FG = 20 kW/burner, l = 0.85 and 7FG = 25 kW/burner, l = 0.7 that 

LF-Mode2 is amplified when its frequency approaches values of 120-140 Hz and around 

190 Hz. The increased acoustic responses in the inner plenums of the MBS1 and the MBS2 

indicate that natural frequencies of the inner plenums are present in these frequency ranges. 

The inner plenum works as a resonator and amplifies the oscillation of LF-Mode2. The 

frequency range of 120-140 Hz is approximately equal to the frequency range of LF-Mode1 

observed in the SBS (~140 Hz) at the same thermal power per burner. The geometry of the 

inner plenum of a single-burner in the MBSs is equal to the inner plenum of the SBS, except 

for the missing walls where the single-burners are connected. Therefore it is expected that a 

similar eigenmode is found in the inner plenums of the MBSs. However, these geometric 

differences seem to result in significantly lower acoustic responses in the MBSs at 7FG = 20 kW/burner and 7FG = 25 kW/burner. The different geometries of the inner plenums of 

the SBS and the MBS2 may also be the reason that the high acoustic responses in the inner 

plenums of the MBSs at ~190 Hz are not found in the SBS (Figure 4.12). 
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Figure 4.12. MBS1, MBS2, ! = 1.6: Pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber 

(CC) and acoustic responses in the inner plenum (IP) at "ðñ = 20 kW/burner and 

"ðñ = 25 kW/burner, # = 0.7, 0.8, 0.85 

It is observed that changing the thermal power and the euivalence ratio also leads to changes 

in the acoustic responses of the inner plenums in the MBSs. With increasing thermal power 

and equivalence ratio, the acoustic response in the frequency range of LF-Mode1 decreases, 
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whereas an augmentation of the acoustic response in the frequency range of the 190-Hz mode 

is observed. 

 Influence of the Swirler Mass Flow Ratio on LF-Mode1 and the 190-Hz 4.5.1.2

Mode 

Figure 4.13 shows the spectra of the pressure oscillations and the acoustic responses in the 

inner plenum in the low-frequency range for the SBS at 7FG = 25 kW, 1 = 1.2, 1.6 and 2.0 for 

different equivalence ratios. At 1 = 1.2, the inner plenum features significantly lower acoustic 

responses in the frequency range of LF-Mode1 than at 1 = 1.6 and shows increased acoustic 

responses in the frequency range of the 190-Hz mode. The amplitude of LF-Mode1 in the 

combustion chamber at this OP is also reduced, which expresses the importance of the 

acoustic response of the inner plenum for the excitement of LF-Mode1. 

 

Figure 4.13. SBS, ! = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0: Pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber (CC) 

and acoustic responses in the inner plenum (IP) at different equivalence ratios and 

swirler mass flow ratios at "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.65 (! = 1.2), 0.7, 0.8, 0.85 

This corroborates the assumption that LF-Mode1 is associated with a natural frequency of the 

inner plenum. Decreasing the equivalence ratio at 1 = 1.2 from l = 0.7 to a value of l = 0.65 

eventually results in the excitation of the 190-Hz mode in the SBS. The excitation of the 190-

Hz mode is only observed at this specific OP. Since the acoustic reponse is comparable to l = 0.7, this is most likely the result of an increased thermoacoustic flame response. 
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At 1 = 2.0, a peak in the frequency range of LF-Mode1 is only visible in the combustion 

chamber spectrum at l = 0.7, although the acoustic response in the inner plenum does not 

show significant change. Thus, the lower amplitudes of LF-Mode1 at l = 0.85 and l = 0.8 at 1 = 2.0 are most likely caused by reduced flame responses. 

Figure 4.14 shows the influence of the swirler mass flow ratio on the low-frequency modes 

for the MBSs at 7FG = 25 kW/burner. Changing the swirler mass flow ratio to 1 = 1.2 or 1 = 2.0 strongly influences the pressure oscillations in the low-frequency range in the MBSs. 

In the spectra for 1 = 1.2, an obviously visible frequency scaling of the dominant modes with 

the flow rate is not observed, which complicates assigning the peaks to the corresponding 

modes. However, the spectra of the acoustic response in the inner plenum indicate that 

decreasing 1 to 1 = 1.2 leads to a damping of LF-Mode1 in the inner plenum at l = 0.7 in 

both MBSs, which is also observed in the SBS. 

A reduction of the swirler mass flow ratio from 1 = 1.2 to 1 = 1.6 leads to an amplification of 

the 190-Hz mode in the combustion chamber in the MBSs. Since the acoustic responses in the 

inner plenums remain nearly constant, this is most likely caused by stronger flame responses. 

At 1 = 2.0, similar to 1 = 1.6, the dominant frequency in the MBS1 in the low-frequency 

range increases with the air flow rate and thus most likely corresponds to LF-Mode2. In the 

MBS2, the peaks in the low-frequency range are also almost certainly associated to LF-

Mode2, as indicated by the increased frequency of the corresponding peak at lower 

equivalence ratios. However, at l = 0.7, the pressure spectrum in the combustion chamber 

also shows a high amplitude of the 190-Hz mode as well as an increased acoustic response of 

the inner plenum. 

The results for 1 = 1.2 and 1 = 2.0 support the assumption that LF-Mode1 and the 190-Hz 

mode are associated with eigenmodes of the inner plenums. The acoustic response in the inner 

plenum in the frequency range of LF-Mode1 is significantly affected by the flow rate and the 

swirler mass flow ratio. Increasing the flow rate in the inner plenums tends to damp the 

acoustic response in the frequency range of LF-Mode1 in all combustor setups. This may be 

caused by an enhanced damping of the mode in the inner plenums or the inner swirlers, which 

is due to increased viscous effects that remove energy from the acoustic oscillation. The 

pressure amplitudes of both modes in the combustion chamber seem to be strongly dependent 

on the flame response. 
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Figure 4.14. MBS1, MBS2, ! = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0: Pressure oscillations in the combustion 

chamber (CC) and acoustic responses of the inner plenum (IP) at different equivalence 

ratios and swirler mass flow ratios at "ðñ = 25 kW/burner, # = 0.7, 0.8, 0.85 
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 Low-Frequency Mode2 and Low-Frequency Mode3 at L = 1.6 4.5.1.3

In order to characterize LF-Mode2, first it is investigated whether or not the frequency of LF-

Mode2 indeed shows a linear scaling with the bulk velocity. In addition, the acoustic 

responses in the plenums are analysed in order to gather more information about LF-Mode3 

and the interactions of LF-Mode2 with LF-Mode1 and 190-Hz mode. 

The pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber and the amplitude response of both 

plenums in the SBS are plotted in Figure 4.15 for 7FG = 25 kW and 7FG = 30 kW. Additionally, 

the graphs with the pressure spectra in the combustion chamber also show the curves of the 

Strouhal-Number. The Strouhal-Number EM is calculated by  

 EM { � ⋅ Ý��Q��,	��/��� , (4.4)

  

where Q��,	�� stands for the volumetric flow rate through the nozzle at STP. ��� denotes the 

cross-sectional area of the nozzle outlet and Ý�� is the outer diameter of the nozzle outlet.  

As shown in the previous section, at l = 0.85 and l = 0.8, the frequency of the dominant 

low-frequency mode is nearly identical (~140 Hz), since those oscillations represent 

oscillations of LF-Mode1. From l = 0.8 down to l = 0.65, a scaling of the frequency with 

increasing bulk velocity is observed, which indicates that the peaks correspond to LF-Mode2. 

The peaks exhibit similar Strouhal-Numbers, which means that the frequency of LF-Mode2 

grows almost linearly with the bulk velocity. When the value of the frequency of LF-Mode2 

approaches that of LF-Mode1, the amplitude of the respective peak increases (l = 0.8, 0.75, 

0.7). This may be the result of a constructive interference of the two modes which leads to an 

amplification of LF-Mode2 due to high acoustic responses in the inner plenum. The inner 

plenum also shows a relatively strong acoustic response in the frequency range of LF-Mode3 

at ~250 Hz, which indicates the presence of a natural frequency of the inner plenum in this 

frequency range. At l = 0.65, the spectrum of the acoustic response of the inner plenum 

differs from the other equivalence ratios, since the highest responses are observed in the 

frequency range around 170 Hz. Despite the higher acoustic response in the corresponding 

frequency range, LF-Mode2 exhibits significantly lower amplitudes. 

At 7FG = 30 kW, slightly lower Strouhal-Numbers (~3 %) are observed between l = 0.85-0.7, 

which may be caused by measurement uncertainties or different flow conditions in the 

combustion chamber due to the increased thermal power. The Strouhal-Numbers of the 

dominant peaks are in the range of 0.176-0.179, except for l = 0.65, where a slightly higher 

value is observed. Therefore the peaks most certainly represent oscillations of LF-Mode2. The 

spectra of the acoustic response of the inner plenum follows the tendency observed at 7FG = 25 kW, since the acoustic response diminishes in the frequency range of ~140 Hz and 

increases in the frequency range of 180-200 Hz with increasing mass flow. The acoustic 
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response spectra in the inner plenum also show relatively high values in the frequency range 

of LF-Mode3 (~240 Hz). However, a significant peak in the frequency range of LF-Mode3 is 

only visible at l = 0.85. The amplitude of LF-Mode3 in the combustion chamber seems to be 

strongly influenced by the flame response.  

 

Figure 4.15. SBS, ! = 1.6: Pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber (CC) and 

acoustic responses in the inner plenum (IP) and the outer plenum (OTP) at "ðñ = 25 kW 

and "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.65-0.85 

An analysis of the frequency scaling of LF-Mode2 in the MBSs at 1 = 1.6 shows a nearly 

linear increase of LF-Mode2-frequency with the bulk velocity for most OPs (Figure 4.16, 

Figure 4.17). However, the spectra also indicate interferences between the low-frequency 

modes. For example, at 7FG = 25 kW/burner it is impossible to distinguish between LF-Mode2 

and the 190-Hz mode at l = 0.7, 0.65. In the corresponding frequency range, only one peak 

with an augmented amplitude is observed. This may be the result of a constructive 

interference of LF-Mode2 in the combustion chamber and the 190-Hz mode in the inner 

plenum. 
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In the spectra of the pressure oscillations at l = 0.65 in the MBS1 and at l = 0.65, 0.7 in the 

MBS2 only one significant peak is observed at ~230 Hz. The spectra indicate that this 

oscillation is associated with a constructive interference of LF-Mode2 with LF-Mode3. The 

spectra of the acoustic response do not indicate natural frequencies as the source of 

excitement for LF-Mode3. However, the value of the acoustic response is comparably high in 

both plenums, which may contribute to the sustainment of the pressure oscillation. 

 

Figure 4.16. MBS1, ! = 1.6: Pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber (CC) and 

acoustic responses in the inner plenum (IP) and the outer plenum (OTP) at 

"ðñ = 25 kW/burner and "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.65-0.85  
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Figure 4.17. MBS2, ! = 1.6: Pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber (CC) and 

acoustic responses in the inner plenum (IP) and the outer plenum (OTP) at 

"ðñ = 25 kW/burner and "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.65-0.85 

 Influence of the Swirler Mass Flow Ratio on LF-Mode2 and LF-Mode3 4.5.1.4

Figure 4.18 shows the pressure spectra in the combustion chamber at 7FG = 25 kW/burner and 7FG = 30 kW/burner at 1 = 1.2 and 2.0. At 1 = 1.2, LF-Mode2 is only observed in the pressure 

spectrum of the SBS at 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.85, 0.8 and 0.75 at relatively low amplitudes. This 

indicates that LF-Mode2 is strongly damped compared to 1 = 1.6 in all combustor setups. 

In the SBS, LF-Mode3 shows a very high amplitude of ~135 dB at 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.65, 

which significantly exceeds the maximum amplitudes of LF-Mode3 at 1 = 1.6 (~123 dB). In 

the MBSs the amplitudes of LF-Mode3 at 7FG = 30 kW/burner are strongly augmented in 

comparison to 1 = 1.6. The high pressure amplitudes suggest strong thermoacoustic feedback 

of the flame. The main difference observed for the SBS and the MBSs for the pressure 

oscillations in the low-frequency range at 1 = 1.6 is that the maximum amplitudes of the 

unstable modes are significantly increased. 
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Figure 4.18. SBS, MBS1, MBS2, ! = 1.2, 2.0: Pressure oscillations in the combustion 

chamber (CC) at "ðñ = 25 kW/burner and "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.65-0.85 
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The spectra at 1 = 2.0 show a clear scaling of the frequencies of the dominant low-frequency 

modes for most OPs. Therefore they most likely represent oscillations of LF-Mode2. 

However, nonlinearities of the frequency scaling are observed. These are most significant in 

the MBS2, indicated by the wider range of Strouhal-Numbers of the dominant modes. The 

range of the Strouhal-Numbers is indicated by the grey colour in the diagrams. In contrast to 

the OPs at 1 = 1.2, the maximum amplitudes of the unstable modes are lower than those at 1 = 1.6 in all combustor setups. 

Figure 4.19 shows the spectra of the acoustic responses in the plenums at 1 = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0 for 7FG = 30 kW/burner and the equivalence ratios l = 0.65 (SBS) and l = 0.7 (MBS1, MBS2). 

The spectra of all combustor setups comply with the assumption that the higher pulsation 

levels of the pressure in the combustion chamber at 1 = 1.2 are mainly caused by an increased 

thermoacoustic feedback of the flame, since no significantly higher acoustic responses in the 

plenums are observed. The spectra of the SBS show increased acoustic responses in the inner 

plenum at 1 = 1.2 in the relevant frequency range of 240-250 Hz at 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.65. 

However, the differences to the acoustic responses at 1 = 1.6 are not very significant and 

therefore most likely not sufficient enough to generate the increased pulsation levels. 

  

Figure 4.19. SBS, MBS1, MBS2, ! = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0: Acoustic responses in the inner plenum 

(IP) and the outer plenum (OTP) at different OPs  
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 OH*-Intensity Responses to the Low-Frequency Pressure Oscillations 4.5.1.5

In this section the images of the high-speed OH*-chemiluminescence recordings are analysed, 

in order to characterize the flame responses to the low-frequency pressure oscillations. 

Spectra of the OH*-intensity oscillations are compared to spectra of pressure oscillations in 

the combustion chamber and acoustic responses in the plenum for certain OPs. The 

amplitudes of the OH*-intensity "ó�∗,�àA5  oscillations are normalized with the mean OH*-

intensity "ó�∗.  

Figure 4.20 shows the spectrum of the OH*-intensity oscillations in the SBS at 7FG = 25 kW, l = 0.7, 1 = 1.6, along with the spectra of the pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber 

and the acoustic response in the inner plenum. In section 4.5.1.3, it was noted that the low-

frequency pressure oscillation at 160 Hz at this OP represents a combined pressure mode of 

LF-Mode1 and LF-Mode2. The spectrum of the OH*-intensity shows a high amplitude in the 

corresponding frequency range. The strong acoustic responses in the inner plenum contribute 

substantially to the low-frequency OH*-intensity oscillations. Since the flames are not 

perfectly premixed, it is possible that the OH*-intensity not only represents oscillations of the 

flame’s heat release, but also oscillations of the equivalence ratio. 

 

Figure 4.20. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Pressure and OH*-intensity oscillations 

in the combustion chamber (CC) and acoustic response in the inner plenum (IP) 

Figure 4.21 illustrates the oscillation cycle of the OH*-intensity at 160 Hz. The images are 

derived from frequency-locked averaging of the high-speed images. The flame periodically 

propagates upstream towards the exit of the inner swirler. However, the flame oscillation is 

not very intense. The smallest distance between the position of the flame root and the nozzle 

is visible at k = 180°. The periodic propagation of the flame towards the nozzle exit indicates 

the presence of an instability of the IRZ, which is discussed in the following paragraph in 

reference to the results obtained for the MBS1 at equivalent operating conditions. 
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Figure 4.21. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Oscillation cycle of OH*-intensity at 

160 Hz; the images show a weak flame oscillation near the nozzle exit. 

In the MBS1, the dominant frequencies the OH*-signal mostly coincide with the dominant 

frequencies of the pressure oscillations (Figure 4.22). However, this is not the case for the 

corresponding peak of LF-Mode1 at ~140 Hz and the peak at ~190 Hz. Although the 

amplitude of the pressure oscillation at 190 Hz is significantly higher, the peak of the OH*-

intensity oscillation at the frequency of LF-Mode1 exceeds the amplitude of the peak at 

190 Hz. In 4.5.1.3 it was suggested that the pressure oscillation at 190 Hz represents an 

oscillation of LF-Mode2, amplified by a constructive interference with the 190-Hz mode in 

the inner plenum. A visualization of the oscillations at 140 Hz by frequency-locked averaging 

of the high-speed OH*-images only gives inconclusive results, which is most likely due to the 

interference of several dominant frequencies in a narrow frequency range. 

Similar to the SBS, a periodic propagation of the flame towards the nozzle exit is observed in 

the high-speed images. The snapshots shown in Figure 4.23 indicate that this oscillation is 

much more intense in the SBS, since the region of increased OH*-intensity is significantly 

wider in the SBS near the nozzle exit. The spectra of the average OH*-intensity oscillations in 

the yellow rectangles show that the OH*-oscillation in the frequency range of LF-Mode1 is 

much more dominant near the nozzle exit in both combustor setups. The pressure oscillation 

of LF-Mode1 in the inner plenum possibly induces changes in the structure and width of the 

IRZ, as it modulates the velocity at the outlet of the inner swirler. 

Since the theoretical swirl number of the inner swirler is considerably lower than the one of 

the outer swirler, an increase in the outlet velocity of the inner swirler results in a decrease in 

the overall swirl number near the nozzle exit and leads to a contraction of the IRZ. Swirl 

number oscillations in a swirl burner were also reported in [109]. 
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Figure 4.22. MBS1, "ðñ = 25 kW/burner, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Pressure and OH*-intensity 

oscillations in the combustion chamber (CC) and acoustic response in the inner plenum 

(IP) 

With decreasing outlet velocity of the inner swirler, the IRZ re-expands and is possibly 

penetrated by the main fuel flow, which leads to an increased transport of fuel into the IRZ. 

As the IRZ is quite narrow near the nozzle exit, the local reaction may take place at 

comparably fuel rich conditions. This would explain the relatively high response of the OH*-

intensity to the pressure oscillation of LF-Mode1, since, as discussed in 4.2.2, the OH*-

intensity shows a significant reaction to equivalence ratio oscillations. In the SBS, the 

oscillation is likely more intense because LF-Mode1 in the inner plenum and LF-Mode2 

oscillate at similar frequencies. This may generate a closed feedback loop where the inner 

plenum serves as a resonator for the pressure oscillation of LF-Mode2 in the combustion 

chamber. In the MBS1, the frequency of LF-Mode2 is about 50 Hz higher than that of LF-

Mode1, which hinders the generation of a similar feedback loop. The pressure oscillation of 

LF-Mode2 in the MBS1 seems to be amplified by the strong acoustic response in the 

frequency range around 190 Hz in the inner plenum. However, as discussed in the previous 

paragraph, the OH*-intensity oscillation has a stronger response to the pressure oscillation of 

LF-Mode1. A possible explanation for this is that the inner plenum also acts as a resonator for 

the pressure oscillation at 180 Hz of LF-Mode2 in the combustion chamber, but does not 

affect the structure of the IRZ or the mixing process near the nozzle exit. 

Based on these observations, it is concluded that LF-Mode2 is most likely caused by vortex 

shedding in the shear layer of the swirl flow, since the high-speed images in Figure 4.23 

indicate the presence of such vortices in the swirl flow. A similar oscillation with a Strouhal-

Number of EM = 0.25 was found in the shear layer of a swirl flow by Schildmacher et al. 

[138]. The Strouhal-Number of LF-Mode2 has comparable values of around 0.18. The 

frequency of vortex shedding typically increases with the flow velocity. It also strongly 
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influences the mixing process of fuel and air in the combustion chamber. In the SBS, LF-

Mode1 and LF-Mode2 oscillate at similar frequencies. The interaction of the modes at the 

discussed OP possibly intensifies the OH*-intensity oscillations, as LF-Mode2 may contribute 

to the discussed mixing of fuel into the IRZ near the nozzle exit. In the MBS1, LF-Mode2 and 

LF-Mode1 oscillate at different frequencies; no interaction between the modes takes place. 

This results in two characteristic OH*-intensity oscillations at 140 Hz and 180 Hz. The fact 

that LF-Mode2 features different frequencies in the SBS and the MBS1 indicates differences 

in the flow fields of the SBS and the MBS1. 

 

 

Figure 4.23. SBS, MBS1, "ðñ = 25 kW/burner, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: High speed snapshots of 

the OH*-chemiluminescence and comparison of the overall OH*-intensity spectra in the 

combustion chamber (CC) and OH*-intensity near the nozzle outlet 
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The spectrum of the OH*-intensity oscillation in the MBS2 at 7FG = 25 kW/burner, l = 0.7, 1 = 1.6 (Figure 4.24) is different from the SBS and the MBS1. In the SBS and the MBS1, 

several dominant frequencies are found in the OH*-intensity spectrum, whereas the spectrum 

of the MBS2 shows only one dominant frequency in the range ~190 Hz and its harmonic 

mode at ~380 Hz. The maximum amplitude exceeds the maximum amplitudes in the low-

frequency range in the SBS and MBS1. The OH*-intensity oscillations match with the 

dominant frequencies visible in the pressure spectrum and the acoustic response of the inner 

plenum. 

Since the OH*-intensity mainly oscillates in a very narrow frequency range, it is possible to 

visualize the oscillation cycle via frequency-locked averaging at 190 Hz. The resulting images 

show a periodic increase of the width and length of the flame (Figure 4.25). The spectra in 

Figure 4.26 illustrates that decreasing 1 to 1 = 1.2 at the same thermal power and equivalence 

ratio leads to an increase in the amplitude of the pressure oscillation and the OH*-intensity 

oscillation at 190 Hz. Figure 4.27 shows the corresponding oscillations of the recorded flames 

in the MBS2. The flame oscillation is similar to the one observed at 1 = 1.6, but the intensity 

of the oscillation in augmented. The flames periodically contract and stretch towards the exits 

of the nozzle and the combustion chamber, accompanied by a significant increase of the OH*-

intensity in the stretched state. 

 

Figure 4.24. MBS2, "ðñ = 25 kW/burner, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Pressure and OH*-intensity 

oscillations in the combustion chamber (CC) and acoustic response in the inner plenum 

(IP) 
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Figure 4.25. MBS2, "ðñ = 25 kW/burner, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Oscillation cycle of the OH*-

intensity at 190 Hz  

 

Figure 4.26 MBS2, "ðñ = 25 kW/burner, # = 0.7, ! = 1.2: Pressure and OH*-intensity 

oscillations in the combustion chamber (CC) and acoustic response in the inner plenum 

(IP) 

In the MBS1, the flame oscillation also switches to a similar pulsating flame oscillation 

(Figure 4.28) when the value of 1 decreases from 1 = 1.6 to 1.2. The frequency of the 

oscillation constitutes ~190 Hz, which is visible in the OH*-intensity spectrum in Figure 4.29. 

Compared to 1 = 1.6, the flame shows a stronger thermoacoustic response, which explains the 

augmented pressure amplitude. In the SBS, the 190-Hz mode is also observed in the pressure 

and OH*-intensity spectrums when the swirler mass flow ratio is decreased to 1 = 1.2 and the 

equivalence ratio is lowered to l = 0.65 (Figure 4.30). This also leads to a significant increase 

in the maximum amplitude of the OH*-intensity oscillations. The frequency-locked averaged 

images in Figure 4.31 show that the flame oscillation associated with the 190-Hz mode in the 

SBS is equivalent to the pulsating flame mode observed in the MBSs.  
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Figure 4.27. MBS2, "ðñ = 25 kW/burner, # = 0.7, ! = 1.2: Oscillation cycle of the OH*-

intensity at 190 Hz 

 

 

 

Figure 4.28. MBS1, "ðñ = 25 kW/burner, # = 0.7, ! = 1.2: Oscillation cycle of the OH*-

intensity at 190 Hz  

φ = 0° φ = 45° φ = 90° φ = 135° 

φ = 180° φ = 225° φ = 270° φ = 315° 

φ = 0° φ = 45° φ = 90° φ = 135° 

φ = 180° φ = 225° φ = 270° φ = 315° 
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Figure 4.29. MBS2, "ðñ = 25 kW/burner, # = 0.7, ! = 1.2: Pressure and OH*-intensity 

oscillations in the combustion chamber (CC) and acoustic response in the inner plenum 

(IP) 

 

Figure 4.30. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Pressure and OH*-intensity oscillations 

in the combustion chamber (CC) and acoustic response in the inner plenum (IP)  

High pressure and OH*-intensity amplitudes in the frequency range of LF-Mode3 (~240 Hz) 

are found in the SBS at 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.65 at 1 = 1.2 (Figure 4.32). The spectrum of the 

acoustic response of the inner plenum indicates that it serves as a resonator for the pressure 

oscillation in the combustion chamber. The oscillation cycle of the flame is shown in Figure 

4.33. 
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Figure 4.31. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.65, ! = 1.2: Oscillation cycle of the OH*-intensity 

at 190 Hz  

 

Figure 4.32. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.2: Pressure and OH*-intensity oscillations 

in the combustion chamber (CC) and acoustic response in the inner plenum (IP) 

A periodic pulsation of the flame is visible, which seems to be similar to the previously 

illustrated flame oscillations corresponding to the 190-Hz mode. High amplitudes of the 

pressure and OH*-intensity oscillations in the frequency range of LF-Mode3 are also found in 

the MBS2 at 7FG = 30 kW/burner, l = 0.7 at 1 = 1.2. The spectra of the acoustic responses in 

the inner plenum and the outer plenum show local maxima in the nearby frequency range 

(Figure 4.34). The frequency-locked averaged images also show the pulsating flame mode, as 

depicted in Figure 4.35. 

φ = 0° φ = 45° φ = 90° φ = 135° 

φ = 180° φ = 225° φ = 270° φ = 315° 
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Figure 4.33. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.65, ! = 1.2: Oscillation cycle of the OH*-intensity 

at 240 Hz 

 

Figure 4.34. MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.7, ! = 1.2: Pressure and OH*-intensity 

oscillations in the combustion chamber (CC) and acoustic response in the inner plenum 

(IP) and the outer plenum (OTP) 

Figure 4.36 shows high-speed snapshots taken at the OPs which display the pulsating flame. 

The images illustrate the periodic formation of ring vortices. According to [103], these ring 

vortex structures are caused by pulsating inflow into the combustion chamber. The ring 

vortices initially consist of fresh gases and are characterized by rapid and intense mixing with 

burnt gases. As a result, the enclosed fresh gases impulsively react, which leads to a 

φ = 0° φ = 45° φ = 90° φ = 135° 

φ = 180° φ = 225° φ = 270° φ = 315° 
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significant augmentation of the heat release. The results indicate that the ring vortex 

formation is associated with the potential acoustic eigenmodes in the plenums. According to 

[139], the product of the amplitude and the Strouhal-Number of a mass flow perturbation has 

to reach a certain value in order to induce the formation of ring vortices. This may explain 

why the frequencies of the pulsating flame oscillations match or are found close to 

frequencies where high acoustic responses in one of the plenums or both plenums are 

observed. At those frequencies it is more likely that high pressure amplitudes are generated in 

the plenums which in turn induce the necessary amplitude of the mass flow oscillation. In 

order to amplify the oscillation, the flame response has to reach a sufficient phase angle, 

which is influenced by the characteristic time delay of the flame. In general, the phase angle 

of the flame response increases with the frequency of the mass flow oscillation. The fact that 

differences between the combustor setups are observed regarding the frequencies of the 

pulsating flame oscillations and the operating conditions under which they occur indicates 

that the combustor setups affects the characteristic time delay of the flame. 

 

Figure 4.35. MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.7, ! = 1.2: Oscillation cycle of the OH*-

intensity at 230 Hz  

 Summary and Discussion of the Results for the LF-Modes 4.5.1.6

The characteristics of the low-frequency combustor modes were analysed in this section. The 

results indicate that the acoustic response characteristics of the plenums significantly affect 

the pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber. LF-Mode1 seems to be mainly the result 

of the excitation of a natural frequency of the inner plenum by the flame. The pressure 

oscillation of LF-Mode1 in the inner plenum modulates the flow rate at the outlet of the inner 

swirler and causes periodic changes of the swirl number. This leads to periodic mixing of fuel 

into the IRZ near the nozzle exit, which causes oscillations of the OH*-intensity in this 

region, due to equivalence ratio and heat release oscillations. 

φ = 0° φ = 45° φ = 90° φ = 135° 

φ = 180° φ = 225° φ = 270° φ = 315° 
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Figure 4.36. High-speed snapshots of the OH*-chemiluminescence taken at the OPs  

where intense flame pulsation are observed 
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The analysis of the pressure spectra and the OH*-intensity recordings indicates that the main 

source of excitement for LF-Mode2 is a periodic flow instability, since the frequency of LF-

Mode2 shows a nearly linear scaling with the bulk velocity. It was concluded that LF-Mode2 

is excited by vortex-shedding at the outer or inner shear layer of the swirl flow. This 

assumption may also explain why the amplitude of LF-Mode2 is strongly influenced by the 

swirler mass flow ratio, since changes of the swirler mass flow ratio strongly affect the flow 

conditions in the shear layers of the swirl flow. Different frequencies were found for LF-

Mode2 in the SBS and the MBSs, which indicates differences in the flow fields in the 

combustion chamber. 

Regarding LF-Mode3, the results indicate that similar to LF-Mode1, the pressure oscillations 

of LF-Mode3 are mainly caused by the excitation of natural frequencies in the plenum by the 

flame. In the SBS, the spectra of the acoustic responses in the plenums show an increased 

response of the inner plenum in the corresponding frequency range. In the MBSs, the acoustic 

response in the frequency range of LF-Mode3 is significantly smaller. This is possibly caused 

by the different geometries of the inner plenums in the SBS and the MBSs.  

The results indicate that the 190-Hz mode in the MBSs also represents an eigenmode of the 

inner plenum, since the spectra of all discussed OPs show increased acoustic responses in the 

frequency range around 190 Hz. However, in the SBS increased acoustic response in the 

frequency range around 190 Hz is only observed for certain operating conditions. This also 

may be explained by different acoustic impedances of the inner plenums of the SBS and the 

MBSs. 

At certain OPs, augmented pressure amplitudes of the 190-Hz mode and LF-Mode3 are 

observed in the combustion chamber. It was concluded that this is caused by two mechanisms. 

The first mechanism represents a constructive interference of the 190-Hz mode or LF-Mode3 

with LF-Mode2. For example, this is observed in the MBS1 at 7FG = 25 kW/burner, l = 0.7, 1 = 1.6, where the inner plenums acts as a resonator for the pressure oscillation at ~190 Hz of 

LF-Mode2 in the combustion chamber. The second mechanism leads to significantly higher 

amplitudes and is characterized by a very intense flame oscillations. The high-speed images 

show the periodic formation of ring vortices, which lead to intense heat release oscillations. 

The coupling between the pressure and heat releases oscillations in the combustion chamber 

induces high pressure amplitudes in the combustion chamber, which in turn modulate the flow 

of the fuel-air mixture into the combustion chamber. It was observed that the flame pulsation 

frequencies match with or are close to frequencies where the plenums show high acoustic 

responses. The assumption was made that the low damping rates in the plenums at these 

frequencies increase the probability for the necessary mass flow oscillation amplitude, which 

is crucial for the formation of ring vortex structures.      
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4.5.2 400-Hz Mode 

The 400-Hz mode represents a major combustor mode in all combustor setups. In the MBSs, 

it even is the mode that has the highest amplitudes. It is observed for high thermal power 

(7FG > 25 kW/burner). 

Figure 4.37-Figure 4.39 show the pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber and the 

plenums and the acoustic responses of the plenums in the frequency range 300-500 Hz in all 

combustor setups at 1 = 1.6. The high pulsation levels of the 400-Hz mode which result in 

amplitudes of up to 154 dB clearly indicate the presence of combustion instabilities and 

strong thermoacoustic flame responses.  

In the SBS, high amplitudes (> 145 dB) of the 400-Hz mode are already observed at 7FG = 25 kW. It is clearly visible that the highest amplitudes are reached at l = 0.8, 0.75, 0.7. 

Relatively high pressure amplitudes are also measured in the plenums, although the acoustic 

responses in the frequency range around 400 Hz are significantly lower than those observed in 

the frequency ranges of the low-frequency modes, especially in the inner plenum. On the 

other hand, the values of the acoustic responses still significantly exceed the absolute 

minimum values. Hence, the acoustic response characteristics of the plenums may contribute 

to the oscillation of the 400-Hz mode, but the results and the very high amplitudes clearly 

indicate that the main source of excitement is a strong thermoacoustic feedback of the flame. 

In contrast to the SBS, amplitudes of > 145 dB of the 400-Hz mode are not observed in the 

MBSs at 7FG = 25 kW/burner. On the other hand, the maximum amplitudes in the MBSs at  7FG = 30 kW/burner exceed those observed in the SBS. Similar to the SBS, the 400-Hz mode 

shows augmented amplitudes in the MBSs at l = 0.8, 0.75, 0.7. However, in contrast to the 

SBS, in the MBSs high pressure amplitudes are also visible at l = 0.85. The acoustic 

responses of the plenums in the MBSs around 400 Hz are similar to those in the SBS, except 

for the outer plenum in the MBS1, which shows considerably higher responses than the other 

setups. The observed distortions of the acoustic response curves in the MBS2 may be caused 

by vibrations of the combustor housing which are excited by the high pressure amplitudes in 

the combustor. Due to the fixed mounting of the microphones to the combustor housing, the 

vibrations are also transferred to the microphones and possibly distort the measured pressure 

signal. The reason why this is especially noticeable in the MBS2 may be due to the 

arrangement of the single-burners in the MBS2. It is possible that the more compact 

combustor structure is more sensitive to the excitement by pressure oscillations. 
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Figure 4.37. SBS, !	= 1.6: Pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber (CC) and the  

plenums and acoustic responses in the plenums at "ðñ = 25 kW and "ðñ = 30 kW at 

# = 0.65-0.85 
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Figure 4.38. MBS1, !	= 1.6: Pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber (CC) and 

the plenums and acoustic responses in the plenums at "ðñ = 25 kW/burner and 

"ðñ = 30 kW/burner at # = 0.65-0.85 
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Figure 4.39. MBS2, !	= 1.6: Pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber (CC) and 

the  plenums and acoustic responses in the plenums at "ðñ = 25 kW/burner and 

"ðñ = 30 kW/burner at # = 0.65-0.85 
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 Influence of the Swirler Mass Flow Ratio on 400-Hz Mode 4.5.2.1

The spectra of the pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber at 1 = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0 for 7FG = 25 kW/burner and 7FG = 30 kW/burner at l = 0.85, 0.8, 0.7 are illustrated in Figure 4.40 

for all combustor setups. 

The influence of the swirler mass flow ratio on the 400-Hz mode is much more significant in 

the SBS than in the MBSs. In the SBS at 7FG = 25 kW, switching from 1 = 1.6 to 1 = 1.2 or 1 = 2.0 results in a reduced oscillation of 400 Hz-Mode. The damping is more substantial at l = 0.7, where a decrease in the amplitude from ~145 dB at 1 = 1.6 to ~135 dB at 1 = 2.0 is 

observed. At 1 = 1.2 an even stronger reduction to 122 dB is observed.  

In the MBS1 at 7FG = 25 kW/burner, the 400-Hz mode is also damped at 1 = 1.2 and 1 = 2.0 

and shows the lowest amplitudes at 1 = 1.2 for all equivalence ratios. In contrast to that, the 

influence of the swirler mass flow ratio on the amplitude the 400-Hz mode in the MBS2 is 

strongly dependent on the equivalence ratio. At l = 0.85 and 0.8, the 400-Hz mode is 

strongly damped at 1 = 1.2 compared to 1 = 1.6, whereas at 1 = 2.0, the amplitude of the 

400-Hz mode inreases at  l = 0.8. At l = 0.7, a contradictive behaviour in comparison to l = 0.8 is observed, since the amplitude augments with decreasing swirler mass flow ratio. 

At 7FG = 30 kW/burner, the combustor dynamics are also strongly affected by the value of 1. 

In the SBS, the maximum amplitudes of the 400-Hz mode are now found in the spectra at 1 = 1.2 for l = 0.85, 0.8. At 	l = 0.7, a reduction in the amplitude of around 5 dB is observed 

when 1 is decreased from 1.6 to 1.2. At 1 = 2.0, the mode is damped at l = 0.8, 0.7, whereas 

for l = 0.85 the amplitude increases slightly. 

Decreasing 1 from 1.6 to 1.2 results in an amplitude increase of the 400-Hz mode at l = 0.85, 0.8 and a strong damping of the 400-Hz mode at l = 0.7 in both MBSs. At 1 = 2.0, 

the 400-Hz mode is damped for all equivalence ratios in the MBS1, whereas in the MBS2 its 

amplitude decreases slightly at l = 0.85, 0.8 and is slightly increased at l = 0.7. 

Since thermal power, equivalence ratio and swirler mass flow ratio significantly influence the 

amplitude of the 400-Hz mode, it can be stated that the excitation and the amplitude of the 

400-Hz mode are mainly determined by the flame characteristics. This is also corroborated by 

spectra of the acoustic responses in Figure 4.41, since the value of 1 only slightly affects the 

response characteristics in the relevant frequency range. Thus, the observed differences in 

amplitude are most likely not caused by altered response characteristics of the plenums. 
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Figure 4.40. SBS, MBS1, MBS2, !	= 1.2, 2.0: Pressure oscillations in the combustion 

chamber (CC) at "ðñ = 25 kW/burner and "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.7, 0.8, 0.85 
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Figure 4.41. SBS, MBS1, MBS2, !	= 1.2, 1.6, 2.0: Acoustic responses in the inner plenum 

and the outer plenum at "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.7, 0.8, 0.85 
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 OH*-Intensity Responses to the 400-Hz Mode 4.5.2.2

The spectra of the pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber and the corresponding 

OH*-intensity oscillations in the SBS and the MBSs for 7FG = 30 kW/burner, l = 0.85 at 1 = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0 are shown in Figure 4.42, Figure 4.43 and Figure 4.44. The spectra of the 

OH*-intensity illustrate the strong correlation between the pressure amplitude of the 

400-Hz mode and the flame response. 

In the SBS, the maximum pressure amplitude of the 400-Hz mode as well as the highest OH*-

intensity amplitude are observed at 1 = 1.2. At 1 = 1.6 and 1 = 2.0, the OH*-intensity 

oscillations of the 400-Hz mode are drastically reduced compared to 1 = 1.2. The MBSs show 

basically the same tendency, but the decrease of the OH*-intensity amplitude compared to 1 = 1.2 is much smaller. The smallest differences between the peak amplitude of the OH*-

intensity oscillation of the 400-Hz mode is observed in the MBS2, which corresponds with the 

pressure amplitudes.  

In the SBS, the decrease of the OH*-intensity oscillation at 400 Hz is accompanied by an 

increase of the OH*-intensity oscillation of the 750-Hz mode, which is expected regarding the 

increased pressure amplitude of the 750-Hz mode. This is discussed in more detail in 4.4.2.3. 

Due to the high oscillation levels of the OH-intensity, it is possible to visualize the 

corresponding flame oscillation of the 400-Hz mode via frequency-locked averaging. Figure 

4.45 illustrates the oscillation cycle in the SBS. Figure 4.46 and Figure 4.47 show the 

oscillation cycles in the MBS1 and the MBS2, respectively. The character of the flame 

oscillation of 400-Hz mode is very similar in all combustor setups. The flames periodically 

propagate further downstream towards the combustion chamber outlet and simultaneously 

expand in the radial direction. In the expanded state, a significantly increased OH*-intensity is 

observed.  

Selected snapshots of the high-speed recording for all discussed OPs show the presence of 

ring vortex structures in all combustor setups (Figure 4.48). Therefore the feedback loop 

driving the combustion instability is similar to the one observed for the 190-Hz mode and LF-

Mode3 discussed in 4.5.1.5. 

The most significant difference regarding the 400-Hz mode in the SBS and the MBSs is 

characterized by the fact that in the SBS high pressure amplitudes > 145 dB are already 

observed at 7FG { 25 kW, as discussed in 4.5.2. Figure 4.49 shows the OH*-intensity 

spectrum at 7FG { 25 kW, l = 0.7 for 1 = 1.6. The pulsation is less intense compared to the 

OPs that were already discussed in this section, and several modes in the low-frequency range 

are visible in the spectrum. However, the dominant OH*-intensity oscillation is located at 

400 Hz and the high-speed images also show the formation of ring vortices (Figure 4.50). 

This clearly indicates that the observed flame oscillation is similar to the oscillations of the 

400-Hz mode observed in flames at the discussed OPs at 7FG = 30 kW/burner. 
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Figure 4.42. SBS, ! = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0: Pressure and OH*-intensity oscillations in the 

combustion chamber (CC) at "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85 
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Figure 4.43. MBS1, ! = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0: Pressure and OH*-intensity oscillations in the 

combustion chamber (CC) at "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85 
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Figure 4.44. MBS2, ! = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0: Pressure and OH*-intensity oscillations in the 

combustion chamber (CC) at "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85 
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Figure 4.45. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85, ! = 1.2: Oscillation cycle of the OH*-intensity 

at 400 Hz  

 

 

 

Figure 4.46. MBS1, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.2: Oscillation cycle of the OH*-

intensity at 400 Hz 
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Figure 4.47. MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.2: Oscillation cycle of the OH*-

intensity at 400 Hz 
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Figure 4.48. SBS, MBS1, MBS2:  High-speed snapshots of the OH*-chemiluminescence 

at OPs with high pulsation levels of the 400-Hz mode 
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Figure 4.49. SBS, ! = 1.6: Pressure and OH*-intensity oscillations in the combustion 

chamber (CC) at "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7 

 

Figure 4.50. SBS, ! = 1.6: High-speed snapshot of the OH*-chemiluminescence which 

shows the periodic formation of ring vortex structures corresponding to the 400-Hz 

mode 

 Summary and Discussion of the Results for the 400-Hz Mode 4.5.2.3

The formation of ring vortex structures was identified as the main driving mechanism of the 

400-Hz mode. The analysis of the acoustic responses of the plenums does not indicate the 

presence of natural frequencies in the frequency range of 400 Hz. Therefore the pulsation may 

be driven mostly by the flame itself. This may explain why 400 Hz-Mode is only observed at 

high thermal powers. The amount of energy transferred to the pressure oscillation must be 

high enough to overcome the damping effects in the plenums at 400 Hz. 

As discussed in 4.5.1.5, the characteristic time delay of the flame plays an important role in 

the process of generating ring vortices. Lohrmann showed in [139] that higher swirl numbers 

reduce the frequency-dependent phase angle of the flame response to mass flow perturbations. 

A similar observation was reported in [140]. This explains the strong influence of the swirler 

mass flow ratio on the 400-Hz mode, since it changes the swirl number and therefore affects 

the characteristic time delay of the flame. 
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4.5.3 750-Hz Mode 

The 750-Hz mode is the second major combustor mode of the SBS, after the 400-Hz mode, 

since it also reaches pressure amplitudes > 150 dB. At a swirler mass flow ratio of 1 = 1.6, 

these high pressure amplitudes are observed at 7FG = 30 kW, l { 0.85 (Figure 4.51). At 7FG = 25 kW, the pressure spectra in the SBS show a dominant peak at around 680 Hz. 

Considering the similar frequency range of this mode and the fact that it also reaches its 

maximum amplitudes at high equivalence ratios, this peak may represent an equivalent 

oscillation to the 750-Hz mode at 7FG = 30 kW. 

 

Figure 4.51. SBS, MBS1, MBS2, ! = 1.6: Pressure and OH*-intensity oscillations in the 

combustion chamber (CC) at "ðñ = 25 kW/burner and 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, 0.8, 0.7 
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Unlike the 400-Hz mode, the 750-Hz mode is not excited in the MBSs. The peaks at ~800 Hz 

represent a harmonic oscillation to the 400-Hz mode. In the MBS1 at 7FG = 25 kW/burner, a 

dominant mode is observed at 660 Hz, which demonstrates a similar behaviour to the mode at 

680 Hz in the SBS, since its amplitude increases with l. The maximum amplitudes have 

values around 122 dB, which is considerably smaller than the maximum amplitudes in the 

SBS. 

 

Figure 4.52 shows the pressure spectra in the frequency range of the 750-Hz mode for all 

combustor setups at 7FG = 30 kW/burner, l = 0.7, 0.8, 0.85 for 1 = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0. In the SBS at 1 = 1.2, the oscillation of the 750-Hz mode is strongly attenuated. This is also the case at 1 = 2.0, except for l = 0.85, where the 750-Hz mode features an amplitude of around 140 dB. 

In the MBSs, a dominant peak in the frequency range of the 750-Hz mode is not observed at 1 = 1.2, 2.0. 

The spectra of the acoustic responses in the plenums do not show strong responses in the 

corresponding frequency range (Figure 4.53). This indicates that the 750-Hz mode is mainly 

driven by an increased thermoacoustic flame response. 

 

Figure 4.52. SBS, MBS1, MBS2, ! = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0: Pressure oscillations in the combustion 

chamber (CC) at "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, 0.8, 0.7 
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Figure 4.53. SBS, MBS1, MBS2, ! = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0: Acoustic responses in the inner plenum 

(IP) and the outer plenum (OP) at "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, 0.8, 0.7 
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 OH*-Intensity Responses to the 750-Hz Mode and Estimation of the 4.5.3.1

Helmholtz-Resonator Frequency of the Combustion Chamber 

The spectra of the OH*-intensity oscillations for the OP 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.85, 1 = 1.6, 

illustrate that the 750-Hz mode represents the dominant mode in the pressure and the OH*-

intensity spectrum. In Figure 4.54, they are shown together with the spectra at 1 = 2.0. 

Although the pressure amplitude of the 750-Hz mode is still relatively high with a value of 

~140 dB at 1 = 2.0, a significant decrease in the OH*-intensity amplitude is observed. This 

indicates that comparably small heat release oscillations can be sufficient in order to generate 

high pressure amplitudes of the 750-Hz mode. 

 

Figure 4.54. SBS, ! = 1.6, 2.0: Pressure and OH*-intensity oscillations in the combustion 

chamber (CC) at "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85 

The high-speed OH*-images also show the formation of ring vortices in the combustion 

chamber. However, in comparison to the ring-vortex formation observed for the 

400-Hz mode, the flame remains much more compact and the ring-vortices start to form near 

the bottom wall of the combustion chamber (Figure 4.55). The flame only slightly oscillates 

in the axial direction. The frequency-locked averaged images for the 750-Hz mode shown in 

Figure 4.56 corroborate the observations made for the high-speed images, as only a slight 

stretching of the flame towards the combustion chamber exit is visible. The biggest difference 

between the images represents the level of OH*-intensity, which reaches its maximum at 

φ = 0°, where the flame shows the maximum expansion. 
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Figure 4.55. SBS, ! = 1.2/1.6: Comparison of the ring-vortex formation in the SBS 

associated with the 400-Hz mode and the 750-Hz mode at "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85 

 

Figure 4.56. SBS, ! = 1.6: Oscillation cycle of the OH*-intensity at 750 Hz at 

"ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85 

Although the high-speed recording images also show the formation of ring-vortex structures 

during the oscillation of the 750-Hz mode, the excitement mechanism of 750-Hz mode seems 

to differ from that of 400 Hz mode. High pressure amplitudes of the 400-Hz mode are usually 

accompanied by very intense OH*-intensity oscillations. As discussed in the beginning of this 

section, this is not always the case for the 750-Hz mode. A reason why a comparably small 

heat release oscillation can sustain a combustion instability with a very high pressure 

400-Hz mode 750-Hz mode 
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amplitude may be an increased acoustic response of the combustion chamber due to a natural 

frequency. A standing quarter-wave in the axial direction of the combustion chamber would 

have a frequency of approximately 1200 Hz at typical conditions (LW = 850 m/s), which is not 

in the range of the frequency of the 750-Hz mode. Eigenmodes of cavities which feature 

lower frequencies than quarter-wave eigenmodes are usually Helmholtz-Resonator modes. 

Figure 4.57 shows the Helmholtz-Resonator frequency of the combustion chamber depending 

on temperature. A constant, homogenous temperature field in the combustion chamber is 

assumed and the Helmholtz-Resonator frequency is calculated using Equations (3.3) and 

(3.4). A calculation of the equilibrium temperature with CHEMKIN under atmospheric 

conditions (4W = 1bar, NW = 293 K) gives a value for the equilibrium temperature of 

approximately N,- = 2080 K (including the products of dissociation reactions H2, CO) for a 

mixture of CH4 and air with an equivalence ratio of l = 0.85.  

 

Figure 4.57. Helmholtz-Resonator frequency of the combustion chamber (CC) in the 

SBS dependent on the mean temperature 

The resulting value of ~714 Hz for the Helmholtz-Resonator frequency is in the range of the 

typical frequencies of the 750-Hz mode. The effects of the nozzle outlet are neglected in this 

calculation, as well as the non-stationary, and most likely not homogeneous temperature field 

inside the combustion chamber. 

The coupling of the flame oscillation with the Helmholtz resonance in the combustion 

chamber in the range of ~714 Hz would explain why the relatively small heat release 

oscillations in the frequency range of 750-Hz mode are sufficient to sustain the pressure 

oscillation observed at 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.85, 1 = 2.0. Note that calculating the Helmholtz-

Resonator frequencies of the combustion chambers of the MBSs according to Equations (3.3) 

and (3.4) leads to values similar to the SBS (~700 Hz).  The 750-Hz mode is possibly damped 

in the MBSs due to different characteristics of the thermoacoustic flame response in the 

MBSs.  
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In [141] two possible feedback mechanisms between the Helmholtz-Resonator pressure 

oscillation and the flame’s heat release are discussed by Thring which may sustain a 

combustion instability induced by a Helmholtz-Resonator oscillation. In the first feedback 

loop described by Thring, the overall pressure increase in the combustion chamber brings the 

flame front closer towards the nozzle exit and increases the percentage of the combustion 

chamber volume which is occupied by hot reaction products. As a result, the temperature in 

the combustion chamber increases and the additional expansion of the hot gases causes the 

pressure to rise even more. In the second mechanism, the combustion-induced expansion of 

the gases in the combustion chamber overcompensates for the reduced flow rate of unburned 

fuel-air-mixture and sustains the pressure oscillation. 

Both mechanisms can lead to an increase in the overall heat release, since the reaction rate 

increases with rising temperature inside the combustion chamber and the decreased flow 

velocities may lead to an increase in the flow region where the flame is able to stabilize, 

which in turn results in an increase in the flame surface area. When the pressure in the 

combustion chamber decreases again, it causes the reverse effects. The flow rate into the 

combustion chamber increases and an augmented amount of the fuel-air-mixture enters the 

combustion chamber and starts to react after a characteristic time delay. The rising pressure in 

the combustion chamber increases the combustion intensity and the next oscillation cycle 

starts. Therefore the oscillating pressure causes an oscillating heat release, which further 

intensifies the pulsation and excites an intense combustion instability, when the phase angle 

between pressure and heat release oscillation does not exceed 90° (Rayleigh’s Criterion). 

Since the combustion chamber pressure directly affects the heat release rate, it is most likely 

that for a Helmholtz-Resonator oscillation of the combustion chamber the Rayleigh-Criterion 

is fulfilled [103]. 

4.5.4 Pressure Oscillations in the Non-Reactive Flow 

Measurements of pressure oscillations in the non-reactive flow were also conducted for the 

SBS and the MBS2. The corresponding results are discussed in this section. 

The analysis of the different combustor modes in the previous chapters indicated that some of 

the combustor modes are mainly excited due to the presence of natural frequencies in the 

plenums. Natural frequencies of the different combustor components should also be observed 

in the spectra of the pressure oscillations of the cold flow. Only the air flows were sent 

through the combustor while conducting these experiments. 

 Pressure Oscillations in the Non-Reactive Flow in the SBS 4.5.4.1

The spectra of the pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber in the non-reactive flow 

show dominant frequencies in the range of 800-1000 Hz (Figure 4.58). The results indicate 

that the observed peaks correspond to the same oscillation, whose frequency scales with the 

flow rate. The peaks associated with the oscillations feature a similar Strouhal-Number in the 
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range of EM = 1.11-1.15. The tone generated by this oscillation is also very audible. A possible 

explanation is that the tone is associated with a PVC, which is often found in the swirl flows, 

or a radial-axial vortex shedding at the nozzle exit, which is typically induced by the PVC. 

The characteristics of PVCs in the swirl flows are extensively discussed in literature. Some 

key references are given by [104, 106, 107]. 

The broadband character of the pressure oscillations in the low-frequency spectrum and the 

presence of several dominant frequencies in the non-reactive flow in the SBS complicate the 

characterization of the peaks. In Figure 4.59, the spectra are plotted against the combustor 

flow rate and the pressure amplitude in the combustion chamber represents the contour 

variable. The spectra show a pressure oscillation with a Strouhal-Number of about EM � 0.172, which is slightly smaller than the Strouhal-Number of LF-Mode2 observed in the 

reactive flow. Therefore, this mode most likely represents the pressure oscillation of LF-

Mode2 in the non-reactive flow. A higher Strouhal-Number for LF-Mode2 in the reactive 

flow is expected due to the increased temperatures and the augmented velocities induced by 

the addition of the fuel flow. The spectrum of the pressure oscillations in the inner plenum 

shows dominant peaks in the frequency range of LF-Mode1 and LF-Mode3. Several 

additional peaks are observed, which mainly match with the previously discussed acoustic 

response spectra of the inner plenum, which is also the case for the acoustic response spectra 

of the outer plenum (Figure 4.60). The spectrum of the outer plenum shows an increased 

amplitude of the PVC-oscillation because the microphone in the outer plenum is located much 

closer to the nozzle exit than the one in the inner plenum. In both plenums, the amplitudes of 

the dominant modes are only slightly affected by the flow rate. 

 

Figure 4.58. SBS, ! = 1.6: Pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber (CC) in the 

non-reactive flow at "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85 
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Figure 4.59. SBS, ! = 1.6: Pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber at different 

volumetric flow rates 

 

Figure 4.60. Pressure oscillations in the inner plenum (IP) and the outer plenum (OTP) 

in the non-reactive flow at "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85 
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 Pressure Oscillations in the Non-Reactive Flow in the MBS2 4.5.4.2

Figure 4.61 illustrates that the mode with the flow rate-dependent frequency observed in the 

SBS in the frequency range between 800 Hz and 1000 Hz is also present in the combustion 

chamber of the MBS2. The fact that two peaks with slightly different frequencies are 

observed may be the result of slight differences between the single swirl flows. These 

differences are possibly caused by small geometrical variances between the swirlers, since 

they were manufactured without CNC. The Strouhal-Numbers for the different OPs shown in 

Figure 4.61 represent the average of the Strouhal-Numbers of the respective peaks. 

In Figure 4.62, the isoline EM = 0.17 marks the peaks that supposedly correspond to LF-

Mode2. Similar to the spectra of the SBS, the presence of numerous peaks in the low-

frequency range makes are a clear identification of the observed peaks difficult. The Strouhal-

Number of EM � 0.17 is similar to the one observed in the non-reactive flow in the SBS and 

also close to the Strouhal-Number EM � 0.21 of LF-Mode2 observed in the reactive flow. 

The major difference from the SBS is seen in the 190-Hz mode, which is the dominant mode 

in the spectrum of the inner plenum (Figure 4.63). The high amplitude of the 190-Hz mode in 

the pressure spectra of the non-reactive flow corroborates the assumption that the mode 

represents a natural frequency of the inner plenum of the MBS2. 

 

Figure 4.61. MBS2, ! = 1.6: Pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber (CC) in the 

non-reactive flow at "ðñ = 25 kW/burner, # = 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85 
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Figure 4.62. MBS2, ! = 1.6: Pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber (CC) at 

different volumetric flow rates 

 

Figure 4.63. MBS2, ! = 1.6: Pressure oscillations in the inner plenum (IP) and the outer 

plenum (OTP) in the non-reactive flow at "ðñ = 25 kW/burner, # = 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85  
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4.5.5 Discussion of the Stability Charts of the Combustor Setups 

Figure 4.64 shows the stability charts of the combustor setups at different swirler mass flow 

ratios 1. The symbols mark OPs, where unstable combustor modes with pressure amplitudes 

of 4�àA5  > 130 dB are observed. The different colours and sizes of the symbols indicate the 

frequency range and the amplitude range of the observed modes. 

In the SBS, it is clearly visible that with rising swirler mass flow ratio, unstable combustor 

modes tend to emerge at lower equivalence ratios and thermal power. The augmentation of 

the swirl number due to the increased swirler mass flow ratio apparently widens the 

thermoacoustic response spectrum of the flame. In addition, the higher swirl intensity seems 

to increase the probability that combustor modes with frequencies between � = 600-900 Hz 

are excited in the SBS. These findings comply with observations discussed in [20], where the 

combustion dynamics of a variable swirl number system are investigated. The results 

presented in this work indicate that increasing the swirl intensity broadens the response 

spectrum of the flame and decreases the phase angle between mass flow oscillations at the 

nozzle outlet and the corresponding flame response. This can be explained by an augmented 

reaction density in flames with higher swirl intensity, which leads to a shorter flame length 

[15]. Therefore, increasing the swirl intensity augments the critical mass flow perturbation 

frequency which results in an unstable phase angle of the flame response.  

At 1 = 1.2 in the SBS, no combustor modes with amplitudes > 140 dB are observed for the 

frequency range 600-900 Hz. On the other hand, low-frequency combustor modes with 

amplitudes > 130 dB are generated, which is not the case at 1 = 1.6, 2.0. Similar to the 

influence of the swirl number on the phase angle of the flame response, lower swirl intensities 

increase the characteristic time delay of the flame. As a consequence, a phase angle of the 

flame response which is sufficient to generate unstable combustor modes is reached at lower 

frequencies. This may explain why intense low-frequency modes are only observed at 1 = 1.2. 

When comparing the stability chart of the SBS and the MBSs at 7FG = 30 kW/burner, it is 

noteworthy that the combustor dynamics of the SBS at 1 = 1.2 and the MBSs at 1 = 1.6 show 

many similarities regarding frequency and intensity of the observed combustor modes. In all 

combustor setups, the 400-Hz mode features amplitudes of > 140 dB at l = 0.85, 0.8, 0.75, 

0.7, whereas at l = 0.65, a low-frequency mode is excited. The equivalent flame 

characteristics may be explained by the investigations made by Hirsch et al. in [27]. Based on 

the observations made in [142], Hirsch et al. argue that the observed differences in the flow 

field between the single-burner combustor and the annular combustor are caused by different 

flow regimes of the swirl jet. In the first regime, where the ratio of the combustion chamber 

area and the area of the nozzle exit �((/��� is sufficiently high, the flow field in the 

combustion chamber resembles that of a free swirl jet. When the ratio �((/��� is decreased 

to a critical value, the swirl jet angle increases significantly and attaches to the wall. The swirl 
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flow has switched from the “free jet” regime into the “wall jet” regime. The wall jet features a 

wider inner recirculation zone combined with smaller outer recirculation zones. The critical 

value of the ratio �((/��� that leads to the switch from the free jet regime to the wall jet 

regime depends on the effective swirl number of the swirl jet. In the annular combustion 

chamber the swirl intensity is reduced due to the momentum exchange between the adjacent 

swirl jets. These have opposite swirl directions with respect to the axis of the swirl jet 

considered, which reduces the angular momentum flux entrained in the ORZs. Thus, the swirl 

jets in the annular combustion chamber switch to the free jet regime for lower values of 

�((/���. 
Therefore the combustor dynamics of the SBS at 1 = 1.2 are similar to those of the MBSs at 

1 = 1.6 because the corresponding swirl flows are possibly all in the free jet regime. In the 

MBSs, this is induced by the missing side walls and the momentum exchange between the 

adjacent swirl jets. In the SBS, the swirl flow is in the free jet regime as a result of the 

decreased swirl intensity due to the reduction of swirler mass flow ratio to 1 = 1.2. 

However, the results for the MBSs at 1 = 1.2 indicate that the differences in the 

thermoacoustic behaviour cannot only be caused by two different flow regimes, since the 

combustion dynamics in the MBSs are strongly affected by the swirler mass flow ratio, 

although the swirl jets may feature the characteristics of a free jet. It is clearly visible, that 

low-frequency combustor modes are much more frequently observed at 1 = 1.2 than at 

L = 1.6. The decrease of the swirler mass flow ratio in combination with the multiple-burner 

arrangement possibly leads to a significant decrease in the swirl intensity in the combustion 

chamber flow. This results in an increased characteristic time delay of the flame, which in 

turn results in stronger responses of the flame to low-frequency mass flow oscillations. 

It is concluded that the main reason for the observed differences in the combustor dynamics 

between the SBS and the MBSs is the momentum exchange between the adjacent swirl jets in 

the MBSs which results in a decrease in the swirl intensity. The lower swirl intensities lead to 

higher characteristic time delays of the flame in the MBSs and stronger flame responses to 

low-frequency perturbations. The effect that the multiple-burner arrangement reduces the 

swirl intensity in the combustion chamber flow may be even more significant in the MBS2, as 

all swirl jet have two adjacent swirl jets. As a result, low-frequency modes are observed even 

more frequently in the MBS2 than in the MBS1. 

These findings may also explain why increasing the swirler mass flow ratio to 1 = 2.0 seems 

to only slightly affect the combustion dynamics in the MBSs. The increase in swirl intensity 

induced by the increased mass flow through the outer swirler leads to a wider swirl jet angle 

near the nozzle exit and possibly increases the burner-to-burner flow interaction. However, 

this may result in a further decrease of the entrained angular momentum flux and may 

compensate for the effect on the increased swirl intensity at 1 = 2.0. 
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Figure 4.64. Stability charts of the combustor setups for ! = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0. The symbols 

mark OPs, where unstable combustor modes with pressure amplitudes of 

�)*ë,++5  > 130 dB are observed in the combustion chamber. The different colors and sizes 

of the symbols indicate the frequency range and amplitude range of the modes. 
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5. Numerical Investigations 

This chapter is devoted to the numerical investigations, which were performed for the SBS 

and the MBS2. After a brief description of the flow solver, the computational grids and the 

boundary conditions that were used are described. In the subsequent sections, the investigated 

OPs are introduced and the results of the simulations that were performed are described. 

5.1 Numerical Setup 

5.1.1 Flow Solver 

The simulations were performed with the open source software package OpenFOAM 2.1.1. It 

contains software libraries which allow for the development and implementation of numerical 

solvers for continuum mechanics problems. Numerous CFD-solvers for specific applications 

are already implemented which employ the finite-volume method with a cell-centred storage 

arrangement. The solver used in the LES-studies conducted in the scope of this work uses a 

fully implicit compressible formulation of the balance equations shown in 2.1 and the 

pressure-implicit split operator (PISO) technique for the pressure correction. The convective 

and diffusion fluxes were discretised using second order schemes based on central 

differencing. The Crank-Nicholson scheme was used for the discretization of time. To 

increase the stability of the computation, the Crank-Nicholson scheme was blended with the 

Euler scheme using a blending factor of 0.6, which still provides second-order accuracy. For 

detailed information about the applied numerical techniques, the reader is referred to literature 

[143, 144]. 

The Smagorinsky-Model was used to model the subgrid-scale turbulence, with a constant 

value for the Smagorinsky constant of � = 0.1. The turbulent Schmidt and Prandtl-Numbers 

were set to constant values of ELF = 78F = 0.7. The computational grid was used for the LES-

filtering, where the filter width Δ was calculated using the cubic root of the cell volume. 

As discussed in 2.3.5, the UTFC-Model was used to model the turbulent flame. Therefore, in 

addition to the balance equations of momentum, mass and enthalpy, balance equations are 

also solved for the mixture fraction, the mixture fraction variance and the reaction progress 

variable. The chemistry look-up table was built based on computations of a laminar 1D-

premixed flame at atmospheric conditions (4 = 1 bar, N = 293 K). In the simulations, CH4 was 

used instead of natural gas. The impact of the different fuels in the experiments and the LESs 

should be very small, due to the high percentage of methane (> 90 %) in the natural gas used 

in the experiment. 
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5.1.2 Geometric Model and Computational Grid  

Most parts of the geometrical model for the SBS (Figure 5.1) were derived from the 3D-CAD 

model of the SBS. The computational grid for the simulation of the SBS shown in Figure 5.2 

was constructed using the commercial software ANSYS IcemCFD and contains about 

6.5 million nodes. The grid of the SBS was built as a block-structured grid and the domain 

contains about 6500 blocks. The Fluent V6 output interface of IcemCFD was used to output 

the grid as an unstructured grid. The “fluent3DMeshtoFoam” converter included in the 

OpenFOAM package was applied to convert the Fluent V6 mesh to the OpenFOAM mesh 

format. In order to avoid a boundary condition at the outlet of the combustion chamber, 

additional geometry was added to the CAD model. The inlets were set at the location were the 

perforated plates are located in the SBS. The boundary conditions are discussed in detail in 

the next section. 

 

Figure 5.1. Geometry of the SBS used for the LESs 

In the SBS the 60 fuel inlets are discretised with 16 cells and the grid is refined in the region 

where the fuel jets mix with the air flow. This was done to capture the main physics of the 

mixing process of fuel and air. The fuel enters the computational domain upstream of the fuel 

injection holes at the modelled section of the fuel manifold. The grid resolution is reduced in 

the combustor plenums in order to reduce the necessary computational resources. 

Figure 5.3 shows the geometrical model for the MBS2. The volume of the mesh region 

between the outlet of the domain and the combustion chamber outlet is reduced and is of 

quadratic shape. This is a result of the construction process of the MBS2-grid. In order to 
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create the grid for the MBS2, the grid for the SBS was modified and rotated. In addition to the 

already mentioned removal of the mesh refinement, the volumes of the interface regions 

between the single-burners were added and the shape of the “atmosphere” mesh region was 

altered from the cylindrical shape to a rectangular shape. The latter modification simplifies 

the connection of the mesh regions between the combustion chamber outlets and the outlets of 

the computational domains. 

A cut plane of the grid used for the MBS2 is shown in Figure 5.4. The grid for the MBS2 does 

not feature the refined mesh region. Since it contains about 21 million nodes, it was necessary 

to increase the possible time step, which still provides a stable running simulation, in order to 

realize the simulation in an acceptable period of time. Therefore, the grid for the MBS2 is 

about 30-50 % coarser in the mixing region and the fuel inlets are resolved with 8 cells. Like 

in the real MBS2, the combustion chambers and the plenums of the single-burners are 

connected.  

 

Figure 5.2. Cut plane through the computational grid used for the LESs of the SBS 
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Figure 5.3. Geometry of the MBS2 used for the LESs 

 

 

Figure 5.4. Cut plane through the computational grid used in the LESs for the MBS2 
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5.1.3 Boundary Conditions 

Performing compressible Large-Eddy Simulation requires using adequate boundary 

conditions (BCs) for the pressure at the outlets and the inlets. Zero gradient boundary 

conditions reflect pressure waves, whereas physical outlets and inlets are normally non-

reflective. Therefore the application of zero gradient BCs for pressure can lead to pressure 

oscillations in the computation that are not present in reality. In OpenFOAM, the 

“waveTransmissive” BC is available, which was used for modelling the outlets. The approach 

of the “waveTransmissive” BC implemented in OpenFOAM is a simplification of the 

approach presented in [145]. The calculation of the pressure at the outlet is described in the 

following [146]. 

First the velocity of the outgoing pressure wave o is calculated by 

 o { P� ⋅ ç,q + -1/n, (5.1)

  

where ç,q corresponds to the normal vector at the outlet and n denotes the compressibility of 

the fluid. The velocity of the pressure wave is used to calculate the pressure wave coefficient 

@ and the relaxation coefficient .: 

 @ = oΔM̂
,	. = oΔM+6 , (5.2)

  

where ̂  refers to the cell-face distance coefficient and ΔM to the time step. The value of the 

outlet pressure is then calculated by using the following properties: 

 4F���A = 4W + .461 + . ,	Ξ = 1 + .1 + @ + . , (5.3)

  

where 4W is the pressure of the previous time-step and 46 the value of the far-field pressure.  

To calculate the outlet pressure 4è.F[,F, the value of 4F���A is relaxed using the relaxation 

factor Ξ with the pressure in the cell (4C,[[) closest to the outlet: 

 4è.F[,F = Ξ4F���A + (1 − Ξ). (5.4)

  

The values of the pressure 46 and +6 are defined by the user. A higher value of +6 causes the 

BC to be less reflective. Unfortunately, when the value of +6 is set too high, the BC tends to 

drift from the value set for the far-field pressure. Thus, the value of +6 has to be adjusted for 

every specific problem. In the simulations discussed in this work, the value of +6 was set to 
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1 m, as it was observed that values in the range of the length of the computational domain 

usually provide good results. 

A non-reflective BC for inlets is not implemented in OpenFOAM. A BC with a fixed total 

pressure is available, which includes the compressibility of the fluid in the calculation of the 

inlet pressure. However this allows little control over the actual mass flow rate, since no fixed 

mass flow rate can be set. The modelling of the inlets of the combustor investigated in the 

present work is even more delicate than the modelling of non-reflective inlets. Perforated 

plates, similar to the ones installed in the plenums, typically show complex acoustic 

impedances. This means that their reflection coefficient is frequency-dependent and specific 

frequencies are damped. In addition, their acoustic impedance is influenced by the mean flow 

and therefore depends on the operating conditions. 

One possibility to deal with the acoustics of perforated plates in simulations is to apply 

adequate models [132], which are unfortunately not available in OpenFOAM. Another way to 

circumvent this problem is to resolve the openings of the perforated plates. However, this 

would significantly increase the demands on the computational grid, resulting in very long 

computation times. Moreover, this only transfers the problem from the modelling of the 

perforated plate to the modelling of non-reflective inlet, which, as mentioned above, is also 

not included in OpenFOAM. Consequently, it was decided to place the numerical inlets at the 

location of the perforated plates and to define a zero gradient BC for the pressure. Therefore 

the perforated plates are assumed to be fully reflective. This was considered to be the best 

compromise, since several models predict an increasing acoustic impedance of a perforated 

plate and therefore a more wall-like behaviour with increasing bulk flow [132]. This was also 

observed in the study discussed in [147]. 

The velocity in the vicinity of walls was modelled using the wall function provided by 

Spalding in [148], which is implemented in OpenFOAM. At the inlets, constant mass flows 

are defined for the velocity BCs in the LESs of the SBS. For the MBS2, the velocities were 

imposed at the inlets, superimposed by cell-limited random velocity fluctuations. This was 

done to provide some small additional initial perturbations, in order to shorten the time for the 

LES to develop potential unstable modes. At the outlets, a zero gradient BC was applied for 

the velocity in case of outgoing flow. For incoming flow, the velocity value was set to zero. 

The temperature at the inlets was set to value of 293 K. The walls and the outlets were 

modelled as adiabatic. The heat loss at the combustion chamber walls in the real combustor 

was estimated to be small compared to the thermal power of the flame. 

The mixture fraction constitutes unity at the fuel inlet and zero at the air inlets, since the flame 

is not premixed. For the mixture fraction variance and the progress variable zero gradient BC 

were defined at all boundaries. 
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5.2 Investigated Operating Points 

LESs at two OPs were performed for the SBS: 7FG = 25 kW, l = 0.7 and 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.85, each for a swirler mass flow ratio of 1 = 1.6. For each OP, the non-reactive and the 

reactive flow were simulated. As explained in the discussion of the experimental results, the 

400-Hz mode shows a high amplitude in the SBS at 7FG = 25 kW, l = 0.7, whereas at 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.85, an oscillation of the unstable mode at the 750-Hz mode is observed in 

the experiment. In addition, Particle-Image-Velocimetry (PIV) measurements of the flow 

fields in the combustion chamber were provided by the DLR Stuttgart for these OPs, which 

allows a comparison of the LES results to experimentally obtained velocities. 

In order to investigate the influence of the multiple-burner arrangement on the flow fields as 

well as the pressure and heat release oscillations, LESs of the non-reactive and the reactive 

flow in the MBS2 at 7FG = 30 kW/burner, l = 0.85, 1 = 1.6 were performed. An additional 

purpose of the LESs was to find possible excitation mechanisms of the 400-Hz mode in the 

MBS2, which shows very high amplitudes in the experiment at this OP. 

The operating conditions and the corresponding mass flow rates are shown in Table 5.1. The 

simulations of the non-reactive and the reactive flows in the SBS were performed with a 

constant time step of ΔM = 1e-07 s, which resulted in a maximum Courant number of 

Ü ≈ 0.5.  The simulation of the non-reactive flow in the MBS2 was run using a constant time 

step of  ΔM = 1e-06 s, which resulted in a maximum Courant number of Ü ≈ 2.0. For a stable 

computation of the reactive flow in the MBS2, the maximum value of the Courant number 

needed to stay in the range of Ü ≈ 0.5, which lead to a constant time step of ΔM = 2e-07 s. 

The length of the computed period of time constitutes ~0.1 s for all performed simulations. 

 7FG/burner l 3� óô�/burner 3� ò�/burner 3� (��/burner 1 

SBS 25 kW 0.7 453.6 g/min 283.5 g/min 28.4 g/min 1.6 

SBS, MBS2 30 kW 0.85 448.3 g/min 280 g/min 34.1 g/min 1.6 

Table 5.1. Operating conditions for the performed LESs in the SBS and the MBS2. 

5.3 Numerical Results 

In this section, the results of the performed LESs are discussed, starting with the results of the 

simulations of the non-reactive flows. Subsequently the results of the simulations of the 

reactive flows are presented. 

With the exception of the PIV measurements, the experimental results shown in this section 

correspond to the experiments discussed in Chapter 4. 
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The flow quantities in the discussion (such as velocity, pressure, temperature, etc.) represent 

the filtered quantities, which for convenience reasons are not marked with the corresponding 

favre-filtered superscript. Therefore any quantity � in this section corresponds to its resolved 

component (� → �§). The time-averaged value of any resolved quantity is marked with an 

overbar (�̅).  

5.3.1 Non-Reactive Flow 

 LES Single-Burner Setup, Pth = 25 kW, ϕ= 0.7, L = 1.6 5.3.1.1

Figure 5.5 shows the results for the mean values of the axial velocity P¦/0, the radial velocity P¦Î and the tangential velocity P¦K of the PIV measurements in comparison to the LESs at four 

different axial positions in the combustion chamber. 

 

Figure 5.5. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Profiles of the time-averaged velocity in 

the non-reactive flow at different axial distances to the nozzle in the LES and the 

experiment 
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In general, a good agreement between the simulation and the experiments is visible. 

Especially near the nozzle exit the velocity profiles correspond very well.  

The LES shows higher radial velocities, which results in flatter profiles of both the axial 

velocity and the tangential velocity, due to the increased radial transport. Therefore a wider 

angle of the swirl jet is observed in the contour plot shown in Figure 5.6. The inner vortex 

structure of the swirl flow reaches down to the bottom of the inner swirler. The LES shows 

higher tangential velocities than in the experiment near the nozzle exit, whereas further 

upstream the measured values for P¦K exceed the ones of the simulation. 

 

Figure 5.6. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Contour plots of the time-averaged axial 

velocity in the non-reactive flow in the LES and the experiment 

A possible explanation for the deviation between of the values of the LES and the experiment 

may be the increased velocity fluctuations in the LES (Figure 5.7). Up to a distance of 

x = 20 mm the calculated axial, radial and tangential fluctuations mostly exceed the measured 

values. The augmented turbulence intensity leads to an increased angular momentum flux in 

the radial direction, which results in a wider inner recirculation zone.  

A comparison of the pressure spectrum of the experiment and the LES shows that the LES is 

able to reproduce the main characteristics of the pressure oscillations in the combustion 

chamber. However, the dominant frequency at around 1000 Hz observed in the experiment 

_ 
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features significantly smaller amplitudes in the LES. As illustrated by the contour plot of the 

axial velocity and the spectrum of the axial velocity in the monitor point 1 (MP1) in Figure 

5.8, this peak possibly represents an oscillation associated with the vortex shedding frequency 

at the outlet of the inner swirler. The deviation between the experiment and the LES may be 

caused by the missing fuel flow in the experiment. The fuel flow in the LES possibly 

increases the turbulence near the exit of the inner swirler which results in an increased 

dissipation of the shed vortices. 

 

Figure 5.7. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: RMS velocity fluctuations in the non-

reactive flow at different axial distances to the nozzle in the LES and the experiment 
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Figure 5.8. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Spectra of pressure oscillations in the 

combustion chamber in the experiment and at MP1 in the LES and velocity spectrum at 

MP2; contour plot of the instantaneous axial velocity 

The spectra of the pressure oscillations in the inner plenum at MP4 (Figure 5.9) indicate 

that the LES overestimates the pressure oscillations in the inner plenum. This may explain 

why the velocity fluctuations are increased in the LES, since the augmented pressure 

oscillations lead to increased flow rate oscillations. The two dominant modes in the measured 

pressure spectrum at ~140 Hz and ~520 Hz are also visible in the spectrum of the LES, but 

show much higher amplitudes, especially the oscillation at ~520 Hz. As illustrated in the 

contour plot of the 4′�àA –values in the inner plenum, the high amplitude of the ~520-Hz 

mode is due to the formation of a standing half-wave in the inner plenum. The formation of 

this standing wave is fostered by the zero gradient pressure BC, which has infinite impedance 

and is therefore perfectly reflective for any incoming pressure waves, whereas the perforated 

plate installed in the real combustor causes a frequency-dependent damping of the incoming 

pressure waves and may lead to attenuation of the modes (see 5.1.3). The lack of attenuation 
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compared to the experimental setup is most likely responsible for the overestimation of the 

pressure amplitudes in the inner plenum in the LES. In the spectrum of the MP3 in the inner 

swirler, the oscillation at ~140 Hz features an even higher amplitude, whereas the oscillation 

at ~520 Hz is slightly damped. Due to the matching frequencies, the oscillation at ~140 Hz 

most likely represents the equivalent oscillation to LF-Mode1. The pressure spectrum of the 

LES in the inner plenum also shows increased amplitudes in the frequency range of LF-

Mode3, which complies with the findings in the discussion of the experiments. 

 

Figure 5.9. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Spectrum of the pressure oscillations in 

the inner plenum (IP) in the non-reactive flow in the LES and the experiment; contour 

plot of the standing half-wave in the inner plenum in the LES 

As indicated by the high 4′�àA -values near the isoline P¦/0 = 0, the pressure oscillations in the 

inner swirler also strongly affect the structure of the IRZ, since they directly influence the 

pressure gradient which enables the formation of the IRZ. LF-Mode1 is the dominant pressure 

mode in the inner swirler at MP3, as illustrated in Figure 5.10. The spectrum of the mixture 

fraction at MP3 (Figure 5.11) also shows a dominant frequency in the frequency range of LF-

Mode1 (130-140 Hz).  
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These findings corroborate the assumption made in 4.5.1.5, where it is stated that the 

oscillation of LF-Mode1 causes a periodic change in the width of the IRZ near the nozzle exit, 

which in turn evokes a periodically increased mixing of fuel into the IRZ. However, the 

maximum amplitudes in the spectrum of the mixture fraction oscillations are observed at 

1100 Hz. 

 

Figure 5.10. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Spectrum of the pressure oscillations in 

the inner swirler (IS) at MP3 in the non-reactive flow in the LES 

A possible explanation for this mixture fraction oscillation is the PVC, which strongly affects 

the mixing process of fuel and air flow, as illustrated in Figure 5.12. The PVC interacts with 

the fuel jets due to its tumbling movement and increases the mixture intensity, as indicated by 

the isoline of the stoichiometric mixture fraction. The presence of the PVC near the nozzle 

exit also indicates that the velocity fluctuations near the nozzle exit are not only associated 

with acoustic oscillations, but are also caused by hydrodynamic pressure oscillations induced 

by the PVC. 
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Figure 5.11. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Spectrum of the mixture fraction 

oscillations at MP2 and isoline of the stoichiometric mixture fraction near the nozzle exit 

in the non-reactive flow in the LES 

 

Figure 5.12. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Visualization of the PVC with the 

isosurface at � = 99600 Pa in the LES of the non-reactive flow 
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 LES Single-Burner Setup, Pth = 30 kW, ϕ = 0.85, L = 1.6  5.3.1.2

Comparison of the calculated velocity fields with the PIV measurements  

Figure 5.13 shows the velocity profiles of the PIV measurements and the LES in the non-

reactive flow at different distances to the nozzle exit at the OP 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.85 at 1 = 1.6. The air mass flow rates through the swirlers are only slightly decreased in 

comparison to the previously discussed OP and the fuel mass flow rate is decreased by 20 %. 

Since the fuel mass flow rate is still very small compared to the air mass flow, the flow fields 

in the combustion chamber at both OPs are expected to be very similar.  

 

 

Figure 5.13. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Time-averaged velocity profiles in the 

non-reactive flow at different axial distance to the nozzle in the LES and the experiment 
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This is indeed the case for the results of the PIV measurements. The results of the LES also 

show similar results for the two OPs, but the differences between the mean velocity fields are 

greater than in the experiment. The LES for the OP 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.85 shows a narrower 

jet angle of the swirl flow than at 7FG = 25 kW, l = 0.7, as illustrated in the contour plot of the 

axial velocity in Figure 5.14. This results in a much better agreement between the results of 

the LES and the PIV measurements, which is also the case for the RMS-values of the velocity 

fluctuations (Figure 5.15). Especially at R = 20 mm and R = 30 mm, the deviations of the 

mean velocities between the experiment and the LES are significantly reduced. Regarding the 

velocity fluctuations, the PIV results and the LES both show increased values at 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.85, but the difference between the OPs is more significant for the PIV results. The 

reduction of the width of the IRZ observed in the LES with increasing fuel flow is something 

that can be expected, since the increased fuel mass flow rate augments the axial momentum 

flux of the flow in the inner swirler. This is illustrated by the increased maximum of the 

calculated mean axial velocity at 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.85 at R = 5 mm. 

 

Figure 5.14. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Contour plots of the time-averaged 

axial velocity in the non-reactive flow in the LES and the experiment 

_ 
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The turbulent kinetic energy in the inner swirler at 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.85 is increased 

compared to 7FG = 25 kW, l = 0.7 (Figure 5.16). This is most likely the result of the increased 

fuel flow rate. The increased turbulent kinetic energy leads to a more broadband distribution 

of the pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber at MP1 at 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.85 

(Figure 5.17). The augmented turbulent intensity near the nozzle outlet also influences the 

mixture fraction oscillations.   

 

Figure 5.15. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: RMS velocity fluctuations in the non-

reactive flow at different axial distance to the nozzle in the LES and the experiment 

The spectra of the mixture fraction oscillations at MP3 indicates that the mixture fraction 

oscillation associated with LF-Mode1 is reduced at 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.85, as illustrated in 

the spectrum in Figure 5.18. Also the modes around 350 Hz, 450 Hz and 900 Hz show 

reduced amplitudes. Therefore the flow characteristics near the nozzle outlet are very 

sensitive to changes of the fuel flow rate.  
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The PVC remains the main source of the mixture fraction oscillations at MP2. The isoline of 

the mean stoichiometric mixture fraction shows that stoichiometric mixtures are also found at 

the burner axis, which is most likely the result of the increased fuel flow rate. Figure 5.19 

shows a visualization of the PVC with an isosurface/isoline at 4 = 99600 Pa. The contour plot 

of the mixture fraction illustrates the strong influence of the PVC on the mixing process.  

 

Figure 5.16 SBS, ! = 1.6: Contour plots of the time-averaged turbulent kinetic energy in 

the non-reactive flow in the LES at "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7 (l.h.s.) and "ðñ = 30 kW, 

# = 0.85 (r.h.s.) 

 

Figure 5.17. SBS, ! = 1.6: Comparison of the spectra of the pressure oscillations in the 

combustion chamber (CC) at MP1 for "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7 and "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85 

in the non-reactive flow in the LES 

 

_ _ 
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Figure 5.18. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Spectrum of the mixture fraction 

oscillations at MP2; isoline of the stoichiometric mixture fraction in the LES in the non-

reactive flow 

 

Figure 5.19. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Visualization of the PVC with an 

isosurface at � = 99600 Pa for the LES of the non-reactive flow 

Isosurface  p = 99600 Pa 
Isoline p = 99600 Pa 
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 LES Multiple-Burner Setup 2, Pth = 30kW/burner, ϕ = 0.85, L = 1.6  5.3.1.3

Comparison of the Mean Velocities in the SBS and the MBS2 

Figure 5.20 shows the computed velocity profiles at different axial positions in the SBS and 

the MBS2 at 7FG = 30 kW/burner, l = 0.85 at 1 = 1.6. Values > 1 of the normalized S-

coordinate indicate the side of the adjacent burner in the MBS2. At R = 5 mm, the velocities 

in the SBS and the MBS2 are quite similar. The flow in the SBS features a higher absolute 

value of the maximum negative velocity in the IRZ at the burner axis. Also the maxima of the 

axial velocity in the positive R-direction and the tangential velocity are higher in the SBS. 

However, the radial velocities in the MBS2 exceed the ones in the SBS. 

 

Figure 5.20. SBS, MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Time-averaged velocity 

profiles in the non-reactive flow  
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Figure 5.21. SBS, MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Axial velocities and 

recirculation zones in the non-reactive flow 

At the axial positions farther downstream, it is noticeable that the maximum of the tangential 

velocity in the flow field of the MBS2 is located at higher radial distances than in the SBS. 

This is also the case for the radial velocities, which also attain higher maximum values in the 
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MBS2 than in the SBS. In the MBS2, the transport of angular momentum to greater radiuses 

seems to be more intense. As a consequence, the IRZ is wider in the MBS2 than the in the 

SBS, which is also illustrated by the contour plots of the axial velocities and the isoline at P¦�á  = 0 in Figure 5.21. The swirl flow in the MBS2 attaches to the wall at a smaller axial 

distance to the nozzle. In addition, it can be observed that the ORZs of the adjacent swirl jets 

combine to form a unified recirculation zone.  

The profiles of the RMS velocity fluctuations are shown in Figure 5.22. The profiles comply 

with the observations made for the mean flow fields. The velocity fluctuations in the radial 

direction are significantly increased in the MBS2 compared to the SBS, especially in the 

direction of the adjacent burner. The augmented radial velocity fluctuations in the MBS2 

possibly cause the increased transport of angular momentum in the radial direction. 

 

Figure 5.22. SBS, MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: RMS velocity 

fluctuations in the non-reactive flow  
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Figure 5.23 shows the vectors of the velocity components in the SR-plane at R = 0.03 m. The 

co-rotating swirl jets induce a secondary flow in the centre of the combustion chamber which 

rotates in the opposite direction of the swirl jets. 

 

Figure 5.23. MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Vectors of the velocity 

components in the 12-plane at 3 = 0.03 

Oscillations of Pressure, Velocity and Mixture Fraction 

Figure 5.24 compares the pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber computed by the 

LES with the measured pressure spectrum. A good agreement between the measured and the 

computed spectrum is observed. 

 

Figure 5.24. MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Comparison of the measured 

and computed pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber 
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The deviation of the peaks at around 1000 Hz in the LES may be caused by the missing fuel 

flow in the experiment which leads to a smaller frequency of the described vortex shedding at 

the nozzle outlet. The frequency at ~1150 Hz in the LES-spectrum most likely belongs to the 

PVC and represents hydrodynamic pressure oscillations, which are not captured by the 

microphone in the experiment. 

The spectrum of the mixture fraction oscillations at MP2 (Figure 5.25) comply with the 

assumption that the peak in the computed pressure spectrum corresponds to the PVC. Similar 

to the SBS, the dominant frequency is found around 1150 Hz. The amplitudes of the mixture 

fraction oscillations in the MBS2 are generally smaller than in the SBS. The most significant 

differences are the peaks in the spectrum of the SBS at 360 Hz and 750 Hz, which are not 

observed in the MBS2. 

 

Figure 5.25. SBS, MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Mixture fraction 

oscillations in the non-reactive flow at MP2 

The PVC can be visualized by an isosurface of the pressure at 4 = 99600 Pa, as shown in 

Figure 5.26. It is clearly visible that the PVC strongly affects and intensifies the mixing 

process of air and fuel. The spectra of the axial velocity in the inner swirler at MP3 and the 

inner plenum at MP4 (Figure 5.27) illustrate that the multiple-burner arrangement has a 

destabilizing effect on the IRZ. The amplitudes of the axial velocity oscillations in the inner 

plenum are significantly smaller in the MBS2 and only one peak in the range of the 

190-Hz mode is observed. However, the velocity perturbations in the region at the onset of the 

IRZ in the inner swirler exceed the ones in the SBS by an order of magnitude. The contour 

plots of the mixture fraction oscillations in Figure 5.28 also illustrate the higher mixing 

intensity in the MBS2 in the radial direction, whereas the SBS shows a higher mixing rate in 

the axial direction, which is indicated by the isoline of the stoichiometric mixture fraction. 
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Figure 5.26. MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Visualization of the PVC 

with the isosurface at � = 99600 Pa in the MBS2 
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Figure 5.27. SBS, MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Axial velocity 

oscillations at MP3 in the inner swirler (IS) and at MP4 in the inner plenum (IP)  

 

Figure 5.28. SBS, MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: RMS mixture fraction 

oscillations and isoline of the stoichiometric mixture fraction in the non-reactive flow 
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Mean Recirculation Rates in the SBS and the MBS2 in the Non-Reactive Flow 

Figure 5.29 compares the mass flow recirculation rates in the IRZ and the ORZ, the global 

mass flow recirculation rate and the angular momentum flux. The terms of the turbulent 

fluctuations were neglected in the calculation of the angular momentum flux. In the MBS2, 

the mass recirculation rates and the angular momentum flux were calculated for one single-

burner, which was extracted from the flow region. 

 

Figure 5.29. SBS, MBS2 at "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Mass flow 

recirculation rates and angular momentum flux  

It is clearly visible that the MBS2 features a significantly higher inner recirculation rate, 

whereas a higher amount of mass is recirculated in the ORZs of the SBS. The characteristics 

of the swirl flow in the MBS2 are much more comparable to a swirl jet in wall jet regime, in 

spite of the missing side walls and the slightly reduced angular momentum flux around R = 0.08. 
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The swirl flow in the SBS features the characteristics of a free-jet, with high mass flow 

recirculation rates in the ORZs. The slight decrease of the angular momentum flux in the 

MBS2 with increasing axial distance to the nozzle may be caused by the reduction of the 

angular momentum due to the adjacent swirl jet described by Hirsch et al in [27], as already 

discussed in 4.5.5. 

5.3.2 Reactive Flow 

 LES Single-Burner Setup, Pth = 25 kW, ϕ = 0.7, L = 1.6 5.3.2.1

Comparison of the calculated velocity fields with the PIV Measurements 

At 7FG = 25 kW, l = 0.7, the mean velocity profiles of all velocity components derived from 

the LES agree quite well with measured values, which is visible in Figure 5.30.  

 

Figure 5.30. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Time-averaged velocity profiles in the 

reactive flow at different axial distances to the nozzle in the LES and the experiment 
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However, some deviations between the simulation and the experiment are visible. Noteworthy 

are the higher radial velocities in the LES at R = 10 mm and 20 mm. In addition, the angle of 

the swirl jet predicted by the LES exceeds the one observed in the PIV measurements, which 

is visible at R = 20 mm and R = 30 mm as well as in the contour plot of the axial velocity in 

Figure 5.31. The LES seems to overestimate the radial transport of angular momentum. It is 

possible that the reason for the observed deviation between the LES and the PIV is caused by 

the increased turbulence level in the LES near the nozzle outlet. This was also observed for 

the non-reacting flow. The location of the maximum values of the RMS velocity fluctuations 

of the LES and the PIV measurements are very similar, but the calculated maximum values 

are more than 100 % higher in the LES than in the experiment (Figure 5.32). The increased 

turbulence intensity in the LES possibly increases the radial transport of angular momentum, 

which results in a more wall-bounded flow field than in the experiment. 

 

Figure 5.31. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Contour plots of the time-averaged axial 

velocity in the reactive flow in the LES and the experiment 

The velocity fluctuations are highly dependent on the intensity level of the combustion 

dynamics, and more intense pressure oscillations normally lead to increased velocity 

fluctuations. Therefore the intensity of the unsteady heat release of the flame has a major 
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influence on the velocity fluctuations in the experiment and the LES. Therefore different 

amplitudes of unstable modes in the PIV measurements and the LES may contribute to the 

observed deviation. It is also possible that the LES is not statistically converged, considering 

the computed time period of ca. 0.12 s. This can lead to deviations of the mean and the RMS 

values between the LES and the experiment, where recording times of about 1 s are common. 

In addition, as outlined in the discussion of the non-reactive flow, the inlet BCs do not 

consider possible damping effects of the perforated plates, which can result in increased 

velocity fluctuations. This is discussed in more detail in the next but one section, where 

spectra of heat release, velocity and pressure oscillations are analysed. 

 

Figure 5.32. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: RMS velocity fluctuations in the 

reactive flow at different axial distances to the nozzle in the LES and the experiment 
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Mean fields of Mixture fraction, Temperature and Heat release 

Figure 5.33 shows the average temperature and heat release distributions in the combustion 

chamber. The maximum calculated temperatures are in the range of 1900 K and are located 

inside the IRZ. The IRZ and the ORZs stabilize the flame by recirculating burnt gases, as 

indicated by the high temperatures in these areas. The high mean reaction rates near the 

nozzle outlet on the burner axis are induced by stoichiometric mixture fractions. The flame 

shape and the distribution of the main reaction zones resembles the mean OH*-intensity 

(Figure 5.34). 

 

Figure 5.33. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Mean temperature field in the 

combustion chamber (l.h.s.); Mean heat release field (r.h.s.) 

 

Figure 5.34. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Mean mixture fraction in the 

combustion chamber 
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Pressure, Velocity and Heat Release Oscillations 

At first, it should be investigated whether or not the LES is able to reproduce the combustion 

dynamics of the flame pulsation which was observed in the experiment. Figure 5.35 shows 

both the measured and the calculated spectra of the pressure oscillations in the combustion 

chambers. 

The spectra show a partial agreement between experiment and simulation, as the dominant 

frequencies at 320 Hz, 570 Hz, 700 Hz and 800 Hz in the measured spectrum are reproduced 

by the LES. However, the peak frequency in the LES constitutes around 480 Hz and therefore 

does not match with the measured peak frequency, which is ~400 Hz. In addition, several 

peaks show higher amplitudes in the LES. As mentioned in the discussion of the results for 

the non-reactive flow, this may be induced by the pressure BC at the inlets which lack the 

frequency-dependent attenuation of the perforate plates installed in the real combustor.   

 

Figure 5.35. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Measured and calculated spectrum of 

the pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber 

Comparing the spectra of the OH*-intensity and the heat release oscillations calculated by the 

LES, one can observe that the normalized heat release oscillations are significantly smaller 

than the OH*-intensity oscillations (Figure 5.36). However, several peaks in the spectra 

match, for example at ~380 Hz and ~570 Hz. There are several possible reasons for the 

deviation between heat release and OH*-intensity oscillations. First, as discussed in 4.2.2, the 

OH*-intensity oscillations are most likely associated with heat release oscillations as well as 

equivalence ratio oscillations, since the flame is not perfectly premixed. In addition, if the 

oscillation in the LES at ~380 Hz corresponds to the oscillation of the 400-Hz mode observed 

in the experiment, then the 400 Hz-Mode apparently does not reach similar amplitudes in 

terms of heat release and pressure oscillations. 
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Figure 5.36. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: OH*-intensity spectrum of the high-

speed OH*-recordings and heat release oscillations computed by the LES 

Figure 5.37(a) shows the time series plot of the heat release calculated by the LES. The 

plotted time does not correspond to the overall computing time. Starting with the cold flow 

solution, the LES was run for about 0.01 s (physical time) in order to wait for the initial 

disturbances to settle down and the flame to spread inside the combustion chamber. Another 

0.01 s was computed in order to wait for the reactive flow to generate instabilities. The plot 

demonstrates the discussed problem when performing self-excited LES (see 3.4.2) of 

combustion instabilities. A lot of interfering frequencies are visible and it is not clear, whether 

or when the system will tune to one specific oscillation when the simulation is continued. 

However, the presence of several modes in the LES complies with the experiment.  

More distinct periodic fluctuations of the heat release are visible at the end of the time series 

plot. This is also illustrated by the plot in Figure 5.37(b), which shows the sequence marked 

with the dashed rectangle in Figure 5.37(a). In addition to the heat release oscillations, the 

pressure oscillations at MP1 are plotted. At the beginning of the sequence, pressure and heat 

release are in phase, which leads to augmented pressure and heat release oscillations. Starting 

at around 0.082 s, the phase between the pressure and heat release oscillation starts to grow 

again, and the amplitudes of pressure and heat release oscillation start to diminish. It appears 

that several modes in the heat release fluctuations are interfering, which leads to temporary in-

phase oscillations of heat release and pressure. Whether or not the temporary in-phase 

oscillations of heat release and pressure take place periodically could only be determined by 

additional computing. The spectra of the sequences of the pressure and heat release are shown 

in Figure 5.38. Two major modes for pressure and heat release are observed in the range of 

400 Hz and 570 Hz. The 570-Hz mode is much more dominant compared to the mode at 

400 Hz, and features significantly higher amplitudes in the LES than in the experiment. 

. . 
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Figure 5.37. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: (a) Time series plot of computed heat 

release; (b) Sequence of computed heat release and pressure oscillations 

Therefore, the mode at 570 Hz represents the major unstable mode predicted by the LES. The 

time series of the mass flow rates at the swirler inlets, the fuel mass flow rate at the nozzle 

outlet and the heat release shown in Figure 5.39 illustrate the mechanism which drives the 

instability. Since heat release and pressure in the combustion chamber oscillate almost in 

phase, the increasing heat release results in an even further increase in the combustion 

chamber pressure. The oscillating combustion chamber pressure results in oscillations of the 

air and fuel mass flow rates inside the nozzle, which in turn modulate the heat release. The 

oscillations of the mass flow rates show relatively constant frequencies around 570 Hz.  

The instantaneous image of the heat release in Figure 5.40 shows ring vortices which form 

inside the combustion chamber. Due to the intense mass flow rate oscillation, the fuel-air-

mixture entering the combustion chamber is periodically accelerated and catches up with the 

slower fuel-air-mixture inside the combustion chamber. The flow deflects in the radial 

direction and forms the observed toroidal vortices. The coupling of the heat release oscillation 

with the intense pressure oscillation in the inner plenum is the mechanism which leads to the 

unstable mode. The contour plot of the RMS pressure fluctuations indicates the presence of a 

standing half-wave in the inner plenum. This is confirmed by the pressure spectrum at MP4 in 

(a) 

(b) 

. 
. 

. 
. 
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the inner plenum (Figure 5.41). The amplitude of this resonance significantly exceeds the 

measured amplitude. The deviation may again be explained by the different acoustic 

impedances of the inlet BC in the LES and the perforated plate installed in the real combustor 

and is possibly also the reason for the different frequencies of the ring vortex formation in the 

LES and the experiment. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.38. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Spectra of the time sequence of 

computed pressure und heat release oscillations shown Figure 5.37(b) 

. . 
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Figure 5.39. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Computed time series of mass flow rates 

at the inlets of the inner (IS) and outer (OTS) swirler, fuel mass flow rate at the nozzle 

outlet and heat release 

 

Figure 5.40. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Ring vortex formation in the 

combustion chamber (l.h.s.); standing half wave in the inner plenum (IP) (r.h.s.) 
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Figure 5.41. SBS, "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7, ! = 1.6: Measured and computed pressure 

spectra in the inner plenum (IP) 

 LES Single-Burner Setup,  Pth = 30 kW, ϕ = 0.85, L = 1.6 5.3.2.2

Comparison of the Calculated Velocity Fields with the PIV Measurements 

As discussed in 5.3.1.2, the LES of the non-reactive flow for 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.85 shows a 

much better agreement to the experimental results than the LES for 7FG = 25 kW, l = 0.7. As 

shown in Figure 5.42 and Figure 5.43, this is also the case for the LESs of the reactive flows. 

 
Figure 5.42. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Contour plots of the time-averaged 

axial velocity in the reactive flow in the LES and the experiment 
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Deviations between the LES and the experiment are observed regarding the jet angle of the 

swirl jet, which is wider in the LES. This complies with the higher radial velocities in the LES 

that cause an increased transport of angular momentum to higher radiuses, as illustrated by the 

velocity profiles of the tangential velocity. Also the calculated mean velocities and the RMS 

values of the velocity fluctuations show results that are similar to the results obtained by the 

PIV measurements (Figure 5.44). However, higher velocity fluctuations are observed in the 

LES, possibly induced by the inlet BCs, calculation time and different unstable modes, as 

discussed in the previous section. 

 

Figure 5.43. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Time-averaged velocity profiles in the 

reactive flow at different axial distances to the nozzle in the LES and the experiment 
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Figure 5.44. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: RMS velocity fluctuations in the 

reactive flow at different axial distances to the nozzle in the LES and the experiment  

Mean fields of Temperature, Heat Release and Mixture Fraction 

Figure 5.45 shows the results for the mean temperature, heat release and mixture fraction. The 

highest temperatures of around 2200 K are located in the IRZ. The increased fuel flow results 

in higher maximum temperatures compared to the OP 7FG = 25 kW, l = 0.7. The high 

temperatures of ~2000 K in the ORZ are caused by the recirculation of burned gases. The 

isoline of the stoichiometric mixture fraction is located further upstream than at 7FG = 25 kW, l = 0.7, which is expected due to the increased fuel flow rate. The PVC is visualized by the 

isoline at 97000 Pa. It also strongly affects the mixing process in the reactive flow, but breaks 

down at smaller axial distances to the nozzle than in the non-reactive flow. 
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The contour plot of the mean heat release rate shows that the flame stabilizes close to the 

nozzle exit. The comparison with the recorded OH*-chemiluminescence indicates a good 

agreement between simulation and experiment in terms of mean flame position and mean 

flame shape (Figure 5.46). 

 

Figure 5.45. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Mean fields of temperature and 

mixture fraction 

 

Figure 5.46. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Calculated mean heat release in the 

LES (l.h.s.) and Abel-transformed mean OH*-chemiluminescence (r.h.s.) 
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Pressure, Velocity and Heat Release Oscillations 

Figure 5.47(a) compares the computed and measured pressure oscillations in the combustion 

chamber. It is observed that the unstable mode predicted by the LES differs from the 

experiment. 

 

Figure 5.47. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: (a) Computed spectrum of the pressure 

oscillations in the combustion chamber (CC) in the LES at MP1 and measured pressure 

spectrum; (b) Heat release oscillations in the LES and OH*-intensity oscillations 

Similar to the LES of OP 7FG = 25 kW, l = 0.7, the peak amplitude is found at around 

570 Hz, whereas in the experiment the 750-Hz mode is the dominant pressure oscillation, as 

illustrated in the discussion of the experimental results. A dominant pressure mode around 

750 Hz is also found in the spectrum of the LES, but with significantly lower amplitudes. A 

peak in the range of the dominant mode predicted by the LES can also be observed in the 

measured spectrum, but at much lower amplitudes. Figure 5.47(b) illustrates that the unstable 

mode in the LES is caused by the coupling between the unsteady heat release and the pressure 

mode at 570 Hz. Figure 5.48 shows that heat release and pressure oscillate temporarily in 

. . _ 
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phase which amplifies the instability, but the system does not reach a “stable” limit cycle with 

constant amplitudes of pressure and heat release, at least not in the simulated period of time of 

around 0.12 s. Instead, the amplitudes temporarily decrease and increase again, which 

indicates that pressure and heat release are only temporarily in phase. This is also visible at 

the end of the sequence shown in Figure 5.48. 

 

Figure 5.48. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Pressure and heat release oscillation in 

the LES 

The instability is driven by oscillations of the mass flow rate, as indicated by the oscillations 

of the mass flows in the plenums and the fuel flow rate at the nozzle outlet (Figure 5.49). The 

heat release periodically oscillates with a phase angle of around 180° to the flow rate 

oscillations. The heat release simultaneously increases with the pressure, which causes the 

pressure to rise even more. The oscillating pressure drop between the plenums and the 

combustion chamber modulates the flow rate of the air-fuel mixture into the combustion 

chamber, which in turn modulates the heat release. 

Similar to the LES of the OP 7FG = 25 kW, l = 0.7, the strong pressure oscillation at ~570 Hz  

is caused by a standing half-wave that forms in the inner plenum. As a consequence, the 
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spectrum of the pressure oscillations in the inner plenum shows the maximum amplitudes in 

this frequency range (Figure 5.50). The amplitude of the oscillation significantly exceeds the 

one in the experiment. As discussed in the previous sections, this is most likely induced by the 

different acoustic impedances of the inlet in the LES and the perforated plate located at the 

position of the numerical inlet in the real combustor. Figure 5.51 illustrates the pressure 

oscillation in the inner plenum. 

 

Figure 5.49. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Oscillations of fuel and air mass flow 

rates and heat release in the LES 

 

Figure 5.50. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Comparison of the pressure oscillations 

in the inner plenum in the LES and the experiment  
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Figure 5.51. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Oscillating pressure in the inner 

plenum at 7 = 570 Hz 

In contrast to the previously discussed OP 7FG = 25 kW, l = 0.7, the oscillation of the flow 

rate at 570 Hz does not lead to the formation of ring vortices. The simulation shows an 

unsteady wrinkling of the flame, which increases the flame surface and therefore the heat 

release (Figure 5.52). The wrinkling is caused by instabilities in the shear layers of the swirl 

flow, similar to Kevin-Helmholtz instabilities.  

 

Figure 5.52. SBS, "ðñ = 30 kW, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Frame wrinkling and the formation of 

flame pockets observed in the LES 
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 LES Multiple-Burner Setup 2, Pth= 30 kW/burner, ϕ = 0.85, L = 1.6,  5.3.2.3

Comparison of the Flow Fields in the SBS and the MBS2 

Figure 5.53 compares the mean velocity profiles at different axial positions in the SBS and the 

MBS2. In contrast to the flow fields in the non-reactive flow, the flow fields in the reactive 

flow are very similar in the SBS and the MBS2. As expected, differences are observed around S/;(( = 1, where the combustion chambers of the single-burners are connected in the MBS2 

and a wall is located in the SBS. In this region, the tangential velocities are higher than in the 

SBS at equal radiuses.  

 

Figure 5.53. SBS, MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Time-averaged velocity 

profiles in the reactive flow 
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The profile of the MBS2 clearly illustrates the influence of the adjacent swirl jets in the 

reactive flow. In contrast to the earlier findings for the non-reactive case, in the reactive flow 

the setup of co-rotating swirl jets seems to decrease the swirl intensity. This may be the reason 

why the maximum negative axial velocities in the IRZ are greater in the SBS than in the 

MBS2, especially near the nozzle outlet. 

Further downstream, the value of the maximum negative axial velocity in the MBS2 exceeds 

the one in the SBS, as shown in Figure 5.54. This is most likely induced by the missing side 

walls in the MBS2 which results in different flow fields in the SBS and the MBS2, as 

indicated by the axial velocity profile at R = 50, 60 mm. The IRZ is longer and slightly wider 

in the MBS2, as illustrated in the contour plots of the axial velocity in Figure 5.55. Similar to 

the non-reactive case, a combined recirculation zone can be observed between the adjacent 

burners in the MBS2. 

The RMS velocity fluctuations in Figure 5.56 show that the fluctuations in the SBS exceed 

the ones in the MBS2, apart from the interface region of the swirl flows. In particular, the 

velocity fluctuations in the radial direction are more intense in the MBS2. However, the 

overall characteristics of the velocity fluctuations are similar in both combustor setups. 

 

Figure 5.54. SBS, MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Time-averaged velocity 

profiles in the reactive flow 
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Figure 5.55. SBS, MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Axial velocities and 

recirculation zones in the reactive flow in the SBS and the MBS2 
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Figure 5.56. SBS, MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: RMS velocity 

fluctuations in the reactive flow in the SBS and the MBS2 at "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, 

# = 0.85, ! = 1.6 

Mean fields of Mixture fraction, Temperature and Heat release 

Figure 5.57 and Figure 5.58 show the time-averaged mixture fraction and temperature fields 

in the MBS2. The mixing in the radial direction seems to be less intense in the flow region 

between the swirl jets, as indicated by the isoline of the stoichiometric mixture fraction. The 

PVC is indicated by the isoline at 4 = 99600 Pa. Similar to the findings for the reactive flow 

in the SBS, the PVC strongly affects the mixing in the vicinity of the nozzle outlet, but breaks 

down at smaller axial distances to the nozzle than in the non-reactive flow. The maximum 

temperatures constitute around 2230 K and are located in the IRZ, close to the isoline of the 

stoichiometric mixture fraction. The maximum temperatures found in the ORZs are smaller 

than in the SBS and have values around 1700 K. Figure 5.59 shows the mean heat release in 

the MBS2 and compares it to the mean heat release in the SBS. The MBS2 shows higher 
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maximum heat release rates. The reaction zone is more dispersed in the SBS and the reaction 

also takes place in proximity to the ORZ. As a result, the unsteady recirculation of burned 

gases into the ORZ takes place more frequently in the SBS which explains the lower 

temperatures in the MBS2 in these flow regions.   

 

Figure 5.57. MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Mean mixture fraction and 

PVC at � = 99600 Pa  

 

Figure 5.58. MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Mean temperature and IRZ 

(indicated by the isoline at 8¥9: = �) 

 

Stoichiometric 
mixture fraction 

4 = 99600 Pa 

P¦�á = 0 
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Figure 5.59. MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Mean heat release in the 

MBS2 and the SBS 

 

 

SBS MBS2 
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Figure 5.60 shows the vectors of the velocity components in the SR-plane at R = 0.03 m. 

Similar to the non-reactive case, the co-rotating swirl jets induce a secondary flow in the 

centre of the combustion chamber which rotates in the reverse direction. 

 

Figure 5.60. MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Vectors of the velocity 

components in the 12-plane at 3 = 0.03 in the reactive flow 

Pressure, Velocity and Heat Release Oscillation 

Figure 5.61 shows the computed heat release in the LES of the MBS2. Oscillations of the heat 

release are clearly visible, but the amplitude and the frequency of the oscillations vary over 

time. Pressure and heat release are only temporarily in phase. As a consequence, no unstable 

mode develops in the simulated period of time. In the experiment, the 400-Hz mode is clearly 

the dominant mode of the pressure and OH*-intensity oscillations, whereas the LES shows 

several modes with equivalent amplitudes for pressure and heat release (Figure 5.62). A peak 

is also observed at around 400 Hz, but for the case it represents the oscillation corresponding 

to the 400-Hz mode observed in the experiment, it features significantly lower amplitudes. 

Figure 5.63 shows that the dominant pressure mode in the inner plenum in the MBS2 is in the 

frequency range around 540 Hz. A similar mode was found in the inner plenum for the cases 

of the SBS. Similar to the SBS, the pressure oscillation leads to oscillations of the flow rate of 

the air-fuel mixture at the nozzle outlet, as indicated by the spectrum of the overall fuel mass 

flow rate at the nozzle outlet in Figure 5.64. However, the spectrum of the heat release 

oscillations reveals that the multiple-burner flame exhibits a stronger response to the flow rate 

perturbations in the frequency range of 150-400 Hz. In contrast to the flame in the SBS, it 

does not couple with the dominant mode at 540 Hz. The oscillations of the heat release are 

(m/s) 
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induced by unsteady flame wrinkling due to the interaction of the flame with vortices in the 

shear layer of the swirl flow, as illustrated in Figure 5.65. 

One possible reason for the deviation of the LES from the experiment may again be reasoned 

by the different acoustic impedances of the numerical inlets and the perforated plate installed 

in the real combustor. The amplitude of the mode at 540 Hz exceeds the amplitude observed 

in the experiment (Figure 5.63) and therefore alters the acoustics in the inner plenum 

compared to the experiment. In this way, it may prevent the amplification of one of the other 

modes to which the flame shows a stronger response. 

Another reason for the deviation between the experiment and the LES may be the 

computation time. In the experiment, the multiple-burners oscillate in phase, but they may 

require a certain amount of time in order to tune to one frequency. Of course, this does not 

pose a problem in the experiment, but represents a big issue in the LES, due to its high 

demand of computational effort. 

 

Figure 5.61. MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Pressure and heat release 

oscillation in the LES of the MBS2 
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Figure 5.62. MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Pressure and heat release 

oscillations in the LES in comparison to pressure and OH*-intensity oscillations in the 

experiment 

 

Figure 5.63. MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Pressure oscillations in the 

inner plenum in the LES of the MBS2 

_ 
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Figure 5.64. MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Oscillations of the overall 

fuel mass flow rate at the outlet of the IS in the LES of MBS2 

 

Figure 5.65. MBS2, "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Flame wrinkling due to 

vortices in the MBS2 

Mean Recirculation Rates in the SBS and the MBS2 in the Reactive Flow 

The mass flow recirculation rates are often considered to be a measure for the stability of the 

flame, since the recirculation of burned gases ensures the ignition of the fresh gases entering 

the combustion chamber. The mass flow recirculation rates also affect the characteristic time 

scales of the flame and therefore affect its thermoacoustic response to pressure and velocity 

perturbations. 

Figure 5.66 shows the mean recirculation rates and the angular momentum flux in the reactive 

flow at 7FG = 30 kW/burner, l	= 0.85, 1 = 1.6.  

(W/m³) 
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Figure 5.66. SBS and the MBS2 at "ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85, ! = 1.6: Mean 

recirculation rates and angular momentum flux in the reactive flow 

As indicated by the results for the mean velocities, the flow characteristics in the MBS2 and 

the SBS are much more similar in the reactive case than in the non-reactive case. The most 

significant difference is represented by the higher recirculation rates in the IRZ in the SBS up 

to R = 0.04 m, which complies with the observations made for the mean axial velocities. The 

outer recirculation rates are almost equal and exceed the ones in the IRZ. As a result, the 

overall mass flow recirculation rates are also very similar in both combustor setups. The 

slightly decreased inner recirculation rate may be induced by the reduced swirl intensity in the 

MBS2 near the nozzle exit. As pointed out in the discussions of the experimental results in 

4.5.5, this may be the result of the effect described by Hirsch et al. in [27]. Due to the 

exchange of angular momentum between the co-rotating swirl flows, the swirl intensity of the 

mass flow recirculated in the ORZ is reduced which in turn results in a decrease in the overall 

effective swirl number. 
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 Estimation of the Convective Time Delay in the LES 5.3.2.4

The convective time delay represents a characteristic time scale of the flame, as discussed in 

3.4.1. In order to further characterise the simulated turbulent flames in the SBS and the 

MBS2, the convective time delay was estimated using the streamlines of the mean flow field. 

The streamlines correspond to the velocity components in the RS-plane (parallel to the 

combustion chamber wall) on a slice with the base point located on the burner axis. The 

streamlines start in the inner swirler 11 mm (R = -0.011 m) upstream to the nozzle exit, next 

to the location of the fuel jets. Figure 5.67 illustrates that the streamlines pass through the 

main reaction zone, as indicated by the contours of the mean reaction rate.  

 

Figure 5.67. Streamlines used for the estimation of the convective time delay 

From the streamlines, the points were extracted which show mean reaction rates in the range 

of 80-100 % of the maximum mean reaction rate. The relative frequencies of the determined 

convective time lags are plotted in Figure 5.68 for the SBS and the MBS2 at 7FG = 30 kW/burner, l = 0.85 and in Figure 5.69 for the SBS at 7FG = 25 kW, l = 0.7. 

It is clearly visible that in the SBS at 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.85, a fluid particle or a perturbation 

reaches the flame front with a significantly smaller minimum time delay of ~0.0007 s than in 

the MBS2 at 7FG = 30 kW/burner, l = 0.85 (~0.001 s). Also the time delays with the 

maximum relative frequencies, which may be interpreted as the characteristic convective time 
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delay, are higher in the MBS2 than in the SBS. In the MBS2, they are observed at ~0.0014 s 

and at ~0.00125 s in the SBS. 

Figure 5.69 shows that the characteristic time delay at 7FG = 25 kW, l = 0.7 in the SBS is 

similar to 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.85. Apparently, the flow characteristics are similar for both 

OPs, which may be expected as the air flows are approximately equal. The distribution of the 

time delay appears to be narrower at 7FG = 25 kW, l = 0.7. This is possibly induced by the 

decreased fuel flow rate, which in turn results in a smaller length of the main reaction zone, as 

indicated in Figure 5.68. 

  

Figure 5.68. Relative frequency of the time lag in the SBS and the MBS2 at 

"ðñ = 30 kW/burner, # = 0.85 and in the SBS at "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7 

 

Figure 5.69. Relative frequency of the time lag in the SBS at "ðñ = 25 kW, # = 0.7 
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The discussed results for the convective time delay can only be interpreted as an 

approximation for the characteristic time delay. However, the tendency is very clear and may 

explain why the flame in the MBS2 shows a stronger response to lower frequencies than the 

flames in the SBS. As discussed in section 3.4.1, a certain phase of the flame response to a 

velocity or equivalence ratio perturbation is needed for the generation of unstable modes. In 

the MBS2, the flame response already shows the necessary phase at lower frequencies than in 

the SBS, due to the increased characteristic convective time delay. 

5.4 Concluding Remarks for the Discussion of the Numerical Results 

The results of the LESs in this chapter show that the main characteristics of the mean flow 

fields are captured by the performed simulations. Since the numerical results of the mean flow 

fields in the SBS show a good agreement with the PIV results, it is likely that the 

characteristic features of the mean flow field in the MBS2 are reproduced by the simulation. 

The non-reactive flows in the SBS show similar flow fields and the observed differences are 

attributed to the higher fuel flow rate. Significant differences were found between the non-

reactive flow fields in the SBS and the MBS2. Despite the missing side walls, the MBS2 

shows a much wider IRZ and features the characteristics of a wall-bounded flow. In contrast, 

the flow field in the SBS resembles the one of a free jet and attaches the walls further 

downstream than the swirl flow in the MBS2. This was also reported by Sangl for the 

isothermal flow in a multiple-burner arrangement [149]. 

It has been shown that the application of adequate acoustic boundaries is crucial for the 

correct prediction of combustion instabilities. The frequencies of the predicted unstable 

modes in the LESs of the SBSs deviate from the frequencies of the unstable modes observed 

in the experiment. A possible explanation is given by the different acoustic impedances of the 

numerical inlets and the perforated plates installed at the corresponding locations in the 

experiment. Due to the fully reflecting inlet BC in the inner plenum, a standing wave with 

high pressure amplitudes and a frequency of around 570 Hz forms inside the inner plenum 

and dominates the pressure oscillations. The flames in the LESs show a temporary coupling 

with this oscillation; the feedback loop of the mode is closed by an in-phase oscillation of 

combustion chamber pressure and heat release, which in turn modulates the oscillation of the 

flow rate of fuel and air. Although the frequencies of the unstable modes are different in the 

experiment and the LES, the driving mechanism appears to be similar. Therefore, it can be 

stated that the LESs of the SBS also identify oscillations of the air and fuel flow rates as the 

main driving mechanisms of the unstable modes in the SBS and therefore comply with the 

findings in the experiments.   

In the simulation of the MBS2, no dominant mode was observed in the simulated time period. 

It is assumed that one major reason for this behaviour is that in the combustion systems with 

multiple flames it takes a certain amount of time before the system has tuned to one specific 
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frequency. The results of the LES of the MBS2 also revealed that the flame shows a stronger 

response to frequencies in the low-frequency range (< 400 Hz) than the flames in the SBS. As 

a consequence, the flame does not couple with perturbations caused by the dominant pressure 

oscillation at 540 Hz in the inner plenum that was found to be an equivalent oscillation to the 

oscillation of the pressure in the inner plenum of the SBS at 570 Hz.  

In order to further characterise the simulated turbulent flames, the characteristic convective 

time delay in all flames was estimated. It was found that the convective time delay in the 

MBS2 exceeds the one in the SBS for the investigated OPs. However, the characteristic time 

delay may vary with the operating conditions and for a global analysis, it would be necessary 

to analyse more OPs. On the other hand, the results comply with the assumptions made in the 

discussion of the experiments. In the MBS2, it is more likely that an unstable mode in the 

low-frequency range with frequencies < 400 Hz is excited. The increased characteristic 

convective time delay in the MBS2 leads to an increase of the frequency-dependent phase 

angle of the flame response to low-frequency velocity disturbances compared to the SBS. As 

a consequence, the phase angle of the flame response which is necessary for the generation of 

instabilities is already reached at lower frequencies than in the SBS. 

The different time delays are most likely induced by differences in the flow fields of the SBS 

and the MBS2. In contrast to the non-reactive case, the flow fields in the SBS and the MBS2 

at 7FG = 30 kW/burner, l = 0.85 are quite similar. However, higher mass flow recirculation 

rates near the nozzle outlet are observed in the IRZ in the SBS. This possibly leads to the 

smaller axial distance between the main reaction zone and the nozzle exit in the SBS and the 

therefore reduced characteristic convective time delay. In the MBS2, the reduction of the 

mass flow recirculation in the IRZ may be induced by the reduction of the angular momentum 

in the shear layers of the adjacent swirl jets. As a result, the mass flow recirculated in the 

ORZ of the MBS2 carries less angular momentum than in the SBS, which leads to a reduced 

swirl intensity in the MBS2, as discussed in [27]. 
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6. Summary and Conclusions 

The present thesis focuses on the investigations of the influence of multiple-burner 

arrangements on combustion instabilities in technical combustion systems. For this purpose, a 

modular combustor was designed and manufactured, which can be operated in single- as well 

as different multiple-burner setups. The combustor is operated under atmospheric conditions, 

using natural gas as fuel. A double-concentric swirl nozzle is employed for flame 

stabilization. A special feature of the combustor is that the swirlers employ separate air inlets 

which allows for varying the ratio of the mass flows through the swirlers. In this way, the 

theoretical swirl number can be altered and different flame characteristics can be achieved.  

The combustor was operated in single-burner setup (SBS) and two multiple-burner setups 

(MBSs). In the first MBS (MBS1), the single-burners are linearly arranged. In the second 

MBS (MBS2), the single burners are arranged in an “annular” arrangement. Experimental and 

numerical investigations were performed to analyse the combustion instabilities in the 

combustor. 

In the experiments, microphone measurements of pressure oscillations in the plenums and the 

combustion chamber were carried out and high-speed OH*-imaging was applied to monitor 

the heat release of the flame. The focus of the experimental investigations was to identify the 

operation parameters which lead to unstable conditions in the combustor. It was found that 

unstable modes are more likely to develop at a thermal power of 7FG > 25 kW in the SBS and 7FG > 27.5 kW/burner in the MBSs. Several unstable modes were identified in the low-

frequency range of 100-300 Hz and one major combustor mode in the range of 400 Hz. While 

these modes are found in all combustor setups, the mode found in the frequency range of 

750 Hz is only present in the SBS. This complies with the overall observed tendency 

regarding the frequencies of the unstable modes. Low-frequency modes in the range of 100-

300 Hz are found much more frequently in the MBSs. It was concluded that the observed 

differences in the thermoacoustic behaviour are induced by differences in the flow field 

between the SBS and the MBSs which are induced by the multiple-burner arrangement. The 

exchange of momentum between the co-rotating swirl jets lead to lower the swirl intensity in 

the MBSs. Based on the findings reported in earlier studies, it was concluded that the 

decreased swirl intensity in the MBSs leads to an increased characteristic time delay between 

a pressure/velocity perturbation and the flame response. As a consequence, a phase angle of 

the flame response which is sufficient to generate unstable combustor conditions is reached at 

lower frequencies in the MBSs than in the SBS. Low-frequency modes are observed even 

more frequently in the MBS2 than in the MBS1. It was reasoned that the reduction of the 

swirl intensity may be even more significant in the MBS2, as all swirl jet have two adjacent 

swirl jets. The OH*-intensity recordings revealed that the formation of ring vortex structures 

plays a major part in driving the unstable modes. The formation of the ring vortex structures is 
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induced by strong mass flow oscillations, which are modulated by in-phase oscillations of the 

pressure and the heat release in the combustion chamber.  

The numerical investigations focused on the investigations of the major combustor modes in 

the frequency range of 400 Hz and 750 Hz, which were observed in the experiments. At first, 

the results of the non-reactive flows were discussed, in order to investigate possible influences 

on the mixing process. The results of the mean flow fields for the SBS were validated by the 

comparison to experimental data of PIV measurements provided by DLR Stuttgart. 

A good agreement was found with the PIV measurements, especially for the OP 1 = 1.6, 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.85. The results for the non-reactive cases for the operating conditions 1 = 1.6, 7FG = 30 kW, l = 0.85 in the SBS and the MBS2 were compared, indicating 

significant differences in the flow field characteristics which are induced by the adjacent swirl 

jets. Despite the missing side walls, the MBS2 shows a flow field which resembles a wall 

bounded flow and the flow field in the SBS shows the characteristics of a free jet. 

The simulations of the reactive flow in the SBS were also compared to PIV data provided by 

the DLR Stuttgart. The LESs were able to capture the main characteristics of the mean 

reactive flow and show reasonable results. However, the importance of adequate acoustic 

boundaries for the correct prediction of the amplitude and frequency of unstable combustor 

modes was illustrated by the results of the LESs of the reactive flow in the SBS. The unstable 

modes predicted by the simulations deviate from the frequencies observed in the experiment. 

Deviations were explained by the different acoustic impedances of the numerical inlets and 

the perforated plates installed at the corresponding positions in the real combustor. It was 

concluded that the acoustic impedance of the numerical inlets causes increased amplitudes of 

the half-wave mode in the inner plenum, which dominates the remaining pressure modes. The 

flame temporarily couples with this oscillation and augmented pressure and heat release 

oscillations are generated in the simulations. Nevertheless, the results of the LESs comply 

with the assumptions made in the discussion of the experiments, indicating that flow rate 

oscillations of the fuel-air mixture, modulated by in-phase oscillations of the heat release and 

combustion chamber pressure, are the main driving mechanisms for the unstable modes in the 

investigated combustor. 

The LES of the reactive flow in the MBS2 does not show an unstable mode. It was concluded 

that one possible reason for this behaviour is given by the fact that the multiple flames need a 

certain amount of time to tune to one specific oscillation. Waiting several seconds does not 

pose a problem in the experimental investigations, but is beyond available computational 

capacities for LES. However, the simulation illustrates that the multiple-burner flame shows a 

stronger response to low-frequency perturbations than the flames in the SBS, which complies 

with the findings from the experiment. A possible explanation is given by an increased 

characteristic convective time delay in the MBSs, which was derived by the analysis of 
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streamlines in the mean flow field. It was concluded that the different convective time scales 

are induced by different flow characteristics in the reactive flow of the SBS and the MBS2. 

The mean flow fields are much more similar in the reactive case than in the non-reactive case, 

but the SBS shows higher recirculation rates in the IRZ, which may be the reason for the 

smaller distance between the main reaction zone and the nozzle outlet in the SBS. Therefore 

the results for the flow field characteristics in the reactive case show a contrasting behaviour 

to the non-reactive case, which illustrates the major impact of the flame on the flow field in 

the combustion chamber. 

As a consequence, it can be stated that single-burner experiments can only partially reproduce 

the thermoacoustic response characteristics of multiple-burner flames. It has to be considered 

that even in the absence of large-scale flame-flame interactions significant differences 

between single-burner and multiple-burner setups may occur regarding the thermoacoustic 

stability of the combustor, due the interactions of the flow fields and their indirect influence 

on the flame characteristics. This non-linear behaviour makes it complicated to obtain an 

adequate prediction of the combustor stability with models derived from single-burner 

analysis. 

The results of the LESs performed within the scope of this work confirm that LES is a very 

useful method when dealing with unsteady combustor dynamics. Compressible LES captures 

most of the acoustic field and also large scale coherent structures and hydrodynamic 

instabilities. Therefore, with LES it is possible to calculate broadband combustion noise and 

to predict or investigate driving mechanisms for combustion instabilities, such as acoustic 

eigenmodes and large-scale flame-vortex interactions. Thus, LES is a suitable tool to 

investigate the combustion dynamics of multiple-burner arrangements. The results of the LES 

of the multiple-burner setup demonstrate that LES is capable of providing the necessary 

insight into the complex flow and flame interactions that may allow for extension of existing 

modelling approaches for combustion instabilities so that they are capable of predicting the 

combustion dynamics of multiple-burners from single-burner analysis.  

However, the results also demonstrate that applying adequate acoustic boundaries is 

indispensable when performing compressible LES with the purpose of predicting combustion 

instabilities. In addition, self-excited LESs of combustion instabilities may require long 

computation times which can pose a huge problem. As consequence, it may be advantageous 

to apply acoustic forcing in order to investigate complex multiple-burner systems, as limit 

cycle oscillations may be reached with less computation time. 
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